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Building up the
hype of Orientation, Community
Building Day, and
other campus traditions was just part
of the framework
needed for the success of each activity. Though many
events took place
throughout
the
year, these were a
few that brought
the campus
together. Through
these activities we
defined ourselves
and established
how we wished to
li ve our Ii ves at
school.
-Shane Wolf
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The sun was shining
bright as students were "Welcomed to the Neighborhood" on
August 28. Suitcases and boxes
lined the walkways two hours before the residence halls were
opened at 10 a.m.. But once the
doors opened, resident assistants
and college crew members came
to the aid of the nervous freshman
by checking them into their future
homes.
After moving in, students
and their parents made their way
to the Welcome Fair in the Campus Center. Here, they got everything from pre-registered class
schedules to candy in the ASWC
Chambers.
But the real excitement
started once night fell. Each hall
had a "dorm skit" to welcome its
newest members. Then the campus was invited to visit "Mr.
Robinson's Neighborhood" in the
auditorium. In the neighborhood,
the students and parents met the
leadership staff at Whitworth and
then left with the pumped-up student leadership cheering them on
as they passed by.

Initiation included many
traditions from the past thirty years
-- like the McMillan and Ballard
"Snowflake Ceremony" and Mock
Rock, but due to liability concerns
and Washington state hazing laws,
some traditions had to be dropped
and new rules were applied to protect the college and the students.
"Even with the new rules, initiation was 100 percent better," said
head Baldwin initiator Dave
Werner. "The guys had more fun,
it was more organized, and what
we could and could not do was
clearly defined."
Mock Rock was the
chance for each dorm's initiates to
shine. Acts ranged from "Sunshine Days" by Jenkins and the
Warren boys dancing with James
Brown. However, the defending
champs, Ballard Pre-Babes, won
Mock Rock with a medley of various country, classic rock, pop and
Broadway songs.
Orientation ended as students registered at the Fieldhouse
and realized that classes would
begin the next day.
-Shane Wolf
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Parents and students- explore all the possibilities offered at Whitworth during the Welcome Fair. This year the lair was brought to the Campus Center
to allow students a chance to tour the ASWC Chambers and Media offices
to better know the people representing them. Photo: Shane Wolf
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Fulfilling a long tradition in McMillan Hall
are the Pre-Men as they
climb the infamous sand
hill behind the baseball
field.
Photo: Shane
Wolf
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The McMillan PreMen try to stay together as the Ballard
Pre-Babes try to pull
them apart during
dorm mixer. Photo:
Shane Wolf

-----------------------Andrew Dickson and
the Carlson Birddogs
strife a terrifying pose
as they sing the "Bear
Song." Photo: Elizabeth Vernon

Freshman Kapua Ruiz is in a perplexing situation
as she realizes that juggling is a little it harder
than she thought. One of the Campus activities
during orientations was to teach Whitworth to
juggle. Photo: Elizabeth Vernon

Orientation

In prayer during one of
the break up sessions
are Weekenders Sherry
Taunt, Erin Johnson,
Haley
Gold,
Julie
Fitch, and Emily Meyer.
Photo: Ben Parker

~------------------------------------------------

The Weekenders enjoy a game of volleyball during free time. Volleyball was
just one way students could spend their free time. Photo: Ben Parker
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The Weekend

Getting a opportunity to talk to other people was
what the Weekend was about. Here students do
just that as they listen to guitars being played in
the background. Photo: Ben Parker

- ~

Weekend, Nancy Belliston min. communion to Iokepa FranTaking communion was just
'ay students grew closer to God.

.e4fok"w

"The Weekend" on September 19,
20, and 21 at Camp Spalding, provided students with the opportunity to get off campus and to come
to know more people in the
Whitworth community while also
learning more about God. During
those three days at Spalding, 165
students explored "The Weekends" theme, "Service and Sacrifice- Pictures from the Gospel."
Linda Thompson, who
has served as a Young Life minister for the past 13 years, spoke
during the retreat about the cost of
gi ving your all to God, about
"worshipping God extravagantly
with our lives," and about service
to our neighbors. After each session, students participated in small
groups, discussing the ideas they'd
heard. "I liked the small groups
because they jumped off the topic
that Linda talked about and we can
evaluate our own lives in talking
with others," said freshman Eric

Moffat.
On Saturday morning,
Whitworth faculty and staff members led seminars on many issues
about personal faith. "It's a privilege for me to be with students in
the context of The Weekend," said
Communication Studies Professor
Ron Pyle. "I appreciate the opportunity to relate my faith and my
discipline."
During free time at
Spalding, students had the options
of riding bikes, hiking, playing
table tennis, joining in a game of
volleyball, canoeing, or swimming. Those who were brave
enough went cliff-jumping.
"There was always something to
do," said freshman
Jayme
Helgeson. "It was awesome to get
to know new folks who go to
school with you then going cliffjumping with them. You really
bond quickly that way."
-Shane Wolf

A night for praise and worship through song to God is what these weekenders are waiting for at the campfire pit. Photo: Ben Parker

): Ben Parker

The Weekend
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Jen Kildow and Elizabeth Robblee try to
fight the tears off as
they chop onions for
enchiladas
at the
Ronald
McDonald
House. Photo: Shane
Wolf

~-----------------------,

Freshman

Angela

MeLoed gets a person-

alized stamp from one
of the children enrolled
in school at the YWCA.
Angela and the Village
worked at the YWCA to
make ribbons for Part-

ner ViolencelDomestic
Violence Awareness
Month then received

a

tour of the facility.
Photo: Shane Wolf
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After a hard days work in the Spokane community, students and faculty return to Whitworth to
feast on picnic fixings provided by Marriott. Photo:
Shane Wolf

Community Building Day
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No morning classes, free
food, and a picnic lunch to end the
day were added incentives for
Whitworth College students and
staff to get involved with Community Building Day on September
24.
The "longest student-run
tradition on campus" began at 7
a.m. with free espresso in the
Campus Center, followed by muffins and juice in the residence halls
before students left for their work
site. Whitworth sent 24 groups to
work in the greater Spokane area.
These included the Ronald
McDonald House, Habitat for
Humanity, Hutton Settlement, and
the Union Gospel Mission. At the
various sites, students dug
trenches, painted churches, folded
baby clothes, cooked food for
needy families, and anything else
requested by the organization.
"Our main purpose on CBD is to
serve the community with a
smile," said organizer
and
S.E.R.Y.E. Coordinator Lora
Grissen.

•

"The true reason of CBD
is to expose students to the reality
that not have everything is 'honky
dory' in the world," said ASWC
President Robin Kolb. "We want
the day to open people's eyes and
let them see how they can help out
in their community."
No matter
whether
they're pulling weeds or folding
clothes, those who participate in
CBD gain memories and experience cultures that they would not
have normally encountered.
"CBD allows the dorm to bond
and have the opportunity to see
different communities that we normally would not be involved
with," said McMillan Resident
Assistant David Boscow. "For
example, last year I worked at a
Calvary Baptist Church, where the
majority of the congregation is African-American, and then attended
their service that Sunday. Only
through CBD was I exposed to
something I probably would never
experienced."
-Shane Wolf

-----------------------------------Helping

out at The

Cancer Patient Care
Thrift Store by moving
inventory in the warehouse are freshman
Alex Noone and junior
Sonya Schaumburg.
Photo: Shane Wolf

Freshman Angela Howe cleans shoes for Goodwill. This was just one of the tasks BaldwinJenkins did for CBD. Some a/the residents were sent to the Spokane Food Bank while
others stayed on campus to make Christmas cards for needy children around the world.
Photo: Shane Wolf

Community Building Day
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This year's fall play was
"Oedipus the King," a classic
Greek tragedy. The story about
King Oedipus attempts to solve
the mystery of his birth in order to
save the city of Thebes from
plague. Atthe end of the play, Oedipus discovers that the prophet,
Teresius was telling the truth when
he accused Oedipus of killing his
father, King of Thebes, and marrying his mother, the Queen.
This was the first time
Whitworth's Theatre department
produced a Greek tragedy and it
was just as successful as predicted.
Director Rick Hornor told the cast
he had been waiting his whole career to direct this production and
it was "a dream come true." Many
local high schools in Spokane required students to see the production for their classes, which provided positive feedback for the
production.
The cast had few main
roles, but the nine person chorus
was on stage during the entire production. The script was a compi-

lation of many versions of "Oedipus the King" that Hornor put together in order to include as many
speaking roles as possible.
The set, costumes and
lighting was also a new design for
Whitworth Theatre. The set and
lighting were designed by Peter
Hardy, a professional designer
from the Civic Theatre in Spokane. All actors excluding Oedipus, the king (Heater Peterson),
Jocasta, the queen (Kate Hancock)
and Creon, Jocasta's brother (Andrew Lewis) wore masks during
the production in order to be true
to Greek performance.
The play used the costumes, lighting and a raked stage
in order to create the atmosphere
of the Greek stage and production
style for their performances. Producing "Oedipus the King" was a
first for the Whitworth Theatre
department, and they hope to continue producing plays which are
interesting to the Whitworth community and to Spokane.
- Maggie Bullock
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Oedipus
(Heather
Peterson) describes his
fear of the prophets
waring to his wife,
Jocosta
(Kate
Honcock). Oedipus describes a particular incident where he killed
an old man along the
road on his way to
Thebes before he became king.

Creon, the new king" (Andrew Lewis) watches on as Oedipus (Heather
Peterson says a final goodbye to his two daughters before his death. The
two girls were played by Sarah Jackson and Kayla Westenskow.
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The blind
prophet
Teresius (Jeff Davis)
warns Thebes that it
was Oedipus who killed
the former king while
being
led by his
attendan (Mattew Jackson).

-----------------------The chorus members
Lauren
Murray,
Amanda Hanson, Bryan
Cooper and Angela
Gillam were on stage
during the entire production reacting to the
story in keeping with
Greek tradition.

Chorus member, Bryan
Cooper
holds
the
shepard's
(Kevin
Benson)
arms back
while being questioned
about a baby he rescued
from death.

Fall Play
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From all over the world,
students from the International
Club helped the Whitworth
community plunge into diverse
cultures ranging from Mexican to
Japanese to Kenyan.
The evening started with
a grand banquet served in the
Campus Center. For the first time
ever, the banquet was sold out before the day of the event. Participants enjoyed a variety of food
from all over the world. Whether
Indian, Mexican, German, or
Korean, the food was superb.
While people waited in line for
food, they had the opportunity to
view artifacts from each country
represented here at Whitworth.
"The country culture booths
helped set the atmosphere for the
night," said advisor Lulu Page.
"These booths, manned by students dressed in their traditional
attire, provided answers to questions from each visitor."

After the dinner was
served in the Campus Center, participants moved to Cowles Auditorium for the entertainment portion of the program. The entertainment consisted of everything
from dancing to signing to stories
of international students' homelands. "1 think that the banquet is
a very positive and affirming event
for the international students," said
club president Muleba Kasonga.
"Not only does the banquet allow
us see each others' backgrounds,
but it also broadens our horizons
about what life is really like outside the United States."
"The banquet was a success," said Page, "because it
opened people's eyes and introduced them to an entirely different way oflife through food, displays, music, and dance. Those
features have a powerful impact
on people."
-Shane Wolf

~--------------------------------

"

Just your average emcees, showing enthusiasm and support to get
the audience pumped up
for the evening's performances.

Three of Whitworth's international students perform an ancient Japanese
warrior ritual.

18
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International Banquet

Singing
a duet about
their homeland,
two
African students share
their experiences
and
culture through music.
Performing a traditional
dance from their culture,
members of the Hawaiian Club added to he diversity of the banquet.

-----------------------Advisor Lulu Page gets
into the festivities
by
performing
a traditional Mexican dance.

InternationalBanquet;f
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Pono Lopez psychs up for
the Maori hakka. This
male dance
of New
Zealand was originally
done in preparation for
battle. Photo: Kapua Ruiz

RIGHT:
Holding
the
kala 'au stick, Hawaiian
Club Vice-President Kevin
Nabalta dances to the pulsating beat of the ipu heke
(gourd) in "Hull I Ka
Mauna."
This
hula
kahiko, or ancient dance,
represented old Hawaii.
Photo: Charise Asuncion

--------ABOVE: Hawaiian Club
Treasurer Craig Ito and
Kari Hiraiwa end the
evening's entertainment
with a hula Guano (modern dance) to an upbeat
lovers' song entitled "Pua
Iliahi." Photo: Kapua
Ruiz

Travis Martinson and Ehren Watada act out some
modified golf swings in the Samoan slap dance.
This is the most popular dance year after year because of the handsome men and the catchy drumbeat. Photo: Carrie Wasser
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The 18th annual
Hawaiian Club Lu'au, held on April
4, 1998, at the Whitworth College
Fieldhouse, was yet again a successful community event. The
production, which featured authentic Hawaiian cuisine and traditional Polynesian song and
dance, attracted 1,100 students,
parents, faculty, and members of
the general public,
The menu, consisting of
kalua pig, teriyaki beef, chicken
long rice, squid lu' au, poi, and
haupia (coconut), was flown in
from Hawaii.
Kari Hiraiwa and Moraya
Nuttall taught thirty dancers songs
on a nature theme from Hawaii
and Tahiti. In addition, male dancers represented Samoa and New
Zealand in the crowd-pleasing
Maori hakka and Samoan slap
dance. In the eyes of Hawaiian
Club secretary Charlin Ka' aihili,
"The songs and dances offered
many different styles of dancing
the hula."
Hawaiian Club President
Charise Asuncion summed up the
event this way: "This was my
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fourth lu' au at Whitworth College,
and this year's was the best. In
previous years we lacked organization, This year, we started planning during the summer and accomplished a lot during the fall semester. We also had such wonderful leadership, including the kumu
hula [hula instructors]!"
Cooperation, participation, and organization were the
keys to the lu'au's success, "because everyone gave their kokua
[help] and there was no fuss," said
freshman Kapua Ruiz. "We received a lot of help from [advisors] Larry Keakaulike and Gordy
Toyama, and many others."
The greatest achievement
of the lu' au was spreading the
aloha spirit to the mainlanders,
One master of ceremonies of the
lu' au, freshman Galahad Carreira,
proudly said of the evening, "As
a group we were able to express
the love for our 'aina [land] and
culture, We were also able to show
our love for our sister islands of
Polynesia."
-Kari Hiraiwa

Hawaiian Club dancers warm up at practice on the morning of the lu' au.
Traditional costumes adorned the dancers that evening in the hour-long
performance. Photo: Kapua Ruiz

I
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Can a person be just in an
unjust world? The answer to this
question was up to the audience as
Whitworth Theatre presented Bertolt
Brecht's The Good Woman of
Setzuan, directed by Diana Trotter.
The spring production is
Brecht's political masterpiece, in
which he questions the status quo
and takes the audience out of its
comfort zone in order to do so.
In the play, three gods determine that Shui Ta, portrayed by
senior Kate Hancock, is the only
good person remaining on earth.
They decide not to destroy the planet
if she will remain good, but the only
way for her to do this is through their
assistance.
"The hope is that the audience will be active in the whole
play," said Hancock, "and make
judgments about whether the events
on stage are good or bad. That's what
we do in real life, so why not bring
it to the stage?"

Another element that sets
Brecht's play apart from other
shows is his treatment of religion.
"Brecht is not questioning
faith, but he questions the institution of religion and how it can be
empty and hollow," said Trotter.
Throughout Good Woman,
actors step out to comment on their
characters and to sing songs. "I love
the 'Song of the Waterseller' in the
rain, said actor Jeff Davis. "It presents very bitter topics in a happy.
sort of peppy way, and really makes
the issues stand out."
Each audience member
may come away with a different
conclusion, which was Brecht's
goal. A discussion moderated by the
director after the show was direct
evidence of the audience members'
differing views.
"Brecht was a Marxist
atheist, yet the entire discussion focused on Christian ethics. All I can
say is REVOLUTION!" said sophomore Nate Tomsheck.
-Rachel Huffman
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The unemployed man (Bryan Cooper) tries to heal the injured hand a/Wong
(Jeff Davis) as the sister-in-law (Andrea Frey) and Mrs. Shin (Kym Atkin)
offer advice.

Spring Play
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Senior Kate Hancock
discusses the greater
social issues that/arced
her to be a cruel man
and the Good Woman.
The cast gossips about
Shui Ta and her new
fortune.

------------------------

Shui Ta (Hancock) tells Mrs. Yang-sun (Brooke
Kiener) why she must marry the woman $ son.
Kelly Simon, Jeremy Williams, and Adam Conley
as the three gods.

Spring Play
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Freshman Jason Farley
gets jiggy with it at
Spring Formal. Photo:
Lauren Luksic
Greg
Gerish
and
Christin Hinman dance
the night away in traditional attire.
Photo:
Lauren Luksic

\------------------------I_II

Sam
Aylor,
Matt
Newcomb, and Jesse
Mallott break it down to
"YMCA" during Spring
Formal. Photo: Lauren
Luksic

Leah Viertell and Eric Moffatt show a style all
their own at Spring Formal. Photo: Lauren
Luksic
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Spring Formal

Spring Formal was held
on April 18, 1998, at Cavanaugh's
Inn at the Park in Spokane. For
those who attended, it was a hit.
"Spring Formal was more fun than
I have had in a long time, or at least
during this semester," said sophomore Patricia Bartell. "I really
enjoyed the music and the people
who were there. It was fun to get
out onto the dance floor and move
a groove and not worry about what
everyone else was doing because
they were doing the same thing,"
said Bartell.
One difference in this
year's dance was that it took place
in Spokane. In recent years, the
dance has taken place in Coeur
d' Alene. "We moved the dance
back to Spokane to allow more
people to attend because of the
closer location, and to offer more
room for people to dance," said
Cultural and Special Events Coordinator Kym Atkin.
Unfortunately, numbers
were down at this year's dance.

Sophomore Sara Casperson had
one explanation for the lowerthan-expected attendance. "Girls
are basically out of luck when it
comes to finding dates for functions like Spring Formal," said
Caspersen. "Since the ratio is
something like one guy to four
girls, we have to start hunting early
for a date, go off campus, or make
it a girl's night out."
Those in charge of the
event want to increase the numbers for next year. "There were
only about 250 couples at Spring
Formal instead of the 400 or so
couples that have attended in recent years," said Atkin. "We are
trying to find out why this is. It
might be due to the date, because
a lot of sporting events were happening the same weekend, or it
might be due to the price. We hope
this will be a one-time thing."
-Shane Wolf

--------------------------------

Students swing dance during this year's Spring F annal at Cavanagh's Inn
at the Park. Photo: Lauren Luksic

Spring Formal
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The chance to see classmates swallow live goldfish, to
watch motorcycle races conducted
on those one-ride-for-a-quarter
bikes usually stationed outside supermarkets, and to listen to everything from grunge to Puff the
Magic Dragon were just some of
the thrills awaiting those who attended this year's Mac Hall in Concert.
The tradition of Mac Hall
began in the late '70s and has continued right up to May 2, 1998. The
purpose behind this event was to
exploit the talents of Mac Men and
those of other students on campus
in order to raise money for Cup of
Cool Water Ministries, an organization that assists young people in
the greater Spokane area.
Some memorable events
of the night included an honored
guest, President Bill Robinson, being serenaded by emcees Jeremiah
Pappe, Michael Jones, Kyle

-

\11'

Forsyth, and Mark Dungan, with
their gender-corrected rendition of
the song Mrs. Robinson. Between
acts, the emcees entertained the
crowd with bowling to the music
from 2001, as well as a game show
spoof, and Abbott and Costello's
"Who's on First?" act.
The majority of the acts
were music-related. Back by popular demand was Lydia Jones, singing with guitar accompaniment by
Mike Emmans and Yosef Durr.
Other music groups included The
Babes, an all-girl band from Warren; Amanda Johnson and Jessica
Smeall performing some original
songs; and an ensemble of trombones portraying an average "night
at a concert," with the players sporting an oversized tuxedo, a pair of
pajamas, and a hip '70s outfit. "It
was very entertaining."said sophomore Laura Day.
-Shane Wolf
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Four trombonists and ... Bubbles? The Music Department
spoofs a professional concert and what really happens behind
the scenes. Photo: Noah Hurd
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Mac Hall in Concert

,"'"irst loor

The
house
band,
"Naked to the World,"
warms up the audience
before the other campus
talents take the stage.
Photo: Noah Hurd

Jessica Smeal! plays one of her original songs
about life, with Amanda Johnson providing accompaniment. Photo: Noah Hurd

Mac Hall in Concert
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Whitworth's 1998 Commencement ceremony brought joy
and a sense of accomplishment to
the stndents completing their college educations - and frustration
to some who couldn't find seats in
the jam-packed Opera House.
"My family barely got
seats in the very top balcony," said
graduate Rebecca Luna Pezzullo.
"My father-in-law was not able to
get a seat and had the option to
stand for three hours or leave, so
he left."
The faculty and the choir
gave up their seats and sat backstage and in the wings so that families could enjoy the ceremonies
with their graduates, and though the
shortage of seats caused some serious difficulties, the ceremony was
meaningful and enjoyablefor those
who were able to find a seat.

Correll and Travis Torco spoke
briefly; the Rev. Chester Andrews
received an honorary doctorate, and
Professor of Philosophy Forrest
Baird delivered the commencement
address.
Emphasizing
"What
Really Matters" in life, Baird used
several props (a practice that characterizes his Core 250 lectures) to
stress the importance of seeking out
the things that make life worth living. He urged the graduates to resist the distractions of everyday life,
and to focus on what really makes
a difference in the world.
Whitworth's master's degree candidates were honored at
their own commencement ceremony this year, on Saturday, May
16. President Bill Robinson was
chosen to deliver the commencement address at this first graduate-

Whitworth President BIll Robmson
presented the openmg remarks, Dean
of the Chapel Terry McGonigal offered the invocation; graduates Julie

degree ceremony. ~

Ruse gradua ~on~eiJifs't
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-Shane Wolf
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Rev. C. W Andrews, Sr.,
of Calvary
Baptist
Church receives an honorary doctor of divinity
degree from Dean of the
Chapel Terry McGonigal
and Vice President for
AcademicAffairs Tammy
Reid. Photo: Shane Wolf
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Cap decoration is a
time-honored tradition
at Whitworth. Graduate John Amend takes
part by strategically
placing stickers on his
mortarboard.
Photo:
Shane Wolf
Deborah Wichmann
gets a little help with
her
collar
from
Adrienne Mortensen.
Photo: Shane Wolf

Graduation
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The courses found
in the college
catalog offer only
a general overview of what one
can expect of a
class. But the catalog can't capture
the
countless
hours spent preparing for exams
in study groups or
traveling abroad
to visit the Roman
Coliseum. Sure,
the structure of a
class depends on
the subject, but the
framework of the
class depends on
the students.
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Had a hard time paying
attention at Forum? Well, that's not
the fault of the faculty or the speaker,
but the responsibility of the students,
according to the Forum Committee.
Due to constant disruption from
students while speakers were giving
their presentations,
the Forum
Committee made some big decisions to
try to control the rising problem. "It is
noticeable to anyone who attends
Forum; the talking, shufiling of paper,
and just plain rudeness while someone
is speaking caused the committee to enforce some simple rules we can live by,"
said Forum Committee member David
Boscow.
The actions the committee took
included closing the balcony, failing
noisy troublemakers for the entire semester, and taking credit away from everyone at particularly noisy Forums.
Decisions regarding these actions were
decided upon by the entire committee.
Even though it seemed as if
nothing but restrictions were implemented, the committee did create a way
for students to take more control over
what they will see and hear at Forum
through a suggestion form. "The
Forum Grant Application is a way for
students to tell the committee who
they'd like to see at Forum," said
Boscow. "We've already had ten
turned in this spring."
Some of the most popular
Forums from the past year were a theater group performing "Body Image,"
the various study tours, "CUlts," the
Whitworth Choir and Wind Ensemble,
and a touring music group from Africa.
-Shane Wolf
Christian Gunter and Maria Colacurcio offer a
list of "You know you are a
major

when

." at the seniors' "Famous

Last Words" Forum. Photo: Carrie Wasser

.---------~~~~-----------Thick crust or regular?
In the hit movie "Reality Bites" Janeane Garafalo's slightly

inebriated character claims that the only thing she learned in four years
of college was her Social Security number ...
... but for many Whitworth students, the
most frequently used number combiuation is
466-8080. Some students eveu claim that Pizza
Pipeline's phone number is the ticket to survival.
The majority of the campus does business
with Pizza Pipeline, but Domino's Pizza is another
big contender for Whitworthians' disposable income. Both places have certaiuly cornered most of
the pizza market with college students, but
Domino's has been working hard to make strides
of late with their cheap pizzas and constant advertisiug at Whitworth home basketball games. Tim
Smale, who's been cooking and deliveriug pizzas
at Pizza Pipeline for four years, said, "During an
average five-day week, Monday through Friday,
Pipeline will sell close to 200 pizzas just to
Whitworth. That also includes deliveries to administration buildings and the Fieldhouse." Smale continued, "Then, on the weekends, we sell an average of about 100 to 150 pizzas to students."
Smale said Whitworth provides 30 percent
of the Pizza Pipeline chain's total business. Considering that the establishment at 10220 North Division is responsible for delivering to most of North
Spokane, Whitworth fills the majority of their orders. Students purchase so much pizza from the
store that it has a special deal for Whitworthians
only, called the Whitworth Special. Students can
get a large, single- topping pizza and two 22-ounce
soft drinks for $8.65, including tax.
When Domino's Pizza noticed all the business Pipeline was receiving from Whitworth, they
came up with some competitive deals of their own.
"We have a Whitworth special also. You can get a
medium, two-topping pizza and two drinks for $6.
But our other deal is even better. A one topping
medium pizza for $3, carry out," said Damion Cox,
Domino's assistant manager. "About 75 percent of
our $2.99 medium sales come from college students.

'Je Whitworth's Forums are alwell-attended. Their unique inetations of unusual material atstrike a chord with Whitworth
nts.

In an average month, the overall percentage of student
business is about 20 perceut to 23 perceut. On Friday
and Saturday nights we get flooded with calls from college kids who order eight to 10 mediums at a time. It's
crazy, but Whitworth is a gold mine," Cox added.
Whitworth College has about 1,500 undergraduate studeuts, many of whom live on campus. When
the weekend rolls aronnd, many students are sick and
tired of the food in the dining hall. They want something more appetizing and not too expensive. These students often turn to pizza. It's quick, easy and cheap.
According to Smale's nnmbers, the 350 pizzas
Whitworth students eat in a week mnltiplied by the 36
weeks in a school year means Whitworth students eat
12,600 pizzas per school year. With each pizza order
costing students $8.65, Pizza Pipeline makes $3,027.50
each week from sales to Whitworth. Whitworth students, faculty and staff spend $108,990 on pizza from
Pizza Pipeline annnally. The average student at
Whitworth eats close to 8.5 pizzas from Pizza Pipeline
during his or her nine months on campus each year.
In order for Pizza Pipeline to stay on top of all
deliveries, they employ several drivers. On weekends,
they have seven to eight drivers working. Each driver
delivers between six and 10 pizzas an hour, George Silva,
delivery person and cook at Pizza Pipeline, determined
which dorms consume the most pizza based on how freqnently he delivers to certain dorms. The dorm that
came in first place for the most pizza consumption was
Arend Hall. "Well, we do have a pizza box in our
lounge," said junior Ann Nielsen, an Arend resident.
Baldwin-Jenkins took second in the ''most pizzas" competition, and Warren Hall grabbed a close third.
Beyond the classroom and despite the services
of Leavitt Dining Hall and the Campus Center Cafe,
pizza will probably be a major factor in the dorm life of
most Whitworth students.

-Jon Graybill
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"Pick up your toys, eat your vegetables, don't talk
to strangers, do your homework, take those crayons out of your nose, don't flush your sister's shoes
down the toilet...," and a thousand others.
Growing up, you probably heard and obeyed (well,
most of the time) them all. Tben the time arrived to follow up
on another parental suggestion: Go to college.
In making the initial decision to go to college instead of taking a year to backpack through Europe and "find"
yonrself, you undoubtedly went through a long and arduons
decision-making process (which, if you're anything like me,
consisted of weighing the pros and cons of living with my parents for the rest of my life versus the opportunity to drop my
socks wherever Iwanted and actually leave them there).
Then you probably went through this agonizing
process again in deciding to attend Whitworth (unless yon were
like me, and a quick round of "eenie, meenie, minie, molt settled
I it). Then, at last, after all the mind-changing, suggestion-taking, procrastinating, and many other "dngs," you made the
decision, and it was time to prepare for (cue the sound track
from 'Psycho") the "Freshman Experience,"
Contrary to popular belief, the freshman experience does uot begin the day you arrive on campus. Itactually
begins weeks before - or, if you've walked under many ladders and broken many mirrors in your life, months beforeyou leave home, . Usually the first part of the freshman experience is the "helpfnl" advice that everybody feels compelled
to share with you. Some of it is actually useful, like "Make
sure you bring more than one towel," and "Quarters are your
friends," but some of it is pretty inane.
My favorite piece of advice has to be "Make sure
you watch your money." I have yet to meet a college student,
including myself, who has had any problem "watching" his
or her money. We all find it remarkably easy to watch it leave
our wallets in order to buy pizzas, concert tickets, secondhand
furnishings for our dorm rooms, bumper stickers that say
"Durn toetin' I'm a rebel,'! and other such necessities. Wejust
have the slightest bit of trouble watching it stay in our bank
accounts.
The next part of the freshman experience is packing. I think we all started out with good intentions on this one,
making lists of what items would go into which box and so on.
Despite our efforts, though, most of us ended up with boxes
that resembled the aftermath of a tornado passing through a
trailer park.
As the Day of Departure neared, it was nearly impossible to decide which possessions to take with us and which
to abandon. Even those balding pom-poms we hadn't touched
since the fourth grade and those barbells we had vowed to

in the middle of the night on the way to the bathroom suddenly had
significant sentimental value.
The third part of the freshman experience centers on the
word "excited." Starting about a month before you leave home, everywhere you go and everyone you meet is just dying to know if you're
excited about leaving. No matter how excited you were to begin with,
after answering this question three billion times you can't help but feel
the slightest urge to buy a rifle and climb a bell tower.
The rest of the freshman experience is determined by which
college you decide to attend. For Whitworthians, the college experience
is a unique one - as we undoubtedly figured out when we arrived on
campus and began hearing talk of "virgin pine cones."
The Whitworth experience is also characterized by the "Old
Faithful" cement sprinkiers (that come on only when it's cloudy or raining and when someone is walking by), escorted dinners, the memorization of Pizza Pipeline's phone number, buying books for amounts of
money equivalent to the gross national product of most Third-World
nations, and learning to jnggle.
Learning to juggle under the tutelage of the renowned
''Dr. Boh" was certainly interesting. It also turned out to be quite useful; not only did we learn a skill that could be very handy if this college
thing doesn't work out and we decide to quit and join the circus, but we
were also privileged to have Dr. Bob impart his philosophy of life to us.
While his theory of "So What, who cares, Ican juggle" may work for
minor annoyances like paper cuts and misplaced left shoes, it hecomes
less useful when we're facing life's bigger problems.
Then, jnst when we thought the Whitworth freshman experience couldn't get any weirder, initiation began. The most difficult part
of initiation was not the marching in line, looking straight ahead, not
smiling, memorizing our drills, or screaming "sir, yes sir!'! until our
larynxes bled, but explaining to my mother how the whole ordeal was
actnally fun.
Finally, after we'd survived what was prohably one of the
strangest and most memorable weeks of our lives, the realization hit us
that we were not at summer camp but at college and that we actually
had classes to attend and work to do. This realization is a sobering one
for every freshman, as is the realization that, despite its good points,
college is not going to be easy. But the freshman experience has prepared ns for this revelation and has provided us with the knowledge
that, with some determination, hard work, a few sleepless nights, and
numerous trips to Stan's coffee stand in the Campus Center, we can
make it through the next four years. And, heck, even if we don't, I hear
Barnum aud Bailey's looking for a few good jugglers.
-Jenay Neyman

I

Students find their way around fA
Campus Center and explore the We
come Fair during Orientation. Photr
Shane Wolf

throw out hundreds of times after stubbing our toes on them
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Script, Whitworth's literary magazine, features student
work by some of Whitworth's
best writers. "Being a member
of the Script staff provided a
great opportunity not only to
gain experience in the editing
and publishing field, but also to
read works by fellow students,"
said fiction editor Heather
Krebbs, a senior English major.
The Script staff was chosen by
Assistant Professor of English
Laurie Lamon from a group of
student volunteers. The staff's
goal was to have the book published in time to sell at
Springfest. In order to achieve
this goal, the editors spent long
hours selecting works to be published from various student submissions.
The team of Script staffers was divided into editors for
each of the magazine's categories: poetry, fiction, and nonfiction research, including excerpts from history, philosophy,
and literature research papers.
Script also features black-andwhite artwork.
Script gave some students their first opportunity to
publish their work not only for
Whitworth students and faculty,
but also for members of the
community.
-Maggle Bullock

Whitworth alum Tim Hornor performs his adaptation of a story from David James Duncan's The
River Why at Duncan s reading in the Campus
Center. Hornor originally performed the story for
his senior theatre performance in 1997.
Photo: Carrie Wasser
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Working Whitworthians

After about a month of school, when students new to the
Whitworth campus are settled in, some will realize that
their hard-earned summer cash is now slipping quickly
away.
For these students,
knowing
where to go to find a job may be confusing. There are lots of places to look and
people to consult when finding a workstudy job. It's simply a matter of knowing where to go.
The job board in Student Life is
the first place students should check, especially those students interested in locating a job without seeking guidance
from outside advisors. This is where local and on-campus employers post descriptions of job openings.
Gordon Jacobson, director of student employment, helps students find
jobs for the year and plan for the future.
He oversees student development, planning resumes and job placement after
college.
One aspect of Jacobson's job is
helping Christian employers meet with
students who want to work in a positive,
Christian work atmosphere. Whitworth
is also host to several career and employment-related events throughout the year.
This year, employers including Microsoft
and Boeing were be part of a Spokane
employment fair.
Jacobson also encourages stu-

ly Meyers lends assistance at
Llways-busy campus post
'e. Photo: Shane Wolf

dents to meet with him or others in
Career Services for help in finding the
job that best fits their individual
schedules and goals. Two other services Whitworth provides are the j ob
hotline, which is updated weekly, and
the work-study Internet page.
State work-study positions
constitute the largest number of offcampus jobs, and include some of the
most coveted positions. These jobs include working with battered women
and the mentally ill as well as more
traditional jobs like accounting and
clerical work. Several Spokane school
districts hire students to tutor and
provide special services for both elementary and high school students.
There are many on-campus
positions as well. Freshman Hillary
Seaton found a job simply by going
into the Campus Center cafe and asking if they needed workers. She also
spoke with her advisor, who encouraged her to get a job right away. "I
feel a bit more secure ...that I'm not
taking all my parents' money," Seaton
said. Jacobson encourages students
to seek employment quickly.
-Amy Wheeler
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Feeling right at home
A strong sense of community, a welcoming atmosphere, and a high academic profile are not the
only factors that attract teachers to Whitworth
College. New professors point out some other
reasons why they chose Whitworth.
Conny Palacios, a new assistant professor in the Spanish Department, characterizes her first encounters with the Whitworth
staff as courteous. This impression remains
after her actual arrival and integration into
the community. At a faculty dinner during
her first week, a card on her table from Mike
Ingram, president of the faculty, said
"Welcome to Whitworth." Palacios said this
touched her deeply.
Palacios, who taught in Miami for 16
years, said she noticed a radical difference in
the atmosphere of Whitworth and Spokane.
She said she feels safe and cared for here. She
added that she is most excited about working
"with a culture that is very different from my
culture."
Whitworth provides her with the opportunity to practice her English more than
she could in Miami, where most of her
colleagues and students spoke primarily
Spanish. As a new professor, Palacios has
wondered, "Am I what the students want?"
This is a crucial question to her because "The
students are very important to me and I want
to accomplish what they want."
Another new professor at Whitworth
is Carol Smucker, who teaches French. After
teaching in a larger school, Smucker was enticed by Whitworth's atmosphere.
During a visit to Whitworth, Smucker
noticed the value given to the "quality of
teaching and rapport with students." She emphasized that teaching is "not just giving
knowledge to students, but helping students
to realize their potential and be interested in
learning for a lifetime."

The "academic as well as spiritual freedom" that
Whitworth allows encouraged Jim Edwards,
one of two new professors in the Religion Department, to make Whitworth his professional
home. He praised Whitworth for upholding its
mission statement and said that the college
"seems to be comfortable with [the statement's]
ramifications for our community."
Edwards graduated from Whitworth in
1967, and said the college provided "an intellectual basis and Christian understanding that has
been the basis for my intellectual and spiritual
life." Edwards was excited to find a "similar
spirit of intellectual curiosity and openness to
Christian faith and its implications in different
fields of learning."
Michele Graham, new associate professor of religion, and Edwards have this focus on
the spiritual and intellectual aspects of the college in common. Both instructors were sought
by the Religion Department for their teaching
abilities.
Graham, also a Whitworth alum,
received her doctorate in theology in Scotland,
where she began to consider teaching. While
contemplating the idea, she decided she would
like to teach in an atmosphere similar to the one
she experienced while attending Whitworth. She
found Sterling College in Kansas, where she
taught happily for three years. Then Whitworth
began calling.
Although teaching at Whitworth had
been her ideal, Graham was hesitant because of
her happiness at Sterling. However, she said,
"God opened all the doors."
-Emily Cook & Stephanie Minten
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The Rev. Jones shares his music wit
Whitworth students during Chape
Photo: Erica Schmid

RD
Chapel time is nothing more thau a
welcome break from classes for some; bot
for many, It's a way of Hfe 10 attend Midweek Worship each Wednesday from 11:15
to noon. Even tboogh Chapel is meticoIousIy
planned each week In terms of speakers and
events, the servlee doesn't always follow the
prepared script. "I enjoy Chape1 because
yoo never know where It wiD!ead," saidjunlor Patty Yan. "I know that [Dean of the
Chapel
and Campus
Pastor]
Terry
McGoDigal might be speaking, bnt 1never
know the Impact that his message wiD have
In my life. And the not knowing and the not
wanting 10 miss out causes me 10 look forward 10 Chapel each week," she said •
Some fondly remembered servIees
from this academic year Include performances by the Chamber Choir and the
Whitworth BeD Choir, sermons given by
'Thrry McGonigal and Jim Edwards, and
homilies from guest speakers both from the
Spokane area and from the world outside the
Pacific Northwest.
One SDch speaker was StaIey Lecturer Joim Perkins, whose efforts 10 bring
about racial reconciIIatino are known and
lauded by Christlnns throughout the country. Perkins, mentioned as a mentor and
model for the ministry of Dolphus Weary In
the Core 156 text lAin't Comin' Back, spoke
of his pain at the recent loss ofhis son and of
his hope for a better world - a world that
required the prayers, the hard work, and the
devotion of Whitworth students and other
people of faith.
Whether students find challenge,
inspiration, comfort, or even entertalnment
on Wednesday mornings, Midweek Worsbip
has become a haven for those who seek the
chance to offer praise during a franllcweek
of classes, work, meetings, and study.
"Chape1 is more thau just IIsteDIng'
10 a speaker give a sermon," said Yan. "It is
an experieuce that stops our heetic
ochedute and aUows us 10 spend some time with
God In feIlowablp with others!'

-Shane Wolf

During Midweek Worship, Dean of the Chopel78ny
McGtmigaJ shares his excitement about Ch1iat'sWW£
Photo: Erica Schmid

Tess Gallagher speaks in the Lindaman
Center on her second visit to the Whitworth
compus. Gallagher reQ(/.poetry and answered question&from students and professors. Photo by Kapull Ruiz

r-------~~~~4r~----------explosIon
The "Gospel Explosion" landed at Whitworth College's
Chapel this year, bringing prominent members of
Spokane's African-American community together with
Whitworth students under the theme of praising God.
Whitworth's
Black Student
Union hosted the Gospel Explosion,
which
featured three local gospel
choirs, three youth choirs and a Christian rap artist.
BSU President Chris Mastin was
ecstatic about the success of the inaugural event. "Praise God, Jesus blessed,
He was here and active in the people
tonight," said Mastin. "It didn't matter about black, white, red or yellow.
God's hand was moving."
The general
theme of the
evening was the equality of all as children of God, rather than segregation by
race, age or denomination.
Church members from local congregations as well as the greater Spokane
area crowded the Chapel to capacity.
Chairs had to be set up in the lobby to
accommodate latecomers. "It was a great
atmosphere to be intonight. We were kind
of nervous about the turnout, but we
couldn't even seat everyone," said the
BSU vice president, freshman Sean Haley.
In a show of respect to the guests
from the community, Whitworth students were asked to give up their seats
and sit on the floor up front to provide

choirs entertained and inspired
.rowd, lifting their voices to God
re Chapel.
to: Carrie Wasser

I

more room.
The evening's music was provided
by adult choirs from Holy Temple, Calvary Baptist Church and St. Matthew's
Baptist Church, as well as the Lighthouse
Children's Choir, Angels with Attitude
and North Pacific Baptist Convention
Youth Choir.
Each choir performed two selections, many of which drew the crowd to
its feet with clapping and exclamations of
praise. The special guest for the evening
was rapper Aaron Davis, whose appeal for
crowd participation brought the audience
to its feet again. "This is by far the best
kickoff to a homecoming weekend we've
ever had," said President Bill Robinson
in a brief closing.
The BSU is planning to host similar concerts in the future, and hopes for
as much, if not more, support for those
activities.
According to Student Life
Programs Specialist and BSU Advisor
Stephy Beans, Gospel Explosion was the
best kind of advertisement for future
events. "It was simply awesome," said
Beans. "Everything fell into place, and
God truly blessed us tonight."
-Campbell White
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rrunor a major Improvement
Students will be able to incorporate classes in biology,
physical science, sociology and philosophy into one minor now that the faculty has approved the environmental
studies minor.
I

The environmental studies minor is now a reality at Whitworth.
Susan Bratton, Lindaman
Chair and associate professor of biology, served as leader in the development and proposal ofthe minor.
Planning began two years ago,
when a group offaculty members met
to discuss the possibility of an environmental studies program. Questions about the program included
whether it would be directed toward
science or non-science majors.
Students in the last few years
have concentrated on studying environmental issues independently, and
interest in a formal program was
shown by students who went to Registrar Gary Whisenand this spring
and requested the minor.
The proposed minor was
brought before the Professional
Learning Council in March and was
approved. The faculty voiced its approval at a meeting in May. "It's quite
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If senior

Eric Strate, shown warkin!
in one of the chemistry labs, were ell
rolling for fall 1998, he could ,i~

up for the environmental studies mi
nor; which incorporates science, his
tory, business, humanities, and .'loc
ology. Photo: Erica Schmid
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time that Whitworth added interdisciplinary minors to the curriculum," Bratton said. "There will be
good enrollment and it will provide
new opportunities for both personal and professional enrichment."
The minor consists of one biology course, one physical science
course, one additional science
course, one humanities course such
as microeconomics, population, or
Pacific Northwest History, an ethics/philosophy course, and an internship or research course to provide hands-on experience.
Assistant Professor of Biology Dean Jacobson teaches human
ecology, one class option for the minor. "I was deeply concerned about
the absence of any tangible environmental concern in the curriculum," he said. "This reassures me
because the college wouldn't be as
relevant if it didn't face one of the
biggest issues of our time. "
-Robert Gerl

Academics

The faculty votes to simplify the modern language requirement for Continuing Studies students in hopes of turning
around ten years of frustration.

?y Yi prepares for her senior piano

erjormance. Photo: Erica Schmid

Whitworth's
Continuing
Studies
students got a long-awaited break this year when
the faculty decided to ease up on their modern
language requirements.
"We'll see how this thing works essentially for three years. That is the experiment.
We're going to look at it closely," said Dale Soden,
acting associate dean of academic affairs.
Whitworth requires all graduates to have
at least eight modern language semester credits.
But Continuing Studies has encountered difficulties in achieving its learning objectives with the
current format. "Over the past ten years, we've
had a lot of difficulty creating a quality experience for people," Soden said. "We've never been
able to produce a course [at night] that is the
equivalent to a four-semester day course in terms
of meeting the same objectives."
The new three-year pilot program will
concentrate a year's worth of work into one semester, Visiting Assistant Spanish Professor Jorge
Bombel said.
Continuing Studies students will take one
three-credit modern language course as opposed
to the two four-credit semester-long courses the
traditional undergraduate must take to graduate.
Under the new three-credit program, classes will
meet two nights a week for two-and-a-half hours
for six weeks, plus a two-hour lab every Saturday.
Not everyone agrees with the new program. "I'm afraid [Continuing Studies students]
won't get the same quality of education as the [traditional] undergraduates are getting," said Corliss
Slack, associate professor and chair of the
History/Political
and International
Studies
Department.
The traditional undergraduate
and
Continuing Studies degrees have never been identical. Core 150 is never offered in the evening and
350 is rarely offered in the evening, which makes
it impossible for some students to take either
course. And instead of fulfilling a physical edu-

cation activity requirement, students may take a
three-credit class on lifetime fitness. Forum requirements are also waived.
Whitworth has been instructing adult students in some capacity since the 1920s. Continuing
Studies oversees Whitworth's degree-completion
program, aimed at working adults with prior college experience. Cohorts of 20 students (each of
whom has already completed an average of 63 credits) take 12 courses over 17 months. Each course
meets one night a week for six weeks, with two Saturday sessions.
Continuing Studies students must also complete the general education requirements and any
additional credits needed to reach the required 126credit minimum for graduation.
The Continuing Studies Department initiated a basic language requirement for evening students 10 years ago. The course took place once a
week, four hours a night, throughout the semester.
All Continuing Studies students, like traditional undergraduates, had to have at least eight semester
credits of foreign language.
Beginning in the summer of 1998,
Continuing Studies will teach students modern language with a basic conversational focus on business
and travel.
Students in these courses will receive the
same 40 hours of instruction time normally given to
students in three-credit courses, Soden said. He said
that the college does not want to scrap the modern
language requirement for Continuing Studies students altogether, but it hopes rather to find a way to
create a meaningful experience in learning a modern language for those students. "Let's not give up
on this, but let's not be blind to the difficulties,"Sodeu
said.
There is no plan to expand the pilot program to traditional day students if it is successful.
Soden said that the Modern Language Department
is successful in educating day students under the current system.
-Peter Metcalf
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Whitworth's underclassmen became frustrated again
when registration rolled around, classes filled fast, and
they needed credits.
Registration used to be a breeze
at Whitworth.
Students had little
trouble getting the classes they wanted,
lines were relatively short, and tempers
rarely flared. No more.
"This spring, there were 100
closed classes, including labs and
double-listed
classes," said Gary
Whisenand, registrar and acting associate dean for curriculum. With enrollment up this year, the demand for popular classes increased. "The freshman
class
grows
every
year,"
said
Whisenand.
This year's sophomore class has
320 students, and there are 398 freshmen. That's almost an 80-student difference between the two classes.
Core 250 was split into two sections this semester to make room for
more students, Core 350 had to move
from the Science Auditorium to the
Chapel because more than 200 students
needed to fufill the requirement, and six
sections of Interpersonal Communication were offered this semester in an
attempt to meet student demand. Even
with these additions, some students had
to settle for a place on a waiting list. "I
try to balance my class to get as many
students as possible, and still give a positive experience," said Associate Professor of Communication
Studies Ron

1
I

Pyle. "If we opened the class to 100 people,
the experience would change. It's a constant balancing act to preserve a quality
course.
Most departments prepare for registration by trying to project how many
sections they can offer. Academic Affairs
then tries to adjust the schedule as needed.
The Registrar's Office says that
students will have a better chance at getting the classes they want if they do not
demand a specific professor. "Some professors are just more popular; students
who don't even need certain credits take
the class because of the professor," said
Whisenand.
One alternative that has been presented as a possible solution to the registration problem is allowing underclassmen to register first. "I don't think it
would be fair to let freshmen register
first," said freshman Robert Rose.
"Seniors have been here a lot
longer than we have, and we have three
more years to get the classes we want,"
he said. Freshman
Brandon
Watts
couldn't find any open PE classes that he
was interested in, and he had to rearrange
his planned spring schedule because of
closed classes. "I think registering by class
is fine, but [registering alphabetically]
isn't fair for people to have last names that
start with 'W,''' he said.
-Laura Williams
If
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Students stand in long lines duriT
registration; some face frustratia
when they're told that require!
classes have already closed.
Photo: Carrie Wasser
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SeDior projeds are research and
application projects required in certain
majors. With the different majors come
a variety of projects. The Theatre Department requires seniors to produce a
semor performance, which can range
from writing a play to adapting a script
and performing thatacfaptation, to a performanee using technical aspects of the
stage such as lighting, special effects, and
sound.
For the Music Department, a senior recital is required of the majors.
Students create a recital based upon the
aspect of music on whieh they have foeusecL This eould range from a voice recital tolQt;instmPJfflhll performance fea-
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styles of music.
Edueation majors use student-

t~
for their senior project. Each
sentorisjssigned to a school where he or
she mofIitol's a class for a short period of
dnte. ~after
that breaking-in period,
the~isresponsibleforprepariug an4 teaching lessons in the classl'OOIIl.

lent Life Programs Specialist and
J Advisor Stephy Beans leads a
II hall meeting on racial issues.
uo: Carrie Barker

r--------~~~~~----------We're taking a stand
Recent racial tensions at
Gonzaga and other schools have
prompted eastern Washington colleges
to take action through two intercollegiate programs that combat discrimination. Gonzaga Admissions Counselor Ryan Spraggins worked with
Larry Kekaulike, Whitworth Admissions Counselor and Hawiian Club
Advisor, and Grace Leaf, secretary to
the vice president of student services
at Spokane Community College, to develop the Intercollegiate Diversity Alliance.
The idea originated from a conference on diversity that Leaf attended
in May. From the information he received at the conference, Leaf developed the idea of creating a program
that would allow students of color
from eastern Washington's colleges to
visit and learn from other colleges' diversity programs, said Spraggins.
The members of the Alliance
will bring two programs on diversity
to the participating colleges each year.
This fall they presented "Our Voices;"
they plan to sponsor another program
in the spring.
Along with the Intercollegiate
Diversity Alliance, Whitworth is involved with the Spokane Intercollegiate Racial Concerns Committee.
This program brings together professionals in higher education from East-

ern Washington University, Spokane
Community College, Spokane Falls
Community College,
Washington
State University, Gonzaga University
and Whitworth to talk about the issues
of race and diversity that involve the
campuses.
The committee members share
the concerns of the colleges, and will
hold events to allow students of color
to get together in the community, said
Elsa Distelhorst, director of institutional advancement, community and
corporate relations at Whitworth.
This project has been going for
about a year. "Its focus is on the students, connecting them to others," said
Stephanie Petit of EWU. At the beginning of the school year, project organizers held a picnic introducing students of color from the participating
colleges.
The committee is made up of
one to three people from each campus
who meet regularly to share available
information, discuss aid for programs
that improve racial understanding and
develop ways to deal with harassment.
These two off-campus programs in which Whitworth takes part
are designed to help ease cultural differences, and to assist in building
friendships among people of all races
within the Spokane community.
-Stephanie Minten
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Message boards as
far as the eye can
see, laundry machines that eat
quarters
and
clothes, and always
someone
awake no matter
what time of day
or night. Where
else could this be
but the residence
halls? In the halls,
both on- and offcampus students
learn how to live
away from home
and how to start
fending for themselves as they establish the basic
framewo rks for
their life.
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Dorm
--------------------Rf-eping things aliue

Donn leadership meant
something more thanjust helping people check into their
rooms or working with them in
their walks with Christ. Dorm
leaders had a presence on
campus in building the positive
college experience
of the
people who surrounded them.
Whether they were getting excited for duty or just sitting
down to chat, these people
made living at college fun.
One week before the
dorms opened and students invaded the campus, resident assistants, health coordinators,
ministry coordinators, and cultural diversity advocates arrived on campus to start planning the events to welcome students to "The Neighborhood."
This basic-training week informed the leadership about the
duties and responsibilities they
had for the start of the year.
The sessions also included

Resident Assistants David Boscow and
Charlin Kaaihili serve Ballard resident
Emily May at the Mac/Ballard/Beyond
welcome barbeque. Photo: Shane Wolf

Spirit

discussions about stress management and how to deal with
the problems of a floor or a
donn. This time was also used
for bonding, as the campus
leadership team finished its
week by spending a day at
Silverwood.
The arrival of students
meant a time to see old friends
and start meeting new ones.
Each leadership team performed a skit to introduce the
staff for the year. This gave
residents an idea of who to go
to when they were locked out
of their rooms or when they
twisted an ankle after the
Health Center closed.
Resident assistants are
a support for the people on
their floor who need help.
They organize floor activities,
including excursions to the
movies and hockey games.
The CDAs make sure that each
international resident is made

comfortable in adjusting to the
new culture. The HCs are
committed to bringing health
education and health services
to the residence halls and the
rest of the campus. And the
MCs seek to motivate and empower students to minister to
one another by starting Bible
study groups throughout the
residence halls. All residence
hall leadership positions have
rotating duty schedules to provide coverage for their halls.
Duty was a time for
residents to gather in each hall
lounge to join in an activity
sponsored by the leadership
team. The activity might be
anything from finger-painting
to serenading other residents.
No matter the activity or who
was on duty, the experience
and memories were an integral
part of the college experience.
-Shane Wolf

Resident Directors: Heidi Van Sickle, Matt Van Sickle, Gordon Toyama,
Catherine Phelan, Nicole Boymook, and Jim Page. Photo: Shane Wolf

Dorm Leadership
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Rfeping your feet wet
Ig
A sense of fellowship
-like
Rex, Gungy, K-bean,
was just one of the many high- Buddha, and Pinkei - have
lights residents experienced
built their own little commuliving in Arend Hall this year. nity.
Whether they were attending
"Arend is like the
Forum, Hosanna, dinner at dryers - really big, and it
Leavitt Dinning Hall, or sport- makes you feel all warm and
ing events, a group of Arend fuzzy inside," said Kevin
residents could always be seen Benson after conversing with
together.
his Carlson brothers about
"The greatest
part what makes their on-campus
about living in Arend is the home the place to be.
people," said Molly Lawson.
Arend residents also
"We have a real sense of com- felt a sense offellowship in the
muni ty here." Other residents bathroom. Due to the someagreed with Lawson when what erratic plumbing, resiasked about life in Arend.
dents needed to yell "Flush!"
"We seemed to bond at the appropriate time to make
real quick; everyone is really sure that no one in the shower
close," said Tyler Pau.
would burn their bum. Of
Second East is espe- course, with hot water at a precially tight-knit. The guys there mium, the reality was that

Arend Hall

\
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Arend

people were more likely to
freeze to death in the showers
than to be parboiled.
The likelihood
of
taking a cold shower was
about the same as taking a
warm one, no matter the time
of day. Talking about the hotand-cold character of the facilities,
freshman
Jenny
Neyman said, "The showers in
Arend are sort of like a woman
in menopause."
Despite the high price
of cold showers, residents
agree, Arend is The Bomb!
-Kellye Waldenberg

Jammin' out in an effort to impress the audience during Mock Rock are the
Carlson Bird Dogs with their musical offering of "Mrs. Robinson." Photo:
Shane Wolf

infamous Jacob Album immersed
heated game of table tennis.

Frosh
--------------------just chilliti J in 'BJ

Where else can you
live, learn to be yourself and
also acquire billiard skills? 8J
once again provided a cool
place for freshmen to mix it
up and ease the transition into
college. The uniqueness of BJ
lies not only in the fact that it
is all freshmen, but in the
ways in which friendships and
relationships are explored to
create a community.
Every Jenkins girl will
always remember initiation
and the embarrassment that
went with it. The beanies
added to the humiliation.
"Everyone looked stupid,"
said Jenny Cohn. "But we all
bonded since we had to do
'button frosh' together." This
entailed putting a finger on the
top of their beanies, and spinning around three times.
Frosh names for BJ
guys persist, with people
known as "Flagboy"
and

Spirit

"Bong Bong." Another unforgettable part of initiation was
the first-ever slide tackle during the birdie and perch game.
As the year progressed, people grew closer
through late-night talks, Ultimate Frisbee, X-Files and water fights. Studying for Core
tests was also an unforgettable
experience
that brought
people together. "The whole
year, everyone really bonded
and got to know each other,"
said April Clark.
Christmas also provided a time to celebrate. Not
only was there a party, but
Santa Claus put in a special
appearance, bearing gifts from
parents.
The best bonding moments often took place during
fire alarms and snowstorms.
Standing in freezing weather
at 2 in the morning, wearing
only pajamas, was an interest-

ing experience. "I thought it
was fun," remarked Dave
Lincicum.
The final BaldwinJenkins barbecue provided a
great closure for the year. "It
was a time for everyone to get
together and reminisce about
Ii v ing together." said Erica
Moen. After eating, everyone
went to the big lounge to watch
a video documenting the year.
Many memories and funny
times were recollected.
The year ended with a
party for the final episode of
Seinfeld. Not only was it the
last episode of the show, but it
was the last time BJ residents
would all be together
as
hallmates.
The year ended with a
unique sense of community,
with thousands of memories of
living together in BaldwinJenkins.
-Jen DeYoung

Matt Lemberg and Kerisa Kauer
represent B1 at the halftime competition during Homecoming. Photo: Car-

Ben Parker, Amy Tuurie, and Yael
Morwah, just lounging around and
hoping to be recycled in the near fu-

rie Wasser

ture.

Chris Hedgpeth, Ben Clark, Steve Baldock, Matt Lemberg, Justin Davis, and
Ben Darhaus hang out while trying not to do that nightly homework.

1/
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In separate dorms
Think life would be
boring without the opposite sex
around? Not if that life was
lived in Beyond, Ballard, or
McMillan.
The halls hit the ground
running in 1997 and never took
a break. The first official "Mac
B&B" activity was the picnic
at the end of Orientation Week,
and community was already
apparent.
Stacy Fundenberger, a
freshman resident in Ballard,
said, "It gave us new students
a chance to see what we would
become a part of and how
much of a community already
existed between Mac B&B,"
Explaining that community, Nate Spanier of Mac
decreed, "Brothers don't shake,
brothers gotta hug!"

The Ballard
"prebabes" won Mock Rock for the
second year in a row, while the
Mac "pre-men" took part in
traditional initiation rituals.
And Beyond sisters grew close
as they participated in dorm
bonding.
In between floor dates,
cohab parties, nail polish night,
learning to hula, late-night
trips to Baldwin, mini-golf,
Sniper, and the multitude of
movie nights that characterize
every dorm, Mac B&B found
time to take the rest of the campus by storm.
Ballard took first and
Mac followed with a second
place in the Homecoming
dorm decorating contest. Mac
men had their own outdoor
Oscar night complete with

Second-floor Ballard comes out of
the habit. Top: Rachel Eubanks, Julie
Fitch, Haley Gold, Julie Mattox. Bottom: llse Braun, Kathy Gallagher,
Sonya Schaumburg, and April Retz.

Sophomore Justin McKitterick and
freshman Bobby Laron scrub down
a desk at the Cancer Thrift Storefor
CBD. Photo: Shane Wolf
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Ballard/Beyond/McMiIlan

limo, while Ballard portrayed
three traditions of Whitworth
"Hollywood" style.
McMillan's hauntedhouse tradition, including a
guest appearance by a pig's
head, was carried out in full
gory Mac style during Halloween.
Santa also made a
guest appearance during the
year, at Mac B&B 's Christmas
party - and the Christmas
tree showed up at the top of
Whitworth's campanile.
Mac Hall in Concert
rounded out the year for the
dorms, but the spring also held
the promise of other heavily
attended gatherings. As Mac
man Henry Yan put it, "Don't
get stampeded."
-Rachel Hufman

McMillan Hall
0, Christmas tree! 0, Christmas tree!
How lovely you look on the bell
tower!

Adrienne Mortensen, Polly Martin, and Grant Clay proudly show off their
winter formal wear during Homecoming halftime activities. Photo: Carrie
Wasser

Ballard/Beyond/McMilIan
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Two's
------------------Three's Stewart

Each year at Whitworth
brings new faces and new ideas,
but more importantly, each year
brings a new dose of individuality. TIlls was especially the case
for Stewart Hall during the 199798 academic year.
As always, enthusiasm,
devotion, and a strong regard
for the dorm - as stated in
Stewart's motto, "Esprit de
Corps" - existed in Stewart
residents. This year, though, individuality took command of
the spirit of that body. Sophomore Nicole Fisher said, "Last
year I had pride in Stewart, and
that hasn't changed, but this
year has been different, filled
with new goals and new ideas."
Although individual pursuits often superseded corporate activities, leadership, an
integral part of any dorm, was
in top shape. Many residents
commented on the leadership
strength of Stewart this year.

J{a{{

Company

"Every year is different because of leadership,"
said
sophomore Monica Sorenson,
"and I like our leadership immensely. They have a visible
bond among themselves not
seen in previous years. Their
friendship
rubs off, too."
Leadership actively participated in the initiation
of
Stewart rookies, and organized
the Community Building Day
project, barbecues, ski weekends, scavenger hunts, and
camping trips. The leadership
team's responsibilities
extended beyond Stewart Hall, as
well, with hall leaders organizing joint activities with The
Village.
Stewart Hall's key feature
is the middle room - a third,
neutral space between sleeping
areas in each suite. This room
opens up to the hallway, and
the "bedrooms" jut off on
opposing sides. A survey of

Stewart residents suggested
that the middle room was used
for a variety of activities, from
Bible studies to pizza parties,
movie marathons, cramming
for Core, and even a collegestudent version of PlayS tation.
Of all the activities pursued in
the middle room (but not
cohab!), most residents relied
on it to be a family room, because the transition to dorm life
from living at home is difficult.
The middle room created a
welcoming, homelike atmosphere for Stewart residents
and their visitors.
College students learn fast
to add their ideas to existing
ones. Stewart Hall residents
did just that, pursuing their
own ideas and dreams and
showing enthusiasm, devotion, and strong regard for their
home here on the Whitworth
campus.
- Nate Tomsheck

Sarah Haub and Brooke Anarde display that unbreakable bond between RA
and resident. Photo: Heather Langhofer

John Abbey throws Megan Hoesly
down for a dip during swing dance
lessons. Photo: Heather Langhofer
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Stewart

SfiND

Lanai Lewis, Adam Barlow, and Kril
Hall display their talent durin!
Homecoming, by literally becomirs
a part of the dorm decorating com
petition. Photo: Heather Langhofe

Stewart Hall.

Photo: Shane Wolf

Dutyis a time to relax, a time to get to know your brethren (and sistren), and,
ofcourse, a time for the occasional flour fight. Photo: Heather Langhofer

Freshman Tera Coe vacuums while
helping out with Community Building Day for The Village. Photo:
Shane Wolf

Freshmen Mary Wilson and Ben
Clark remember Elvis with their rendition of "Jailhouse Rock" during
Homecoming
dorm decorating.
Photo: Carrie Wasser

The Village
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Dorm
--------------------I&eping things aliue

The everlasting spirit
and traditions of Warren Hall
continued
throughout
the
1997-98 school year, with
Frank Warren initiation ties,

Spirit

Warren's traditions stemmed
from the desires of the residents and leadership to build
a strong community. The traditions all began with Warren
President Lisa Benscheidt's
donning of Frank Warren's
vest at the first all-dorm meeting of the year.
Warren
Hall also
moved up in the world this
year with some additions to the
dorm. A new pool table kept
residents from doing homework, the television and VCR
purchased with dorm funds
allowed for more fun on duty
watching movies and the
Olympics,
and the new
vacuum cleaners forced reluctant residents to do their spring
cleaning.
This year, Matt and
Heidi Van Sickle, both alums,
joined the dorm as the new

RDs. "Heidi and 1 were both
RAs in Warren while we were
students at Whitworth, and we
loved it," said Matt. "We both
wanted to become a part of the
dorm community again as
RDs, to help further the sense
of love and community in the
students' lives."
The leadership
in
Warren was as strong as ever,
and made Warren an enjoyable
and comfortable place to live.
"The leadership in Warren is
so caring, considerate, and
helpful, it's no wonder Warren
has such a great community,"
said
sophomore
Sheri
Anderson. The RAs and other
leadership of Warren set out to
make the year better than ever
- and between duty, mall invasion, and floor activities,
they did just that.
Nights on duty included glow-in-the-dark pingpong, Veggie Tale Night, attack of the vacuuming RAs,
and paper- making.
Cigar
Night was also a favorite on
duty. RAs and residents took

Warren was full of
pride and spirit as the leadership and the residents made
themsel ves at home in the
dorm. "I love being able to
walk through Warren at any
time of night on any given day
and find someone else awake
doing the same thing," said
sophomore Heidi Forsell.
- Maggie Bullock

Warren residents Leslie Engles,
Maggie
Bullock,
and Lillian
Goodwin "dine out" in Warren s big
lounge before Winter Formal.
Photo: Heidi Roberts

Last jall, Warren residents
break from studying and
night singing songs and
s'mores around a campfire.
Lydia Dobrovolny

Freshman Julia Colgan and senior
Lydia Dobrovolny take a break after
spending the day picking apples at
Green Bluff with their hallmates.
Photo: Lydia Dobrovolny

"gopher," and the Warren "W."
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Warren

took a
spent a
making
Photo:

lounge couches out to the front
stairs and enjoyed a comfortable night of stogies and good
conversation.
Other dorm activities
included a camping trip on the
Spokane River, where residents were able to get off campus for a night and enjoy the
great outdoors with a campfire,
srnores,
camp songs, and
ghost stories.
Saturday
morning
breakfasts, whether the main
course was pancakes and cartoons or bagels and cream
cheese, brought sleepy-eyed
Warren residents out of their
beds to enjoy a breakfast at
"home."

WarrenRAs Melinda Wenny and Bethany Cowger make play-doh for duty. Duty activities
unitedWarren residents into ajamity. Photo: Tethra Wales

Seniors Mike Sedgewick and lokepa
Francisco taste the barbecue beej
at the post-Homecoming football
activity. People gathered at the
Aloha House to reminisce about the
football season. Photo: Charise
Asuncion

Guests at Aloha House gathered to select from a buffet offreshfruits and
vegetables and beejkabobs. The event encouraged conversation after the
last football game. Photo: Charise Asuncion
CENTER: Charise Asuncion, Kari Hiraiwa and Sandi Tsumoto display their
home-cooked enchiladas. Multicultural Hbuse activities taught students
obout Spain, Japan, and the Southern U.S. Photo: Sandra Sugawa

Diversity played an
important role in building relationships at Whitworth during the 1997-98 academic
year. It was evident throughout the campus in relationships among members of the
student body, in events such
as the International Banquet,
and in athletics.
There was no program
at other universities that compared with Whitworth's theme
houses. These homes were
regular off-campus dwellings
purchased by the college to be
refurbished as mini-dorms.
Over the past four years this
idea has flourished, and the
number of theme homes has
grown from one to five.
Each house requires a
specific theme in which the
residents must have some expertise; they are required to
share that knowledge with the
student body in monthly activi-

Posingfor a photo during Spanish night at the Multicultural House, the
groupwas ready to dig into the chicken enchiladas, refried beans, and Spanish
rice. Photo: Sandra Sugawa

ties. This year's five theme
homes were Aloha House,
French House, Swimmers'
House, Leadership House, Fellowship of Christian Athletes'
(FCA) House, and Multicultural House.
Aloha House opened
its doors to everyone
at
Whitworth, especially to the
freshmen from distant places
like Hawaii, to help alleviate
their homesickness and make
them comfortable in their new
environment.
French House
held weekly L-Circle Francais
meetings to explore French language and culture. Pre-meet
dinners, including their planning and preparation, were featured at Swimmers' House.
Members
of Leadership
House brought together past
and present campus leaders
from ASWC, Residence Life,
and the faculty to build moral
support and a strong internal

system on campus.
FCA
House ministered and offered
fellowship as athletes held
prayer groups and retreats, and
worked on service projects.
Multicultural House educated
the student body about the
unique cultures at Whitworth
and provided information
about other cultures. Activities
included authentic international meals, guest speakers,
and arts and crafts. Junior
Sandi Tsumoto commented,
"Living in the Multicultural
House gave me an opportunity
to meet and interact with a
greater variety of people. My
experiences from this past year
increased my appreciation for
and curiosity about other cultures."

Whitworth's
theme
homes promoted diversity and
served as building blocks for
an open campus community.
-Kari Hiraiwa

Spanish enthusiasts listened to Rafael Sanchez speak about various Hispanic dances. Later, the group joined him in a routine to some of Selena s
greatest hits. Photo: Sandra Sugawa

Theme Houses
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AReal
--------------------facing new challenqes

Life off campus: For
some, this meant freedom from
the restrictions of the "Big 3."
For others it meant a step toward adulthood. "Living off
campus gi ves me a sense of being at home," said senior Dawn
Longnecker. "I like having my
own space with my roommate
where we can cook, clean, and
use a bathroom that isn't
shared with twenty other girls."
Deciding to live off
campus is a tough decision for
some students. "I enjoy living
off campus, but I miss all the
gossip and college activities
because I am not living where
everything happens," said junior Megan Banasek. Freshmen
and sophomores are spared the
"on campus or off?" decision,
since first- and second-year

Home

students are required to live on
campus unless they file a successful petition for a waiver of
the policy. But once a student
reaches junior or senior status,
this question is commonly
asked: "Are you going to live
off campus next year?"
Students have much to
consider
when deciding
whether to make the move off
campus. The first question
would be, "Who am I going to
live with and where am I going to live?" Fortunately,
friends are not hard to find, and
the Spokane area offers numerous apartments and houses to
rent within blocks of the
school. "In my apartment
complex, it is like a little community of Whitworth students," said Banasek. "Even

though we all are trying to live
life and get the rent paid, it's
nice to see and talk to friends
while I'm walking up the stairs
to my apartment. I wouldn't
want it any other way."
Just as there are activities available for students
living on campus, off campus
students plan activities that
range from a get-acquainted
picnic in the fall to the occasional off-campus movie or
hockey
game excursion.
"Li ving off campus is sort of
like living in a dorm," said
senior Dawn Eliassen. "The
only difference is fewer restrictions and the fact that the
hallways between rooms are
now streets between houses."
-Shane Wolf

It's just your average dinner featuring the proper use a/utensils for seniors Erin Groefsema, Becci Curtis,
and Erika Oestreich.
Photos:
Stephanie Warner

Representing Off-campus students with honor and enthusiasm, seniors Kate
Hancock and Marc Nelson perform during the halftime competition at
Homecoming. Photo: Carrie Wasser
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Off Campus

Half-naked
guys
running
after a
Frisbee, a bus filled
with music students not allowed
to wear out their
voices, and a club
preparing for a presentation about cultural diversity: If
you haven't figured
this out, these are
just a few examples
of the opportunities
for students to get
involved on campus. Every club,
drama troupe, musical ensemble, and
intramural activity
adds to the framework of college
life.
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Organizations

e a
tIie choir C
mas Tour in Seattle, choir members load the bus
with costumes,
stands, and musical instruments
for the trip. Photo:
SlumeWolf

Campus Activities
Coordinator
Brooke Kiener takes a walk offaith,
listening to S.E.R. V.E. Coordinator
Lora Grissen and Natsihi Editor
Shane Wolf as they help lead her to
safety at the fall retreat. Photo:
Elizabeth Vernon
Building cooporation
within the
team, KWRS General Manager Dayn
Wilberding leads the pack while
trying to get from one point to
another, using only certain parts of
the body. Photo: Shane Wolf
In service to others, S.E.R. V.E.
Coordinator Lora Grissen helps out
fellow team member and friend Kym
Atkin at Silverwood. Photo: Shane
Wolf
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S.E.R.Y.E.
Lora Grissen
Senior Class
Sarah Rice
Outdoor Recreation
Andrea Read
Campus Activities
Brooke Kiener

Cultural & Special
Events
KymAtkin
Spirit
Kate Hancock
Intramurals
Aaron Russell
Rachel Gazdik

ASWC
Coordinato~r:s~---------------------------
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Hearing Spirit Coordinator Kate Hancock say, "We
are here to pump you UP!" to
a basketball-crazy crowd in the
Fieldhouse was a reminder of
the many ways Hancock tried
to boost student excitement
and involvement at sporting
events. Outdoor Recreation
Coordinator Andrea Read, telling a Forum audience about
climbing Mt. Everest, helped
to sell another community
event - night-climbing at
Wild Walls. These were just a
few ways coordinators kept the
student body informed, excited, and active in campus life.
Coordination, dedication, and knowledge of their
jobs were essential components of the coordinators' jobs.
Along with knowing the ins
and outs of their jobs, they had
to be able to work closely with
fellow coordinators.
"This

year's assembly team was built
upon unity, service, and fun,"
said Intramurals Coordinator
Rachel Gazdik. "I think people
were committed to their jobs
because of the support they recei ved from each other."
S.E.R.Y.E. Coordinator
Lora Grisse planned volunteer
service projects, such as handing out cups of water at
Bloomsday and helping with
chores at the Ronald McDonald
House. Senior Class Coordinator Sarah Rice made sure that the
students' portion of graduation
went off without a hitch. She
also headed up the project to purchase three new steel park
benches and place them in the
Loop so that future Whitworthians will remember the
Class of 1998. Rollerblade
hockey, Ultimate Frisbee, and
volleyball were just a few sports
that Intramurals Coordinators

JLJl

Aaron Russell and Rachel
Gazdik planned for the campus. Outdoor Recreation Coordinator
Andrea
Read
planned various trips, including white-water rafting and
rock-climbing at nearby sites.
Spirit Coordinator Hancock
made sure that initiation would
continue to be a tradition for
the college and that the student
body stayed pumped and informed for the various sporting events.
Homecoming,
Winter Formal, and outings to
see the Spokane Chiefs were
some of the offerings Cultural
and Special Events Coordinator KymAtkin headed up. And
Activities Coordinator Brooke
Kiener
made
sure
that
Whitworthians had the chance
to experience everything from
coffeehouses to live band concerts.
-Shane Wolf

Getting the information out about Springfest on
their rollerblades are Senior Class Coordinator
Sarah Rice and Intramural Coordinator Rachel
Gazdik. Photo: Lora Grissen

ASWC Coordinators
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hot off th, pr,ss
jus! keep on wOJrking
Weekly deadlines 'til 2
a.m., all-day workdays to complete something that the student
population won't see until the
next year, and a constant battle
for enough airtime and a solid
frequency are just a few obstacles the media faced this
year.
The Whitworthian and
Natsihi shared a small area and
a matched set of outdated computers to try and complete the
newspaper and yearbook. Each
Sunday night, the Whitworthian
staff worked 'til the paper was
finished, which was usually at
least 2 a.m., in order to make
the Monday- morning deadline.
"The hardest part of putting the
paper together on Sundays was
staying motivated," said Editorin-Chief Elizabeth Vernon. "It
wasn't that we couldn't get
things done before Sunday; it
was that Sundays we put everything on the computers and had
to deal with the wrath of God,

The 1998 Whitworthian Staff
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ASWC Media

depending on how the computers worked and how late it took
to lay everything out."
The staff of the Natsihi
(a Native American phrase for
"among the pines") worked
during breaks, on weekends,
and during the week to complete the school yearbook. As
with each media department,
the yearbook faced various
obstacles -- like a new advisor,
a small staff, erratic computers,
and lack of support from other
students and busy college staffers when information
was
needed for stories. "Yearbook
was challenging due to the
small size of the staff and the
increased responsibility on our
shoulders," said staff member
Rachel Huffman. "However,
even though our numbers are
small, we produced something
that I am quite proud of and will
enjoy for years."
However, the one department that faced the most

changes was KWRS Radio.
The question that bedeviled the
campus radio station was when
they would lose their 90.3 frequency to KPBX, a Spokanebased public radio station.
"We're going to lose our frequency; that is no longer a
question," said KWRS General
Manager Dayn Wilberding.
"So what we have to do now is
search for a new frequency,
preferably on the commercial
band."
Despite the problems
that each department encountered, The Whitworthian and
KWRS had their largest staffs
in years, with more than 50
writers and 80 deejays, and the
Natsihi produced the largest
yearbook ever, with 212 pages,
and the most color spreads seen
in any Whitworth yearbook.
-Shane Wolf

"Life is just a game, and so is working with the media. If you are not having fun, then it is no longer a game, but
a job. Many times as I fell asleep in my
office or worried about not getting things
done, I prayed this was still a game and
not real life. At this point, I realized that
it has to be a game because I am just a
piece in God's great design and this is
just a turning point in this game called
life. After knowing that, I would snuggle
up on my office floor with my pillow
and blanket and wait until the custodial
staff woke me up in the morning."
-Shane Wolf, Natsihi Editor

I
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NATSIHI

---------staff-Editor:
Shane Wolf
Advisor:
Terry Rayburn Mitchell
Managing Editor:
Kari Hiraiwa
Organizations Editor:
Maggie Bullock
Classes Editor:
Nate Tomsheck
Staff:
Jennifer DeYoung
Rachel Hufman
Kellye Waldenberg
Henry Yan
DJ Devere (Jake Benson) and DJ Teague (Ben Benson) offer
some tunes at Spring/est to liven up the entertainment between
acts on the main stage. Photo: Shane Wolf
KWRS General Manager Dayn Wi/herding interviews
Hawaiian Club President Charise Asuncion during the
Welcome Fair. Photo: Shane Wolf

ASWC Media
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The Pre-med Club's booth at Springfest sold fruit
smooothies. Kasey Rivas and Karen Massey encouraged
people to get healthy.

Swimmer Alison Eckenroad plays around in the pool before
a water polo game. The co-ed team played in four
tournaments this year.

runninCJ th' amut
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Students'
talent
at
Whitworth extended beyond
the classroom onto the slopes,
into the water, and even into
the doctor's office.
Advised by Jim Nendel,
the13-member Whitworth ski
team hit the slopes at Mt.
Spokane in January. Starting
with dry-land training in October and working through Jan
Term, the team, with six veteran skiers, looked very promising. Inexperienced
new
members competed alongside
instructor-level
teammates
against fifteen collegiate teams
in the Northwest. The club, in
its fifth year, found it a bit difficult to contend because of its
members' limited experience.
President Tim Owen said,
"This was a disappointing season on the whole. We never hit
on all cylinders at the same
time. Each member had at least
one good weekend, but the
team couldn't put it together
when it counted. But that's the
way it happens in ski racing all

the time. We chalk it up to experience and go for it next
year." Ski Team Treasurer
Mark Bowker found a bright
spot in the season: "We members were able to establish
good relationships with other
skiers. We had the opportunity
to travel to different areas and
meet people from other
schools." And in spite of the
disappointments, Whitworth's
skiers head into the 1999 season with a more experienced
crew and a chance to improve
substantially upon this season's
record.
This year's cooed water
polo team, led by junior Leslie
Nordyke and sophomore Jay
Peloso, grew to about sixteen
members and played stronger
than ever. A wide range of experience helped the team as
they competed against several
local colleges and universities,
including Linfield, Washington
State, and Whitman. The team
participated in three tournaments and hosted a fourth as a
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fund-raiser. "Having more participants who traveled this year
made the season more fun and
competitive," said co-captain
Leslie Nordyke.
Whitworth's
pre-med
program was supported this
year by a club of twenty future
doctors. The club was established to assist students in the
pre-med program, but it was
open to anyone interested in
the medical field. Throughout
the year, club president Karen
Massey and other members listened to various professional
speakers and toured nearby
hospitals. Junior Marshall Ochi
said, "The club gave members
the opportunity to socialize
with people who wanted to go
into the same field."
From the slopes to the
pool to the examining room,
Whitworth continued to support the talent of its students
through organizations built
around Whitworthians' common interests.
- Kari Hirai wa

The Pre-med Club, led by President Karen Massey.
Throughout the year they listened to speakers and toured
various medical establishments. Photo: Carrie Wasser

"We members were able
to establish good relationships with other skiers. We
had the opportunity to travel
to different areas and meet
people from other schools."
-Mark Bowker

Whitworth's co-ed water polo team poses in front of the
Whitworth Aquatics center. This year's experienced team
hosted one tournament with competitors from Washington
State University, Whitman, and University of Washington.
Photo: Shane Wolf

Campus
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prais. to our God
uforever and ever') amen()""
During the school year,
it's sometimes difficult for
Christians at Whitworth to find
time to reflect and worship, so
the college offers several fellowship groups for all types of
people. Each group sets up its
own meeting time and place.
And each plans time to make
friends and to develop relationships with fellow students and
with God.
Wednesday, as people
gather for Midweek Worship in
the Chapel, they notice the
chairs are clumsily put back
into rows, and they know that
Hosanna was there the night before. For about an hour on
Tuesday
at 9:45
p.m.,
Whitworthians gather in the
Chapel to praise the Lord with
songs and prayers. Every Tuesday night, the Chapel is packed
full of God's children ready to
have fun and worship together.
This is also time to put everyday tasks aside and "light the
fire again."

For those who want a age the young people to talk
more personal time with God, about what's on their minds.
Compline
is an option.
The Fellowship
of
Compline is held on Thursday Christian Athletes "has a
nights in the Chapel and is set mission to reach out to athletes,
up by the ministry coordinators but it is not exclusive
to
of Whitworth. The MC's set athletes," said Assistant Proup the Chapel with candles,
fessor of Kinesiology
and
pillows and soft music in the Head Track and Field Coach
background. This makes for a Toby Schwarz, who is also the
great atmosphere to spend
advisor of FCA. FCA wants
some time alone and in the to be a place where nonpresence of God.
Christians can come in and feel
Spreading the Gospel comfortable. The fellowship
is Young Life's specialty. Each meets on Wednesday nights to
Young Life leader takes re- sing, listen to guest speakers
sponsibility for a group of and then share and pray for one
Spokane high school students another. At the end of the
and spends time with the teen- night, the group has fellowship
agers. The leaders take their and dessert together. Members
groups to have fun fishing,
of FCA are also interested in
camping, playing tennis and community service, and they
enjoying other activities, as work together on service
well as learning about Christ. projects.
For those high school students
-Henry Yan
who are interested and want to
hear more, Young Life volunteers make time to get together,
answer questions, and encour-

It's a typical Tuesday night in Whitworth's Seeley Mudd
Chapel as students gather to sing and praise the Lord.
Photo: Carrie Wasser
Young Life members Ben Parker, Buzz Hollingsworth, and
Leslie Martin relax during a leadership meeting. Photo:
Tim Woods

"Hosanna is awesome. It's a great time
to get spiritually refreshed."
-Stephanie Duncan
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FCA members gather in their theme
house near campus. They hold
weekly meetings and activities for
Whitworth athletes and others.
Photo: Erica Schmid
A scripture reading by Jason
Farley gives the people something
spiritual to think about. Hosanna is
held every Tuesday in the Chapel.
Photo: Carrie Wasser
Young Life members gather infront
a/the Young Life House on
campus. Young Life leaders want
to make a difference in the lives of
area youth. Photo: Carrie Wasser

Fellowship Groups
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Friends KatelynA llers, Sarah Mellenberger, Iuli-Ann Lauren,
and Sonya Coleman take a break from performing to enjoy
a great day at the Golden Gate Bridge. Photo: Sarah
Mellenberger
Trumpeter Kevin Woods and trombonist John Nelson
improvise at the spring jatz combo performance. Photo: Erica
Schmid
Keeping the pitch consistent, trumpeters Josh Akers, Jeremy
Lee, Kyle Forsyth, Brian Hackwith, and Michael Jones
preparefor the upcoming tour by working to master a difficult
measure. Photo: Carrie Baker
French horn player Doug" Rowe, Hillary Seaton, Cara
Russell, and Laura Doughty rehearse for the spring break
tour to Northern California and Oregon. Photo: Carrie Baker
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Jazz I Belli Wind Ensembles

2/It, 6/8,5/6 111
jusl your average meier
"And a 1... and a 2 ...
and 1,2,3,4." The room grows
silent as a clarinetist picks up
an eighth note to begin the refrain that will be carried
throughout the piece by his section. Then, suddenly, the brass
adds counterpoint and the flutes
are in the realm of free material and it seems like anything
will be right even if it doesn't
bring the most pleasant sound
to the ear. Stravinsky would be
proud.
In the past it seemed as
if the jazz, wind, and handbell
ensembles re-enacted something resembling this scene
each time they sight-read a new
piece. "The quality of the musicians in the wind ensemble
has greatly increased from past
years," said junior flutist
Camille Cooke. "When we
sight-read a piece, those strong

"Wind Ensemble has allowed
me to make some awesome friends
and has given me the chance to pursue something I really love -- music."
-Cara Russell

musicians set the tempo for us
to strive for the best and not quit
until the conductor puts down
his baton."
The handbell ensemble
added a new feature to its programs with a beginners' group
directed
by junior Sarah
Mellenberger. "We got a great
response from students interested in the auxiliary percussion of bells," she said. "I really enjoyed the challenge of
directing, and met it by teaching the students everything I
know about how to get the most
out of a bell."
Excitement was the
prevailing emotion in the jazz
and wind ensembles as they
toured Northern California and
Oregon during spring break. "I
was excited to lose my spring
break for a chance to travel and
perform in San Francisco,"

said sophomore French horn
player Cara Russell. "It's not
every day that you get to go
down there with friends and do
something you love," she added.
Both ensembles started
their tour with a sendoffperformance at Forum on the Friday
before break began. Then came
a long bus ride to Oregon and
on to California, where the concerts would officially begin.
The groups performed daily, but
in their spare time they took in
the sites like Alcatraz and the
Golden Gate Bridge in San
Francisco. "Idon't think I could
have survived the trip if it
weren't for my friends and for
the chance we had to break off
from the music world to relax
and visit some pretty awesome
sites," said junior percussionist
and wind-ensemble member
Megan Banasek.
-Shane Wolf

The Whitworth Jazz Ensemble gives its final
performance at the end of the spring tour in
Whitworth's Cowles Auditorium. Photo: Sara

Mellenberger

Jazz / Bell / Wind Ensembles
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lift up your vOiCt
and sing like a bird
Sing joyfully to the
Lord, you righteous; it is fitting for the upright to praise
him. Praise the Lord with the
harp; make music to him on the
ten-stringed lyre. Sing to him
a new song; play skillfully, and
shout for joy. Psalm 33: 1-3
Offering praise to the
Lord through song was one
way the Whitworth Choirs,
chamber and women's choir,
and jazz choir expressed their
love for music and for God. "1
love to lift myself to the Lord
through music," said sophomore Lydia Jones. "When 1
am frustrated, my views on life
seem to clear up when 1 start
praising the Lord through
song."

The Whitworth Choir
was under new direction, with
Professor Bryan Priddy con-

ducting the group.
Under
Priddy's direction, a new vocal
ensemble, the women's choir,
was added to the department.
"The women's choir offers a
chance for more individuals to
get involved with voice. It also
allows a chance for those with
less experience to gain confidence in their singing ability,"
said Priddy.
The Chamber Choir
was under the direction of Professor Debbie Hansen. Both
the concert and chamber choirs
require auditions; the chamber
choir requires its members to
put in extra time on top of their
choir responsibilities, to master the complexity of the pieces
they work with.
The jazz choir was
unique to the Music Department because it teaches its

members to improvise and be
creative with their voice texture. "I've enjoyed working
with the jazz choir, because it
allows me to sing the way it
feels most natural, to truly express what my heart feels,"
said senior Chris Moyer.
All four choirs allowed
students to show off their talents to the public in concerts
and recitals. The choir did its
annual fall tour to Seattle for
its Christmas concert series,
and also performed
at St.
John's Cathedral in the spring.
The jazz choir made several
appearances during the year in
the recital hall and in the community with the jazz bands.
-Shane Wolf

"I've enjoyed working with the
jazz choir because it allows me to
sing the way it feels most natural,
to truly express what my heart
feels."
-Chris Moyer
The Whitworth Choir in its Christmas performance at Spokane's First
Presbyterian Church. Photo: Lauren Luksic
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Whitworth / Jazz / Chamber Choirs

The jazz choir keeps the rhythm and tonality as it performs
during a spring jazz concert. Photo: Carrie Wasser
The Whitworth Choir members grace Forum with their voices
as they give a preview of what to expect at their spring concert.
Photo: Carrie Wasser

Whitworth Choir I Jazz Choir I Chamber Choir;f
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1997 "Cool Whip" members. Photo:
Lauren Luksic
lmprov specialists
senior Kate
Hancock,freshmanAmanda Hanson,
and senior Danny Rock perform in
Stage 11. Photo: Lauren Luksic.
Senior Jeff Davis and sophomore
Andrea Frey take advantage
of
Jubilation's Swing Dance Night and
dance the night away. Photo: Noal
Hard.
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Cool Whip / Troupe Whitworth
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Throughout
each year
many student-directed events
take place across campus. This
year was no exception, as students banded together to show
their talents and entertain
Whitworth and its surrounding
community.
Sticking with tradition,
"Cool Whip," an improvisational group, banded together.
Led by senior Kate Hancock,
the group comprised students
from each year, who had tried
out at the beginning of the first
semester. The participants of
Cool Whip play an assortment
of games and make interactive
presentations. One unique and
attractive feature of being a
part of Cool Whip was that
they charged admission for
some performances, and then
split those earnings among the
players for normal college expenses. Cool Whip performances took place on and off
campus. "We went to Seattle
and performed two shows for
youth groups," commented
freshman Amanda Hanson,

dancing

<)

"and we had performances
booked the whole month of
February and March."
Another retuming organization was "Jubilation,"
a
dance club open to anyone who
loves to dance. Jubilation was
headed by junior Penney
Slack, who throughout the year
organized various dances and
recitals. Swing dance was the
most popular this year, especially when the music was
played by live bands. The year
ended with a grand presentation of dances learned and choreographed throughout the
year. Jubilation Night consisted of jazz, tap, and ballet
dance. The year went well for
the club, and it couldn't have
been done without its great
leadership. Being president of
the club was time-consuming
for Slack, but it was definitely
worth it, for the club helped
fulfill a lifelong dream.
A new event this year was
the result of a class offered during the fall semester of '97.
The class was designed to be a

playwriting workshop, where
students
learned
basic
playwriting skills and read and
wrote a variety of scripts.
From these scripts, written by Phil Harrington, Joel
Hobson, Brook Kiener and
Kelly Simon, the "Eleventh
Hour Theatre" was formed.
Seniors Kate Hancock, Jeremy
Williams, Jeff Davis and Brian
Cooper, each of whom had
taken the directing class, took
four of the scripts and a handful of student actors and produced the plays. The support
shown for these productions
was remarkable;
students
flocked into Stage II, allowing
for standing room only on the
night of each performance.
Joel Hobson, director of the
event, hopes that "Eleventh
Hour Theatre" becomes a new
tradition for Whitworth and is
already making plans for the
event next year. Whitworth's
talent brightly shined throughout the year, igniting a precedent for the future.
- Nate Tomsheck

Sophomore Hannah Snelling and senior Kelly Simon perform
in Brooke Kiener's "Snow Angels" for the "Eleventh Hour
Theatre." Photo: Carrie Barker.
Members of Jubilation learn Israeli circle-dancing.
Catherine Klein.

Photo:

Jubilation has been my dream
for a number of years and with
God's timing and blessing we have
begun to see extrordinary things
happen in a short amount of time.
-Penney Slack

Cool Whip / Troupe Whitworth
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th,r, to h,lp
siuJen is caring for oihers
From holding candlelight vigils and passing out
sack lunches to impoverished
people to smashing old paint
trucks, service organizations
on campus were continually
active during the past year.
Among these organizations are
En Christo, WEACT, Circle K,
Unity in Action, and Amnesty
International.
After seven years, En
Christo's mission to spread
God's love to downtown
Spokane is still going strong.
H is a service provided by
students who want to serve
God in an active way, by
making
friendships
with
people living in downtown
hotels. Over 20,000 lunches
were passed out during the
year. About
70 people
orchestrate the whole process,
working on outreach and
prayer teams. "The best thing
about it is that God is faithful
to us. Many times we don't
know how things will work
out, but we've never had to
stop," said president Zach
Hedgepeth.

Another active group
this year was WEACT.
Bashing an old paint truck
provided by the Physical Plant
at Springfest was a highlight
for all who attended. "It ruled,"
remarked Andrea Olah, the
group president. During the
year, they worked to bring
recycling to all the classrooms
and campus dorms. They also
brought in Nicole Holt from
the Christian Environmental
Association to talk about what
Jesus calls us to do with the
environment. The year was
filled with both action and
interest.
Circle K flourished this
year, growing from one the
word,"
explained
group
president Kristina Weatherly.
This
reflected
in their
accomplishments.
They
participated
in a walk for
diabetes,
volunteered
at
Spokane food bank, worked
with the big brothers and
sisters mentoring program.
They also organized the fundraiser seen campus-wide, for
iodine deficiency disorder.

This isjust an example of the quality of entertainment WEACT
provided with their truck smash at Springfest.
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Service Organizations

Making finals baskets also
contributed to the Whitworth
community. "Our club has
become a group not just of
members, but of friends who
share the same goal," remarked
Kristina Weatherly, "This is the
betterment of community."
The newest group on
campus is Unity in Action,
formed by students concerned
with affirming diversity within
our community. They not only
held Evenings of Unity and
showed films, but worked in
the
community.
They
supported a protest to the Arian
Nations March, by donating
money
to human
rights
organizations for each minute
marched. "I'm excited about
the potential for next year,"
comments Nate Distelhorst.
The group hopes to become
even more involved in the
Spokane area.
The year was filled
with not only on-campus
service work, but with outreach
to others in our greater world
community.
-Jen DeYoung

,.-------=-------"Our club has become a group not
just of members, but of friends who
share the same goal."
- Kristina Weatherly, president
of the Circle K group

1997-1998 Amnesty International
1997-1998 WEACT
1997-1998 En Christo
1997-1998 Untiy In Action
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The international goldfish booth at Springfest was a big hit
for the lovers of the sea. Photo: Shane Wolf
Hawaiian Club members get ready for the rush of students
andfamilies at their boothforSpringfest. Photo: Lora Grissen

The Black Student Union
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Special Interest Groups

The International Club

CJftinvolvfd
wOJrJking fOJra JiveJrse life
Change is upon us, as
Whitworth discovered when its
special-interest groups started
speaking up about cultural diversity on campus. "Tensions
among the college community
and the greater Spokane area
made students take action and
not stand by and let everything
happen as if all is fine," said
ASWC Executive Vice President Selby Hansen. "Because
of those students taking action,
Nate Distlehorst, Chris Mastin,
I and others got together and
composed a resolution that was
backed by ASWC, to let the
college know where the students stand on the issue of cultural diversity," said Hansen.
The Hawaiian Club
was busy this year, according
to club president
Charise
Asuncion. They started their
year of fund-raising with the
Kanekopila,
providing
au-

thentic music, food, and dance
as well as a sense of Hawaiian culture. The Kanekopila
was a preview to the main
event, the annual Luau. Food
for the luau was flown in from
Hawaii by the Hawaiian Club
members' families. The luau
was the biggest event the cIub
put on to give the community
an in-depth look at Hawaiian
culture. 'The luau allows us
to show off our home and its
beauty to those who have not
been fortunate enough to experience the land and culture,"
said Char Kaaihili.
The International Club
brought students from across
the globe together to form a
community of blended cultures. "The purpose behind
the International Club is to allow international students to
know who else is from another
country," said advisor Lulu

Page. "The connection between international students
that ties them together is this
strange and new culture they
are being faced with in the
United States. This common
bond has really allowed them
to explore other cultures and
accept everyone for their individuality," said Page.
The Black S tuden t
Union strives to bring together
students who want to learn
about their heritage. The group
promotes awareness of other
cultures and studies how persecution still happens, even
though most people do not
want to recognize the prejudices. "All we are trying to do
is let our voices be heard and
let people know that everything is not hunky-dory," said
BSU President Chris Mastin.
-Shane Wolf

"The purpose behind the International Club is to allow international students to know who
else is from another country"
-Lulu Page

The Hawaiian Club

SpecialInterestGroups;f
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•
You're
walking
through The Loop
and someone passing by says hello.
This is no stranger,
but a fellow student.
You have no idea
what this person's
name is, but you
have seen her face
on campus before.
This is not unusual
for the close-knit
community
we
have built here at
Whitworth. Even if
we only really
know the people
living around us, we
will have seen every face on campus
before school ends.
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People

e

Ja

I,

~Ibum as

he shows off his
school spirit at a
home football
game.

NAME: AJ~I€I\JI\J,MO~t,I\J',,1\J
MAJOIC!: tCOI\IOMIC'>
HOMETOWN: W'lt LII\IIIl
O\1.£gOI\l

IF I HAD ONL'f KNOWN FOUIC!
'fEAIC!S AGO THAT...1t .1O€'>
hO""

I\IOt Mm€~

yov

thll\lg,>

MAl\ly

O~ AU
Yov '>tlll
,I\IOVg~ tlM€

AU,

I\IOt, II\II/OMJ

11\1,

""III I\IOt hAIl,

to FlI\II'>~ yov~
""ou:

hOMe'

TlMOTEO ACOSTA

KIC!ISTIAMEND

ENGINEERING

UNDEIC!CLASSMEN, LISTEN
CLOSEL'f ... ''?IZU yov AU

EDUCATION

KIMIC!AADAMS

KATIE ANDEIC!SON

ELEMENTAR~ EDUCATION

EDUCATION

€Atll\lg At 3A,M, t~€

yOV'r-- Co\1.£
tN ""ill ,>tAy ""Ith yov
FO'r-- yOV'r-- €l\ItiU COII€g€
MO~l\Ill\Ig

OF

CAU€'r--.

Go

IAttl\llght

€A'ly 01\1 the

'>I\IACK'>!'

M'f FAVOIC!ITE WHITWOIC!TH
MEMOIC!'f IS ... Th€ '>I€epOl/(~

by t~€ flU

EIC!ICAACTON

AMANDA AMSDEN

ELEMENTAR~ EDUCATION

ELEMENTAR~ EDUCATION

11\1

PAIIA'r--J10Vl\Ig€ ""it~ My

PAIIA'r--J,>I,>t€'r--'>AI\IJ
bWt~~'>

MAC

dV'r--ll\Ig Jc€

''If..:

~M

JAMES ALEXANDEIC!

MIND'f ANDEIC!SON

ACCOUNTING, BUS, MGMT.

ACCOUNTING

WHEN EATING AT SAGA, I
SUGGEST. .. ill\ly M€I\IV t~At
Il\IclvJ",

t~O'>€ r....o

""o'r--J'>:

~eJ((MIl\Ig

CC~

~BlL PA?J'

TO DO IT OVEIC!, I... 1

""ovlJ

,>p€I\IJ It"f> tlM€ ,>tvJYIl\Ig
AI\lJ

MOU
to

BETH ANDEIC!EGG

SOCIOLOG~

SOCIOLOG~, SPANISH

tlM€ dOll\lg

M'r--yt~ll\Ig
gOll\lg

BETHANIE ADAMS

€I'>€ thAt j

AM

MI'>'> ""h€f\) j

I€AI/( h€\1.£:

SHEIC!IDAN N. ALLEN

TAMI ANDEIC!SON

JOURNALISM

NURSING

THE HISTOIC!'f BOOKS
SHOULD BE OPENED TO...
'DAI€ ')oJ€1Il FO'r-- bOl\lg the
Ol\lly KI\IO""I\I p'r--OFt"f>O'r--to
b'r--ll\Ig hi'> gVitA'r-- AI\IJ '>ll\Ig
pob

DylAI\I FO~ ~I'> clll'l\:

LAST WOIC!DS: ThAI\IK yov

CAIC!L ADAMS

MONICA ANDEIC!SAN

BIOLOG~

ART

FOV- (I/€\?-¥thlf\)g .. the
FjV€I\lJ'>, t~€ IAVg~
t€AV-." t~€

t~€

101/(. AI\IJ

t~€

'>VppoV-t 11\1My ""ArK ""it~
GoJ!

j ""III Mi'>'>

yovl'

JONATHAN AMEND

DANANDIC!EWS

ELEMENTAR~ EDUCATION

MATH

MAR~APPLONIE
ART

&

MIND~BEARD

ART ADMIN.

RELIGION

CHARISE ASUNCION

AM~BARTOW

ACCOUNTING

MEGUMIARAI
CROSS-CULTURAL STUDIES

ELEM. ED.. WRITING, LIT.

BECKIBARRETT

LISA BETTS

EDUCATION, ENGLISH

ELEMENTAR~ EDUCATION

KIMBERL~ATKIN

KEVIN BATES

PS~CHOLOG~

COMPUTER SCIENCE

AMBER ARMSTRONG

JULIE BARRETT

ELEMENTAR~ EDUCATION

MIKHAIL BILENKO

PH~SICAL EDUCATION

COMPUTER SCIENCE

ANNA ATKINSON

GL~NISBATHUM

SPANISH & INT'L. BUSINESS

ELEMENTAR~ EDUCATION

DANAE ASHLE~
RELIGION

TONI BACHMAN
PS~CHOLOG~

CHAD BARTLETT

AMANDA BJUR

ENGLISH

SOCIOLOG~

ANNA BEARD
COMMUNICATION STUDIES

Seniors

t
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KRISTEN BLINCOE

JUSTIN CHILDERS

SOCIOLOG~

HISTO~~

KIRSTEN BRANDVOLD

HILLARIE CARR

ENGLISH, SPANISH ED.

PH~SICAL EDUCATION

MARK BLINCOE

NATHAN CAMP

GRANT CLA'I

HISTO~~, SOCIOLOG~

ENGLISH LITE~ATU~E

~ELIGION

SARAH BROCK

NATE CARSON

CHO~AL MUSIC EDUCATION

MUSIC, ~ELIGION

TARA BONELLI

BRANDON CAM PEA

ELEMENTA~~ EDUCATION

COMPUTE~ SCIENCE

t

JEFFRE'I R. CLEMONS
BIOLOG~

MARTHAJANE BROKER

JASON CASKE'I

SOCIOLOG~

BIOLOG~

TERR'I BORDERS

DEANA CARLSEN

BRENDA CLiNESMITH

EDUCATION

SPEECH COMMUNICATION

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Seniors

REBECCA BURBANK

BRIANA CHALLIS

ENGLISH LIT., W~ITING

ELEMENTA~~ EDUCATION

BLUEPRINTS
NAME:

ClAy

~lIlt

MAJOR:

V-..t119/011l

MOMETOWN: P!1ItVU£,
\MWIIlV1Ol\l
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ne

ADAM CONLE'I

MARK DARRINGTON

PHILOSOPH~

MUSIC

lIlot "'~:

UNDERCLASSMEN. LISTEN
CLOSEL'f_ 'StAy -.y

SHAWNDA COCKING

KATHERINE COSSALMAN

BUSINESS MGMT.

BIOCHEMISTR~, BIOLOG~

FV-OM ~
0IIl SuIIlJAy
IIliglr,.." 'jUN10ill til! IIlRl1)~
Of I1IltIr RIIlJ Rt RII CO'>t<>
f.Ae, 10IIlg I!f> It ,., /Ill yOU'f..

~

CIA'M:

IlVOM 8:00

M'f FAVORITE WHITWOlm4
MEJAOrr1IS_ JIIIlytlM!
~

EMIL'I COOK

KRISTIN DASHEN

SPANISH

PS~CHOLOG~

MARIA COLACURCIO

JO'l CRAWFORD

HISTOR~

PS~CHOLOG~

II'IItIr ~

lIfIly ~tIOtJ
iIlIItlR£ Of

RIIlJ
0IIl tIrl

Go.!'

WHEN EATING AT SAGA. I
SllGGEST_ G\!.MUOIA
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R I,'{..N. MO'{..I\lII\lg lit

j!.ANrJ _t

1.O011\l~

MRuJon:
TO 00 IT OVER. L \M::>uI.l
BR'IAN COOPER

BREE DAVIDSON

THEATRE

POLITICAL STUDIES

ERIN COLE

REBECCA CURTIS

COMMUNICATION STUDIES

RELIGION

CHRIS COOPER

JEFF DAVIS

EDUCATION

INT'L. STUDIES, THEATRE

MARCIE COLVIN

JENNIFER DAHM

BIOLOG~

BIOLOG~

IrM" ')p8\It MOU 111M
~1IlS
RIIlJ 1e'J> tlMt

COMpIM\lIlIli

BLUEP~INTS
NAME: LiI\JdA LOIIJSACU
MAJO~: ')pEtC~
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HOMETOWN:

IlIlJC~O\'--AS{
IlIA'lKA
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K~ISTENDAVIS

MELISSA DUNN

ELEMENTAR~ ED. & HISTOR~

POLITICAL STUDIES

UNDE~CLASSMEN,LISTEN
CLOSEL'f... It i'l OKAy to
1IJ0t b{ OKAy All t~{ tiM(

HEATHE~DIXON

NICOLE EA~IN

ELEMENTAR~ EDUCATION

PS~CHOLOG~

M'f FAVO~ITEWHITWO~TH
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l-fN/IIJS

A

'lpOllJtAlIJtOU", wAt{I':FiS~t illJ
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FO\,-- FiIlJAI'l:

WHEN EATING AT SAGA,I
SUGGEST.
.. 'C~iCK{1IJFAjitA'>.

MELISSA DAVIS

PAT~ICIADUQUET

ELEMENTAR~ EDUCATION

HUMANITIES

Applt'l. AlIJd C~OCOIAt{ C~ip
COOKit'l:

TO DO IT OVE~, I... Would
'lp{lIJd MO\,--{ tiW

SmillJS

JEAN DIXON

HEATHE~EIFFE~T

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

PS~CHOLOG~

to KIIJOw My p\,--OF{'l'lO\,--<

THE HISTO~'fBOOKS
SHOULD BE OPENED TO...
·?.os{\,--

MO~\'--IAlIJs. FO\,--

IN/IIJS pA'l'liOIlJAt{ly FO\,-C~\'--i'lt. FO\,-- INillJS 'liMply
AlIJd FO\,-- 1IJ0t COIIJFO\,--MiIlJS
to

OU\'--

'lOC/{ty'

MAND'f DECIOUS

'fOSEF DU~~

ELEMENTAR~ EDUCATION

COMPUTER SCIENCE

LAST WO~DS:W~itwO\'--t~
~A'l AFF{CtEdM{ by 'l~OWillJs
M{ w~At it

M{AIIJ'l to

IN{

L'fDIA DOB~OVOLN'f

DAWN ELIASSEN

BIOLOG~

SPANISH & KINESIOLOG~

A liF{ OF iMpACt by FOlIowillJS C~Ki'lt

AlIJd CA\'--iIlJS

FO\,-- Ot~{\,--'l > IIJEtd'l.
Mi'l'l

t~{ UIAtiOIlJ'l~ip'l

) will
)

~A\I{~{U:

DON DICUS

CA~~IE EAGLE

PH~SICAL ED. & MATH

ELEMENTAR~ EDUCATION

MA~K DUNGAN

TENNILLE EMBL'f

MUSIC EDUCATION

ART EDUCATION

MIKEEMMANS

KAREN GILSTRAP

BIOLOG~

RELIGION

ENOCH ELIJAH EVANS

IOKEPA FRANCISCO

COMP. SCIENCE, PH~SICS

ELEMENTIIR~ EDUCIlTiON

C'ILAS ENGELAND

JASON FLIGOR

TIM GILSTRAP

COMPUTER SCIENCE

BIOLOG~

COMMUNICIlTiON STUDIES

SARAH EVERETT

VALERIE FUKAI

HISTOR~

BUSINESS MIINIIGEMENT

LESLIE ENGLES

ROBERT FOSTER

KATHR'IN GINN

HISTOR~

SOCIOLOG~

PH~SICIIL EDUCIlTiON

JULIANA FALKENSTEIN

HANNA GANSER

NURSING

POLITICIIL STUDIES

AMI ENOX

JASON FRANCEK

BR'IAN GISH

ELEMENTIIR~ SPECIIIL ED.

BUSINESS MIINIIGEMENT

RELIGION

LARA FAST
INT'L. BUS.

s BUS. MGMT.

WINSLOW G. GERRISH
RELIGION

t
\

Seniors
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JONNA GLENN

ROSS HASHIMOTO

EDUCATION

ELEMENTAR~ EDUCATION

GREGGGREEN

CASE~ HADEN

RELIGION

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

BENJAMIN GORMAN
PHILOSOPH~

&

ENGLISH

XIN GUAN

MOLL~ HASPELS

ARTS ADMINISTRATION

PEACE STUDIES

DALE HAMMOND
s POL. STUDIES

HILAR~ GRE~

INT'L.

COMMUNICATION STUDIES

JOANNA GRANT

CHRISTIAN GUNTER

ERIN HAUGE

ART

POLITICAL SCIENCE

RELIGION

KATE HANCOCK

CHRISTINA GRISSEN

THEATRE

ELEM. ED. & SPANISH

&

COMM. Sf.

GREG GRA~BILL

BRIAN HACKWITH

KAREN HAWORTH

RELIGION s INT'L. POL. ECON.

BUSINESS MANAGMENT

CROSS-CULTURAL STUD.

\

104 tseniorS

ERIN GROEFSEMA

MICHAEL HANSON

ELEMENTAR~ EDUCATION

BUSINESS

CHRISTINHINMAN

HEIDIHULTGRENN

ELEMENTA~~EDUCATION

ACCOUNTING

ZACHAR'! HEDGPETH

KATIEHORAK

ENGINEE~ING

A~T

SHAWNHINZ

SI'IMOA lATA

BIOLOG~

SOCIOLOG~

BEN HEIMERMAN

ERIKAHORN

COMMUNICATION
STUDIES

SOCIOLOG~

KARl HIRAIWA

IONATANAIESKE

INT'L. BUS. & MGMT.

BUSINESSMANAGEMENT

STEPHANIEHENJUM

R'!AN HOWARD

ELEMENTA~~EDUCATION

POLITICALSTUDIES

AM'! HOLLOWA'!

RAJKOILINCIC

PS~CHOLOG~

P~E-ENGINEE~ING

KASEEHILDENBRAND

STEPHANIEHUFNAGLE

SPO~TSMED. & PH~S.ED.

SOCIOLOG~

BLUEP~INTS
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CRAIG ITO

JUNKO KABASAWA
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CROSS-CULTURAL STUD,

UNDERCLASSMEN, LISTEN
CLOSEL'f,.. 'iJo 1IJ0t tHK{
liF, "0
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AMBER JOHNSON
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ENGISH& WRITING
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JUSTINE JENNINGS

RUTH KALUZA

COMMUNICATIONSTUDIES

MATHEMATICS

WHEN EATINGAT SAGA, I
SUGGESt.. '~NH bH\'-,
"'p,CiHlly iF ti"y i,N,
Iml, bOw,t/{ pNH:

TO DO IT OVER, All

t",

JANNA JOHNSON
s SPECIAL EO.

t",

ANDREA KENDALL

ELEMENTAR~

SOCIOLOG~

tiM,

"p,lIJt wO\'-\'-Y/lIJs Hbout
S'l-Hd6 j WOuld I'l-U"t
God to tHK, CH\'-, OF it."
j

THE HISTOR'f BOOKS
SHOULD BE OPENED TO...
·~s'\'Mo"\'-IHllJS, !-I, r.

"0

"uMbi{
MHd'

DJ JERNIGAN

WILLIAM KEALAIKI

PH~SICAL EDUCATION

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

"H"

HlIJd yEt "'
H diFF,\'-,IIJC,
FO\,- C"\'-I'>t
I-/{ dNW'"
to b, '/-{COslIJiUd FO\,- "I"
j)/bl, t\1.JlIIJ"IHliOIlJ":

"UC"

MICHELLE JOHNSON

K'fUNG-SOOK KIM

ELEMENTAR~ EDUCATION

EDUCATION

LAST WORDS: 'j)OllJs H
I" w\,-y MUC" liK{
bOllJs H F'I-"'"MHIIJ,
You \,-, jU"t H" ,~Cit'd to
S\,-HdUHt, F\,-OM COil,s, H"
you W,'/-{ to "tH'l-t itl'
",IIJ/O\'-

AMANDA JOHNSON

K'fLE KEE

SPANISHEDUCATION

ACCOUNTINGs BUS. MGMT.

STEVE JOST

JULIE KOGAN

RELIGION& MUSIC

ENGLISH s EDUCATION

ANN MCAULIFFE

HAZUKI KOIZUMI

PS~CHO~OG~

PS~CHO~OG~

TRAVIS MARTINSON
PS~CHO~OG~

EMIL'I MCBRIDE

DALE MACOMBER

ROBIN KOLB
BIOWG~

PS~CHO~OG~

EDUCATION

JENNIFER LEE

JANISE MAT'IAS
~E~IGION

SOCIO~OG~

HEATHER KREBS

HILAR'I MARTIN

HEIDI MCCAHAN

ENGLISH~ITE~ATU~E

ECONOMICS

SPO~TS MEDICINE

JENNIFER LEE

ROBERT MA'IER
EDUCATION

PS~CHO~OG~

CARR'I K'ILE

SUSAN MARTIN

SOCIO~OG~

HILLAR'I MCCLURE
PO~ITlCA~SCIENCE

INT'~. PO~ITICA~ECONOM~

LINDA LONGACRE
SPEECHCOMMUNICATIONS

HOLL'I MCARTHUR
E~EMENTA~~ EDUCATION

Seniors

MATHEW MCNELL'!

KRISTIN PADIA

BIOLOG~

NURSING

KEVIN OB'BA'!I

MATTHEW MOONE'!
BUS. MGMT.

&

COMPUTER SCIENCE

ACCOUNTING

L'!NNE MILLER

KENDRA NICKERSON

AMBER PALMER

JOURNALISM

PS~CHOLOG~

AMERICAN STUDIES

ERIKA OESTREICH

AMBER MORGAN

ENGLISH

NURSING

&

SECONDAR~ ED.

JEFFRE'! MIX

SHANNON PANFILIO

SPORTS MEDICINE

THEATRE

ANDREA OLAH
BIOLOG~

MELISSA MOOD'!
MUSIC
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t

&

PS~CHOLOG~

Seniors

MARILEE NUNN

MIKA'!LA PARIS

HISTOR~

RELIGION & SP.COMM.

ADRIENNE MORTENSEN

SCOTT OSHIRO

ECONOMICS

SPORTS MEDICINE

BLUEP~INTS
NAME: MRttI.tW Md\lc1Iy

MAJOR: P/Oloey
HOMETOWN: L0f'J9'fI€'Ii
~1OlIl

IF I HAD ONL'f KNOWN FOUR
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UNDERCLASSMEN,
MONICA PARMLE'f

REBECCA PEZZULLO

CLOSEL'L "!Au

JOU~NALISM

PS~CHOLOG~

LISTEN

thE ~.,t

.,t!~ You wolJlJ /\lOt
btl/M hOw MAl\Jy AM~
pEOpl! th!l1-€ A\1..€ II\J till'>
w~kl who eO I.JI\ldr,(oIr
!\1..€J b!cIIu'>! I\lO 0I\l!
toO~ thE ~.,~ to /lIl/tlAt!
COl\JtACt:

MICHAEL PELOSO

SHAWNA REVAK

HISTO~~

COMMUNICATION STUDIES

M'f FAVORITE WHIl'WOlmf
MEMOR'iIS ... Tk III'>t
lIl/aht Of FlI\JJIi'> II'I€£~ II\J

JENNIFER PARRISH

DAVID PLUISTER

ENGLISH (W~ITlNG)

A~T

"~l\Je ~
Of QI./f..
'>OphOMO\1..€
y€1l'i-..
PAIJw/1\J ~
thOfJ9ht
thty wofJIJ bt tOfJ9h AIIlA
COM! OV!~ to MAC to

n..

"t/~ Up '>OM! ~
1\J!!JIt"f> to '>A)( 11'1£
IN IAUeh:

JONATHAN PEREGO'f

CARLA RICCIARDELLI

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

INTE~NATIONAL BUSINESS

BEN PATTERSON

JEFF POWERS

MUSIC

BIOLOG~

WHEN EATING AT SNiAI
SUGGEST_ Wit I'> n
hUMAl\JlypO'hibl! to.w
fAVO~t! SAUl MElli

•

THE HISTOIN BOOKS
SHOULD BE OPEN£!) ~
'~e~ MohfJAI\lf. ....tt4
hA" b!'>t CAf'tfJ\1..€J tt.l
t"f>!1\JC£ Of ~

11f'!:

STEPHANIE PETERSON

SARAH RICE

EDUCATION

ART

KIRK PATTERSON

CHRISTINE PRICE

~ELIGION

COMPUTE~ SCIENCE

llIl

lrr)

MATHEW MCNEW!

KRISTIN PADIA

BIOLOG~

NU~SING

MATTHEW MOONE'!

KEVIN OB'BA'!I

BUS. MGMT. s ACCOUNTING

COMPUTE~ SCIENCE

L'!NNE MILLER

KENDRA NICKERSON

AMBER PALMER

JOU~NALISM

PS~CHOLOG~

AME~ICAN STUDIES

AMBER MORGAN

ERIKA OESTREICH

NU~SING

ENGLISH s SECONDA~~ ED.

JEFFRE'! MIX

SHANNON PANFILIO

SPO~TS MEDICINE

THEAT~E

ANDREA OLAH
BIOLOG~

MELISSA MOOD'!
s PS~CHOLOG~

MUSIC
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Seniors

MARILEE NUNN

MIKA'!LA PARIS

HISTO~~

~ELIGION & SP.COMM.

ADRIENNE MORTENSEN

SCOTT OSHIRO

ECONOMICS

SPO~TS MEDICINE

BLUEPRINTS
NAME: C!'-II\J Hwet
MAJO~: \?-tllelOI\J
HOMETOWN: ')?OKAI\J£.
v.1I"hll\JetOI\J
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UNDE~CLASSMEN,LISTEN
CLOSEL'I ... '(')0 1\J0t tAKt
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HNt FUI\J Al\Jd
whllt you "till

hAVt

chAI\Jc(

HISTO~~

'>t!'-IOU"lyl
tht

ADELHEID ~OBINSON

AMANDA SAE'IUP

LIBE~AL STUDIES

PS~CHOLOG~

M'I FAVO~ITEWHITWO~TH
MEMO~'1IS... '(!AI\JCil\Je
bAlitt to tht ')Nt!'!kt 2.
"OUl\Jdt!'-ACK. "MOKIl\Je
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MATTHEW ~INDAL

CH~ISANNE~OSELEIP

BUSINESS

PS~CHOLOG~

htAd bAl\Jell\Je II\J

ViIlAe£. Al\Jd chlllll\J' with

ei'-tAt F!'-ltl\Jd<

WHEN EATING AT SAGA, I
SUGGEST... ·C.hiCKtl\Jlo!'-tiliA

DEAN~OCCO

KIMBE~L'I SAGE

BIOLOG~

ELEM. ED. & SPANISH

CA""t!'-OI(

TO DO IT OVE~,I...

Would

1\J0t hAW 10"t MWi'-ttl\J\
A!'-M" Al\Jd It~\'

THE HISTO~'1BOOKS
SHOULD BE OPENED TO...
Jt!'-!'-y

t!'-Ut

')Imt!'-.

I"

AA~ON~USSELL

HISTO~~

PS~CHOLOG~

A

'.

MAI\J OF God:

LAST WO~DS:)
wAit

Ht

ELIZABETH ~OBBLEE

JOSEPH ~OCHA

CAI\J1\J0t

to WAlt!'-t<h Al\Jd ?iCK

U? "OMt

FALINA SANGUINETTI

A~T (MIXED MEDIAl

ELEMENTA~~ EDUCATION

hobblt'>W

DAN ~OBE~TSON

MA~'1 ~'1AN

ELEMENTA~~ EDUCATION

ELEMENTA~~ EDUCATION

CHA~LESD. ~OCK

HEIDI SCHNE~INGER

HISTO~~ & EDUCATION

SOCIOLOG~

PETER STRADINGER

KORINA SMITH

JEREM'I SCHOSSOW

ENGLISHLITE~I\TU~E

SOCIOLOG~

PS~CHOLOG~

'IUKA SHIN

REBECCA SPENCER

SOCIOLOG~

ENGLISHLIT. & F~ENCH

KATHIR'IN SCHRE'IER

LAURIE SNOVER

ERIC STRATE

ENGLISH

SPO~TS MED. & PH~S. ED.

810LOG~

HEATHER STARK

KELL'I SIMON
s ENGLISHLIT.

810LOG~

THEI\T~E

GINA SHAW
PH~SICI\L EDUCI\T10N

CAR'IN SOBRAL

DANIEL STRAW

JOU~NI\L1SM

ELEMENTI\~~ EDUCI\T10N

KRISTINA SOLUM

TOMOMI TAKAO

ELIZABETH SLEMP
SPO~TS MEDICINE

BETS'I SHERWOOD
SPO~TS MED. s PH~S. ED.

HISTO~~

ELEMENTI\~~ EDUCI\T10N

ANDREA K. SMITH

BRET STEPHENSON

810LOG~

HISTO~~

t
\
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L10NA TANNESEN

ALISA TONGG

ENGLISH

ELIZABETH VE~NON

CHEMISTR~

COMMUNICATION STUDIES

MELISSA THOMPSON

ADAM UHLE~

SOCIOLOG~

HISTOR~ EDUCATION

KANOKWAN TECHAPHANGAM
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

T~AVIS TO~CO

STEPHANIE WA~NE~

SOCIOLOG~

SPORTS MEDICINE

AM'! THONSTAD

SCOTT VANDE~ PLOEG
MATH s RELIGION

MATHEMATICS

ALICE THOMPSON

C'!NTHIA TU~NE~

CA~~IE WASSE~

ENGLISH EDUCATION

ENGLISH LITERATURE

COMMUNICATION STUDIES

CA~'! VAN SCHEPEN
FRENCH s HISTOR~ ED.
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ALICIA THOMPSON

~EBECCA UEJIO

AND~EW WATSON

PS~CHOLOG~

ELEMENTAR~ ED. s MUSIC

BIOLOG~

t

ANNA TOLLENAA~
ENGLISH s SPANISH

Seniors

AM'! VA~O
ENGLISH LITERATURE

BLUEP~INTS
NAME: AlIldUA WAd
MAJOR: ))i0109Y
HOMETOWN: GU[IIlAC'I-f>.
W"I,;1Il9IOIll

IF I HAD ONL'{ KNOWN FOUR
'{EARS AGO THAT... DlIlly
wl,[1Il you
CAIIl yOu

DEBBIE WICHMANN
FINE ARTS

&

'{URI '{AMADA

ARTS ADMIN.

AU

A "[lIliO\,-

ACI liK[ A F\'-[',~

it"

MAIIl AlIld 9[1 AWAy Will,

CROSS-CULTURAL STUDIES

UNDERCLASSMEN, LISTEN
CLOSEL'{ ... '')p[lIld UAI tiM£.
I,AVilll9 UAI

KIMBERL'{ WILSON

F\'-i[lIld"

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

\'-[A!

FUIIl, will,

wl,il[

you

CAIIl:

M'{ FAVORITE WHITWORTH
MEMOR'{ IS... 'CliMbilll9
illllO

AUA

11,[ I\'-ACK

"IIlOwy

MOOllllil

wl,[\,-[

w[

Olll[

lIli91,1,

MAd[ "IIlOw

AIIl9[1" All A\,-OUlIld AlIld 901

JENNIFER WIDING

LISA '{ARNELL

ENGLISH

ELEMENTAR~ EDUCATION

illllO

A "IIlOwbAIl

Fi91,1!'

WHEN EATING AT SAGA, I
SUGGEST... 'LUCKy CI,A\,-M":
MilK COV[\,-" 11,[ dAi\'-y

9\'-OUP. 11,[ U\,-[AI FAil" illlr0

MELISSA WONG
PS~CHOLOG~

rI,[

bUAd 9\'-OUP.

AlIld 9\,-alll

CIOV[\,-" IAK[ CA\,-[ OF 11,[
F\,-U;r-V[9[tAbl[
11,\,-0"",, illl
burr[\,-

9\'-OUP.

A Iml[

p[AIIlUI

Al\Jd yOu I,AV[ A

bAIAIIlC[d WAr:

TO DO IT OVER, 1... WOUld
DA'{N WILBERDING
COMPUTER SCIENCE

COURTNE'{ '{IN

"p[lIld

SPORTS MEDICINE

Al\Jd-WI,AIFI,OU\,-" Olll

A MA~iMUM OF Olllt

I,owwon
(illlCludilll9

p[\'- lIli91,1
"IUdY

bUAK"

AlIld

p\,-OC\,-A"liIllAliIll9 I[Cl,lIli~U[',),

JESSICA WENTWORTH
ENGLISH

&

PHILOSOPH~

DEBBE WOODS

AlIld A Milll/MUM

OF IIl/Ill[

HISTOR~& ENGLISH

I,OU\,-" OF "Iap

p[\'- lIli91,t.

plU" IIlAp'>."

THE HISTOR'{ BOOKS
SHOULD BE OPENED TO ...
'LAC.

(AKA

D\'- ..

CI,AIIl[y) -

,,1,[ \,-OCK'>."

NATHAN WILLIAMS
EDUCATION

ANNE '{OST

LAST WORDS: '))[

PS~CHOLOG~

AlIld I,AV[ FUIll

yOUlll9

CAU"[

llIl

FOU\,- ,,1,0\'-1 y[A\,-" yOU\'I/M[

JENNIFER WHITENBERG
SPANISH s CROSS-CULT. STUD.

I" dOIll[1'

Jessica Aarhaus

Raechel Allen
Becca Archer

Jack Arthaud
NorikoAsano
Amanda Ayars

William Ayers
Sam Aylor
Bethany Balyeat
Megan Banasek

John Bates
Matthew Bates
Elisabeth Beal
Nicole Bealey
Heidi Beck
Wayne Berry
Katie Jo Borgmann
David Boscow
Karina Boslet
Ryan Bowers

Mark Bowker
Krista Bradley
Tania Braun

Sam Brischle
La N e Bradehl
Keith Browning

Colleen Bryant
Chad Buehler
Marin Campbell
Jaime Cantu

A BAILTile ADVENTURIE
In

1997,

ten Whitworth

spent May Term studying
economies

of Poland,

Latvia in Whitworth's

students

the political

Lithuania,
first-ever

and
study-

abroad program to the Baltic Region.
The tour group,led
Professor of Political

"It was really neat to hear their ideas about
Americans

and to see the differences

between their attitudes and ours, especially
in the classroom."
Wilson, along with a professor from

by Associate

and International

LCC and four or five other visiting professors, taughtthecourse,

"Political Economy

Studies Rob Wilson, spent five days in

of the Baltics." Wilson wanted the stu-

Torun before moving on to Lithuania

dents' education to come from actually ex-

Christian College in Klaipeda, Lithuania,

periencing the culture they were learning

where most of the five-week study took

about in class, and members of the class

place. In Klaipeda, Whitworthiansshared

were able to see for themselves

dorm rooms with Lithuanian students,

economic and political transition that was

and 15 students from LCC also partici-

occurring.

pated in the class with their visitors from
Spokane.
less rigorous to have [the Lithuanian

stu-

dents] with us," senior Sarah Everett said.

t

Class was held for two to four hours
each day, and then students had most of

"It made the school part less dull and

Juniors

the
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their afternoons free. The group also took
trips to Riga, the capital of Latvia, and
Vilnius, the capital of Lithuania.
- Kellye Walden berg

-

Jodi Carlson
Anna Carnegie
Katie Carpenter
Kristen Carter

Ryland Carter

Tiffany Casey
Ben Cassidy
Erica Chang
Sarah Chickering
Jaime Clark

Michelle Condon
Matthew Cumberland
Benjamin Curtis
Travis Cutbirth

Jennifer Dale

Carolyn DeBell
Joshua Decker
Michele DeKorte
Marcus Denny

Emily Dent

Eric Devries
Sarah Dingman

Nathan Distelhorst
Kristen Dodd
Jody Dohrmann

Lithuania
makes an impact
1M &/ticJ S/U~ i'frflr M{1tfti I-fdlflfdff
Gdlfltfr ,fd/It d /tfli?r fllfrltfr1lillftiilt,f

tf d/l

jJmjJ&

7rtfddi?'tftiIifdJjJmjJl? ./1t'1Jr drtf

jJff&tiJ#

tf Mftfrtf liftfj'

drtf /milt, dlfti liftfj'

iJd#lJit# CMIf,ftf MI1I(flM'

Ilitf Mid

Zf /£'d1'dllldZ/1f litll£' Ift11t!titit IiftJt(fliJ;
tf&tMJtl'h( dlfti dVtlt,f ctJlftiil~If1' Ltliffldlftd
if: ftltf Id/£'fftJlil !?itfStJWi?J
{llfitJlt

it t'CiJdjJd-

IitJIf !ZJftf{J$tilt'IIItllfjl'liftlt,j1: 'Gdlt1iJrdtiMti

Alf d1jJf!d tJl !?itf /If-! RidJ

I?/J d /I!tf!ttr

t/JtjJdd t'# Gdlilfltfr IfId1'!?itf KG8 I1Jt1ltfflllt,
"No aid to Russia until its occupation

forces are out of the

Baltic States," says the sign. Lithuanian

nationalists protest

the presence ofa Russian radio tower within the Lithuanian
border. Their efforts were targeted towards tourists as well as
tlleirown

statesmen.

Photo

71dlfl dJ IfIMJiJtJ1J!?itfStJUifJ!Mt'# IIIdtltIililftfti

iJtJIfRllt '1M Mid

/ttlfttr

!?itfjrtftftItJlllRidhfltf lidt?: '

ZfIIItlM

IJ/tf

IifdM-

by Nate Tomsheck
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Chrysia Domingo-Foraste

Bryan Donaldson
Erin Donneison

Chet Doughty
Alison Eckenroad

Tyler Edwards
Pine Engeland
Tim Erford
Erin Erickson
Eric Fechter

Brandi Finney

Erik Flodin
Kyle Forsyth
Allison Foster
Lenea Fritz

Shiho Fukui
Jennifer Garrett
Erin Gauntlett
Karen Gavareski

Rachael Gazdik
Bennett

Gibson

Angela Gi llam
Elisabeth Gilstrap
Catlin Goodrow
Lillian Goodwin

Reacting
with
Love
"OM li;PtJTli?lf? JAtltf JAd? //ttJi
pllt

JA,1iYf! 1t'd1'JAdhit

{!tJ1fdmi/tf tlifmimitl1litJlI
Jq:MtJIltW,1 AIIII
J,tI~If,1IfI1Iii1?,

1,1t1tfjllt#ti1?, /fI,1;-,1
ItlftljlrfJiltlit!I!,

IfltZti,1/:

'Jl1fti

Iflltticr,

!iit' itltIr

Jltfti

dlt'd!'

It

ff,1¢;,1t1lier ItJ-

r,1I1!tz,1
ff§lfllitJftdtl?tI J,tItJMM I1lftl M/$iltJ1Iff

!iit' rJJft6'J'tJ/ 1'11&I1lftl tUYtJ'Nti7/'
lJt'Jj!iI?!iit't!lfd!d'ltf~ Ifll1l.4fr MlJU'tZ/fIdj'

I1rc pllt

/fI1IIi tZ tltfriitil? f1t'IfI
,11]"tltl?rlt~

tJ/ lier

tJ/fIlI m-It! 111~

lit' Iltlt!!?r /fIM? rdCt; JtJiJttJ-

,1{!tJlltJllticJ
JIi?IiIJ: tJr mffh9l!

!iit' jlcat'll

If, /

Mil C!!ff,1r IrCtZi alt/flll Jl?rt?tY'jl6'J' t'r Ift,ttI
/fItZld-111'tZ /fIiUIi?, 111'tZ OfaJUdll,
/fItJlltd#. mc tJlf(f- !fiilf,f /cUll
,1tZCI1
jlCIWf /flIP/; 1tM:
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I1lftliZJ'tZ

alt t4- rcdtl? ItJ-

The Prejudice Across America group stands in front of a
statue of Martin Luther King,jr., in BirmingJJam, Alabama.

The statue

commemorates

the Freedom March. of 1964.
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Cindy Guertin

Marcel Gulley
Kate Guske
Ivan Gustafson

Julie Gustafson
Mandy Haas
Kristofer Hall
T ricia Haney

Julie Hansen
Selby Hansen
phillip Harrington
William Harrison
T iHanie Hart

David Haslet
Timothy Haslet
Zachary Hedgpeth
Heather Hed urn
Melissa Hendrickson

Nathan Henry
Christopher Hilty
Eri Hirata

Megan Hoesly
Angela Hoff
Joshua Hoops
Brent Hovde
Mary Hubele
Noah Hurd
Crystal Isaac
Eli Jaeger
Joanne Jensen

IPRIEJUDIICIEACROSS AMIIERIICA
This Jan Term, 21 students, along
with Associate

Professor

of Psychology

Jim

Waller, set off to study prejudice and its roots

u.s.

the students came from very different
including

everything

cation to religion and psychology. Addressing

in the
The trip started in Los Angeles, where
the grou p met to board a plane and fly to San

the student

Francisco/then

ence the diversity

on to Chicago. From Chicago

they took a t rain to Memphis,

New Orleans,

majors,

from science and edu-

interest

in this tour, junior Jer-

emy Wynne said, "Everyone wants to go overseas, and that's

great, but we need to experithat our own country

has

to offer."

Birmingham, Atlanta, and finally Washingtoo, D.C. In each city, the group studied cul-

Most of the tour focused on the Civil
Rights Movement and the Holocaust. "We

tural differences and discussed where preju-

were exposed

dice comes

where it comes from," said Watson.

from

and how it has affected

to evil and had to question
On the

their studies and

flip side, the group was also shown, especially

discussions, the studen ts became aware of the

through its studies of the Civil Rights Move-

America's

people. During

urgency of racial conflict in the
definitely

is a problem,"

u.s.

"There

said senior Jeremy

Watson, "and we really need to address it soon."
The group was a diverse one. The tour

fulfills the multicultural

requirement,

and

ment/ wllat has been done and is being done

to address the problems.

"There is hope:'

Watson said. "When people come together for
a com mon cause and do what they can, a lot of
good can come out of it."

Kellye Walden berg
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Alissa Jones
BeccaJones

GregJones
KellyJones
Michael Jones
Tyler Jordan
Brent Kaufman
LehuaKay
Regan Kelley
Jennifer Kildow
Steve Klopsch
Melanie Knodel
John Kopp
Daniel Kullander
Seth Kunzl
Christiane

Lang

Corey Laughary
Andrew Laughlin
Michael Lawlor
Tiona Leavens

Krista Leeland
Stephanie

Lenox

Matt Leonard
Rob Leslie
Gregory Loew

Libby Lone
Jarrod Long
Julian Lorin

Lori Macduff
Jennifer MacFarlane

WIHIIITWOR TIHI liSA CHRISTIAN COLILIEGIE?
Most of the European stndents who
come to Whitworth have visited the
Unites States before.
"I visited the East Coast before I

America, often enrolling

more than

20,000 students at a time. The undergraduates and graduates also mix more.

came here, so I was used to the culture

Think it's tough to make it to class
when you have to go all the way across

a little bit," says Stephanie

the Loop? Try a university in France,

Ouvrard,

a visiting student from France.

where your next class could be across

According to Ouvrard, no one had
told her that Whitworth
was a
Christian college.

town.

"I was not expecting that, because in

The universities are spread out

over cities instead of having their own
campuses.

The other major difference, accord-

France there are no, or maybe five, reli-

ing to Ouvrard, is dinnertime.

gious colleges. The universities are not

"In France dinner is late, usually
around seven or eight. But here I have
to go to dinner at five and at first it is just
'Ahhhhhhh!'"

involved in religion."
Ouvrard said that the universities are

also much bigger in France than in

- Rachel Hufman
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Jenny Magen nis

.....

J
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Stacia Marks

Susan Marshall
Polly Martin
Carlol;ne Maundu

Jenn ifer McCall
Mindi McCreless
Olivia McLaughlin
Pamela McNamer

Jacoh Meadows

Sarah Mellenherger
Justin Messman

Mark M;ller
Stephanie

Minten

N
I

Tim Mitrovich

Leslie Moody
Frank Moore
Jessica Moore
Joshua Moore
Laura Morasch

Jason Morgan

Melissa Morlock
Patricia Moss

Juli-Ann Murry
Kevin Nahalta

Going the
Distance ...
r.

Ir' "tJr7 StlllIPIt; Illfd rtlill/jr
Mt? Stlll~' r7/t Illt/{lt? C,* Bllht/;/Ilp
J'ftrP

# d'ifft'rtlltP # litrltl Illr jlt7/1IiIl/$ Ir'ytr

Ir'ft'p IMr!?
/fJMIf ./ "tJilCd PAtl E/l4p
/trlllfd PAilpIll/1M
ytlPAtll:
0/'t'iIlltti

1JI/tIt/1t?
Anni Gouin braves tIle rugged Rocky Mountains of
Montana by snowmobile after Jan Term. photo by Nate
Tomsheck

c~

rYtl#; ./

Ilrtl cli71tlIr'-

BlIP ltllitllf jltr/l #1/$ trllp

j!t7/1Ii:rt? 1!1t11tt?,u/l/i?1jF ift 1M

tJ/ IttJftlMr!?

/l # IlIJIIlZilff/

E/$!JIPliifty # <itrIllr IZjJllrtf

tit!jltr/l

tJ/

o
R

fftJftl

tl/$r ft?p Illfjlltllit?rt!.?'
Y/i?jJ;/IlItt't?O/lfTllrtl

The French Club performs at the International Banquet.
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Miyako Nakai
Shizue Nakamura

Naoko Nariea
David Needham
Marc Nelson

Darci Nielson

Michele Nilmeier
Theresa Nolden
Leslie Nordyke
Krysten Korkaitis

Moraya N uHall
Kristin Olson

Anne Osterlund

Melinda Ovnicek
Timothy Owen

Aarone Paiorrotti

Jeremiah Pappe
Josh Paulson
Penelope Pearson
Lisa Piccinino

Nicole Polen
Heather Porter

Jerem y Potter
Jenet Priddy
Amy Racely
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Regina Ramon
Jennifer Ratcliff
JeannaReed
April Retz
Angela Reynolds
Erinn Rhodes
Jorene Riggins
Joanna Ring
Aaron Rinsema
Amy Ritter
Kasey Rivas
Heidi Roberts
Jason Roberts
Andrew Rock
Amanda Rondon
Jason Rose
Jennifer Ruegg
Kelley Salmon
Elizabeth Sanchez
AyakoSato
Lo6Saylor
Douglas Sch u lz
Jason Shepard
Jennette Siebens
Lance Sinnema
Penney Slack
Gina Smith
Heather Smith
Kathryn Smith
Tiffany Smith

MIAIKIING IFOOILllSH CHOIICES
she lmew

Another is the thrill of not getting caught. "[Students] hide alcohol be~

students who would hide bottles of alcohol in their laundry baskets

cause they want to drink and think they can get away with it," said se~

amongtheir clothes. The students used those same laundry baskets to

nior Matt McNelly.

When Kasey Rivas was a freshman in Baldwin~Jenkins,

Stories of evading detection abound among students in the dorms.

carrythe empty bottles through the basement to the dumpster.
students appear to have a favorite hiding place for

Students have brought alcohol into the dorms in backpacks, coats and

their alcohol ~~their dorm rooms. Yes, that is a violation of one of the

brown paper bags, through windows and fire exits. Others claim to hide

BigThree rules, and no, that is not stopping them. In arecent survey at

alcohol in other bottles so it is not found. Resident assistants are in

Whitworth, 10.5 percent of on-cempus students surveyed said they do

charge of monitoring

storebeer in their rooms and 9.5 percent store wine coolers. This goes

are not looking for violators, so few are caught.

Some Whitworth

againstthe school policy that reads, "There is to be no on~campus pos~
session,consumption,

or distribution

A former Baldwin~Jenkins resident tells of parties held in the halls
when their RA would leave for the weekend. Another

of alcohol."

One junior who admits to storing alcohol in her dorm room doesn't
seeit as hurting anybody. She says she does not do it in a way that is

student tells of

a time she had a mixed drink in a Gatorade bottle while talking with
her RA and not being detected.
When comparing the survey data and the student handbook policy

obnoxious to the community.
When students store alcohol in their rooms, it is accessible to them
when they want a drink, said Rivas, now a junior. Convenience

behavior in the dorms, but Rivas believes RAs

is one

althe most popular reasons for keeping alcoholic beverages in dorms.

regarding drinking on campus, the disparity between rule and reality
becomes obvious: Students are drinking on campus.
- Stephanie Minten
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Janet Smithson
Kelly Starkweathe<
Stephanie

Stearns

Daniel Steele
Adam Stevens

J oseelyn Stevens
Autumn Stevick

Chad Stewart
Kerri Stockwell
Jared Stover
Jeff Strack
Jason Struthers

Joelle Staudinger
ErikSundin
Jacquelyn Swift
Ryland Taniguchi
Sherry Taunt
Holly Taylor
Roger Taylor
Jessi Thompson

Ryan Thygesen
Kyle Tice
Trista Tisdel
Nathan Ulrich
Andrea Vail
Sarah Van Voorhis
Andrea Vander Ploeg
Joe Vazquez/Jr.
Stacie Verhoeven
Lokahi Viernes

S.lEJtV.IE. SAYS "ADIIOSr IFOR JAN TIERM\
So, what did you do during Jan Term? Bet

,,',
•

whatever you did can't .beat lying in the sun, en-

SERVE

students

plan for the carnival.

Both

groups put on a vacation Bib]e school the third

,

joying picture-perkctscenery

and puppet shows,

a carnival, and lots of friendly children.
asked, Tara Cae, Lora Grissen,

Ande

If you
Royce,

Hanna Snelling, Mary Wilson, and Shane Wolf

weekatthe

local church for the chilren who had

been following the puppet shows and the carnival.
"We all enjoyed the little kids throughout

the

would gladly tell you the complete story of their
SERVE trip to Guanajuato, Mexico.

three weeks and really enjoyed getting to know
them," said Wilson.

That story might take a while, according to
Mary Wilson, "I couldn't pick out one thing,"

carni vals, and sun. A volleyball court got a fresh

she said.

coat of paint courtesy of the Whitworth

"There

were so many incredible

However,

the trip was not all puppet shows,

memories."

dents, and every Friday the SERVE

For the first week, the Whitworth students
went out with the local pastor and performed

with a Bible study.

puppet shows for the neighborhood
At the shows, the children

children.

were invited to a

carnival to be held the following week.
Whitworth
Guanajuato
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tour

helped

a women's

the

prison and hel ped the pastor

So while the Whitworth

campus may have

been gray and cold in January,
making a positive

students who were also in
for a study

visited

stu-

students

difference

SERVE

was

in Mexico and get-

ting a tan at the same time.

- Rachel Hufrnan
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Jenny Visser

Tethra Wales
Melissa Walker
Elizabeth Wedemeyer
Jeanne Wehr

Julie Wells
Melinda Wendy
Katii Werner

Sally Werner
Jeremy Whelham

Kelly White
Heidi Whiteman

Charles Whitley
Meegan Widehalm
Lindsay Williamson

Christopher Wilson
Ryan Wilson
Lisa Niskanen

Sindy Wong
Jon Wrigley

Jeremy Wynne

Shie Yamoto
Patty Yan
Amber Young
Rebecca Youngs

And ~au,

Mr. Arafat?
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Hard-working SERVE students show
painted wall in Mexico during]an Terlll.
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Jonathan Abbey
Christina

Anderberg

Gretchen Anderson
Reana Anderson

Sheri Anderson

Amy Ayers
Kristy Baker

Ryan Baker
Adam Barlow
Theresa Barrera

Patricia

Bartell

Jennifer Bartow

Kathlene Batke
Sky Becker

H

Lisa Benscheidt
Kevin Benson
Chris Berry

Robin Boddy
Heidi Bohnett
Suzanne Boyce

Alan Bradley

Ilse

Braun

Kandace Brody

M ,--------~
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Suzanne Bruce

Nicole Brunner
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Wboknows where you mightgo to bave fun in a {oriegn country? Some international students learned the answer tot/lis
question as tbey took trips to Portland, Seattle, and Canada.

Sarah Fitch
Karla Fol kins
Heidi Forssell
Noelle Fowler
Misty Frazier
Josh Freeman

Andrea Frey
Mindy Galbraith
Cara Garber

Jonathan Graybill
Lora Grissen
Heidi Gunter

Saral, Guske
Katie Hagestad
Sean Haley
Steve Hart
Sarah Haub
Sarah Hawkins
Jon Hedin

Lin da Henderson
Stephanie

Herndon

Christen

Herrick

Kerry Hickethier

Kelly Hofheins
Bethany Honsinger

Chad Hopkins
Celena Hual
Joshua Hug
Dave Hurne
Douglas Humplueys

MIIINIISTRYGOIESTO HOLY LAND
Imagine walking along the same roads
that Jesus walked, boating on the Sea of
Galilee,

and hiking

Olives. For students

up the Mount

of

on the Israel study

portunity

not only to visit the church

of

the Nati vit.y, hutto climb the bell tower for
a picture. Swimming in the Dead Sea was
also a unique experience. Due to the ex-

tour during Jan Term, this was a reality.

tremesaltinessofthe

After watching the news and reading ar-

lean back and float on top of the water libe

ticles from the press, many students left for

buoys. While visiting all the historic sites

the Holy Land wondering what to expect.

of Israel, the group was also immersed in

Once there, they had the opportunity

the culture.

see everything

firsthand.

to

"It really hit

water, people can just

Instead of using a tour bus,

they all walked or used the publictrenspor-

home, how much is going on," said Nicole

tat.ion system. This allowed them to expe-

Fisher.

rience day-to-day life in Israel. They spent

Some of the most memorable

places tbe students visited were the Gar-

a great deal of time exploring ancient ru-

den of Gesthemane,

ins, but they were also exposed to the real-

Jericho, The Mount

of Beatitudes, Jerusalem,

Bethlehem,

tI,e Garden Tomb. Students

and

ity of conflict and the possibility of war.

had the op- Jen De Young

Sophomores
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Lindsay Hunter

Joy Hunzeker
Jenny Hutchens
Bethany
Dmitry

Isaacson
Ischenko

Gwen Joh nson
Kristen Johnson
Kristin Johnson
Sara Johnson

Shawn johnson

Heather Jones
Jace Jones

Lydia]ones
Rebecca Jordan

ZachJost

Jamie Kahr
RahabKamau
Sb.ane Kawamura
Danny Kezele

Jonathan King

Catherine

Klein

Andrew Lane

Heather Langhofer
Mandi Larson
Paige Larson
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Swimming

in tbe Dead Sea, riding camels, walking tile
did atthe t urn ofhme: T}leseare just a few

streets as Jesus

oftlle activities tIle members oftbe Biblical Study Tour
enjoyed w}l1'}e in tIle Holy Land,
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]anineLau
Andrea leGore

Jacob Lee
Jocelyn Leid
Andrea Lekson

Matthew Lockard
Pono Lopez

Allison Lynn
Craig Martin
Karen Massey

William Mather
Julie Mattox
Andrew McCraw
Denise McCurry
Kevin McDaniel
Kinsey McGregor

Karl McKinley
Justin McKitterick

Alan Mikkelson
Michael Miner
Michael Moore
Caroline Moyer
Lauren Murray
Arthur Naeole

Lukas Naugle

What

that. ~
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Mr. Baker?
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The Mexicogroup
checking

took timeior pilOtos wiliie visiting mines.

out Puerto

Vallarta and Mexico

perched upon statuesoiDon

St

Sophomores

ber my time in Mexicoand

Quixote.

my hosi· {am ily. Theywi/l

have a special spot reserved

White.
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City, and even

"1 will aiwaysrememalways

in my heart," said Campbell

Alisha Neighbors
Matt Neill
John Nelson
Ryan Nelson
Zeke Nelson
Jodi Nicbols
Ann Nielsen
Jessica Oliver

Star Olson
Stephanie

Ouvrard

Andrea Palpant
Kathleen

Paris

Tisha Park
Jay Peloso
Keith Pennock
Christina

Peterson

Marisa Peterson

Michelle Pettitt
Nate Piturachsatit
Traci Popp
Aaron Posey

Susie Powell
Ton ya Powers
Coralee Proctor
Damian Putney

Darin Radke
John Ranheim
Brian Rice

Christie Ring
Emily Roberts

SUNNY STUDIIIESliN MllEXllCO
The Jan Term Mexico Study Tourtook
five Whitworth

students and Lulu Page to

Lulu Page, the trip leader, said, "The
students had great attitudes and smiles ev-

a land of sunny skies and many learning

ery day. Everything was new for them, ad.-

experJences.

justing to a new culture and a new family,

The

students,

White, Stephanie

including
Duncan,

and Krysten Norkaitis,
families

while studying

Guanajuato,

Cambell
Ryan Baker,

stayed with host
with tutors

in

Mexico.

and architecture,

sweet bread every day. Even on the day we
were leaving, they bought it."
However,

accordi ng to Stephanie

Duncan, adjusting to new families was not

Students took classes in Mexican history and the development

and I will always remember them buying

of Mexican art

and then devoted two

days a week to working in an elementary
school, Collegio Valciana.
"The whole trip was amazing; everyone

that difficult. "They were so welcoming, in
fact, that three or four of us are planning
on going back to visit."

"It

was one great, awesome memory,"

said Ryan Baker.
- Rachel Hufman

was so welcoming," said Campbell White.

Sophomores,1129

Brenna Robinson

Kahale Rogan
KaraRohrer

KamiRoth
Douglas Rowe

AndeRoyce
Cara Russell
Miguel Saldin
Jennifer Schafer
Mary Schuerman
Sara Senske

Chad Sherfey
Rachal Shim
Heather Skellie
Myra Slwooko
Hannah Snelling
Christine Solomon
Monica Sorenson
Nathan Spanier
Christy Spencer
Scott Spooner

Jay Stainbrook
Crystal Steed
Sandra Sugawa

James Sullivan
JulieSund
Bryan Swenland
Danielle Swift
Roger Switzer
MunirTanas

TillESTO SOUTH AMllERllCA
Though
home

they miss much

countries,

American

about

Whitworth's

their

Pratz-Cardona

South

that Whitworth's

students have found this to be a

appreciates

the interest

professors have shown in

him and in his academic career. In Argen-

place where students are appreciated and re-

tina, he said, "Tbe general attitude olthe pro-

spected, and where faculty are caring

fessors is indifference. They don'teare

and

approachable.

if you

pass."

Javier Prats-Cardona,

an exchange stu-

dent from Cordoba, Argeotine.,
the universities

says that at

at home, life is not centered

Senior Carla Ricciardelli

agrees. "Here,

professors try to help you. You have adoser
relationship

with

them,"

she

says.

around the campus. Students live with their

Ricciardelli is originally from Buenos Aires,

families, spending time on campus mainly

Argentina, and she now lives in the

for classes.

her parents. She also notes a more casual at-

student's

Classes

are focused

on each

area of study and there are few,

sometimes

no, general ed ucation

ments.

Classes

in the

day, a feature that's attractive

Whitworthians

also

begin

require-

much

to

who have to haul them-

selves out ofbed for 8

0'

clock classes. "There

are no morning classes," says Javier.

Sophomores

later

t
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titude toward education in the

u.s. with

u. S. "School

is more relaxed at Whitworth,"

Though

she appreciates

tween

her

Ricciardelli
Buenos Aires.

homeland

she says.

this difference beand

Spokane,

does miss the night

life in

She says, "In Buenos Aires,

there's al ways something going on. There are

people out on the streets after dark."
p

Kellye Waldenburg

Angela Tennant

David Teybaerts
Braden Thomas
Robin Thrap
Erin Tinklenberg

s
o

Nicole Tippie

Nathan Tomsheck
Sandi Tsumoto

Ali,ha Walli
Kori Walter

Michelle Warren
Kristina Weatherly
Ramona White

William White
Matthey Whitney

Jason Will,elm
Megan Williams
Shane Wolf
Matt Wright
Katy Wrona

r.
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Students from all around the world come to Whitworth.
W]letilerthey lwi} from tile People's RepublioofChina, Eastern Europe, South Airica, or nearby Mexico, students {rom
every country are welcomed in the land o/the pine cone.
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Jermy Adams
Robert Adsero
Josh Akers
Jacob Album
jessica Alley

Kristin

AJ] ison

Gratia Alosta

Elisabeth Andrues
Janelle Appling
Randi Arinaga

pl,ilip Arthur
Takashi Atkins
Melanie Avey

Whitney Baird
Aaron Bald win

Mindy Bandy

s
H
M

Benjamin Barhaus
Lisa Bate
Suzanne Baxter

Nancy Belliston
Aaron Belloni
Erin Benson

~anda Bierlink
Jill Bierlink
Katy Bishop
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Kromm's adjustment to college life has been /lastened by tIle
friends)]; ps she has formed with many of the Asian students
l1ere at

Wbitworth.

Kromm

and

Cbillese

Teacher Li

Mei-

jua.n, pictured at rigbt, lwve jived in Tile Village since the
beginning oftbe year. piwto: Nate Toms.b.eck

Sky Blabe
Heather

Brader

Sarah Brady
Brian Broaddus

Sam Broadd us
Krysta Brodehl
JesBrown
Kent Browning

Erik Brucker
Gail Burger
Tyson Burton
Steve Butts

Jon Buys
Brandon Carlson
Peter Carras
Galahad Carrei ra
Jeremiah Case

Michael Chorey
Danny Clapp
April Clark
Ben Clark
Paul Clark
Joshua Cleveland
Kyla Cleworth
ch ristina Close
Travis Cocking
TaraCoe

Jennifer Cohn
Julia Colgan
Kristy Colgan

HI/ERIETO /LIEARN IFROM\ THlIE IKIIDS
Quite a few things have changed since freshman Linda Kromm last set foot in a classroom.
For one tI-ling, she

l~asthree

grandchildren; for

another, someone came up with the idea of "the
new matk"

Nothing stopped this determined

woman, though, from letting God lead her to a
college ed ucation. Early in the year, Kromm
commented,

''I'm not college

never been interested
this nudging.

material.

I've

in college, but there was

I know in my heart that this is

what I'm supposed to do."

children,

especially

underprivileged

children, a job she loved. In fact, her enjoyment of LOGOS guided Kromm to declare
a religion

major.

Although shels astudent now, Kromm is also
amother with many valuable lessons to teach her
children.

"My decision to return to school has

been an eye-opener for my kids," she said Dur-

ingtheChristmasbolidays,

Kromm "played stu-

dent" at her daughter's hamel reversingtheirtra_
ditional roles. Her return to the classroom has

After a tough first semester, college life for
Kromm, as for most freshmen,

with

became easier.

"Starting in Jan Term, life became the complete
opposite of what it was in the fall. I've become
more adjusted, and I've made myself more disci-

plined," she said. Assbestruggled toadjusttocollegeliJ;',Kromm began participating in LOGOS
Ministry. She found the ministry to be very rewarding, because it was an opportunity

to work

even prompted one of her children to consider
extending his awn ed uoation.
Kromm's here to learn from everyone, and
shesaystbattheyoungerstudentshavebeen

very

positive and helpful. She's not sure where she's

going to be in 2001, but for the next three years,
she will definitely be right here. "Whitworth will
play hell getting rid of me," she said.
- Nate Tomshecb
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Molly Comfort
Mar k Con verse

Nathan Corkill
Rebecca Cosner

Aaron Critchlow
]aimee Crosswhite
Jennifer Cruze

John Cullings
Anthony

Davis

Helena De Jong
Jennifer De Young
James Dickenson

Joseph Dinglield
Courtney

Dare

Laura Doughty
Kyle Dresback
Joel Dumesle
Dallas Durham
T revor Eastman

Matt Ebel
Pam Edamura

Elliott Edwards
Mary Eells
Sarah Eggers
Andrew Eggimann

Laura Ellis
Robin Emmans

Scott Enbom
Eric Enger
Brianne Evans

TOP OIF THIE WORILID
Skins, gators, baskets, ice-axes,

said junior Lisa Niskanen.

An exciting

and beacons - not exactly what you'd

experience

expect to find in the average traveler's

climbing. With ice-axes and picks, stu-

bags. But for the winter mountaineer-

dents could move up steep ice banks.

ing class at Tall Timber Ranch, this was

Senior Mark Edwards said that "It was

the norm. For students interested in

good for my legs and my spirit, too."

learning about mountaineering equi prnen t and techniques,

Washington's

Cascade Range was the place to be duringJan Term.
While most people were hit-

for the students was ice-

Students attended class in the
mornings, and then headed out for the
day. Althougl, they were serious about
the class, they were also intent on having fun. It's rumored that every day

ting the books, the winter mountain-

they would return to the lodge laugh-

eering class was out telemark skiing,

ing and making a lot of noise, providing

ice- and rock-climbing, learning ava-

a stark contrast to the intensity of the

lanche safety, and more. "It was nice to

human spirituality course that was also

get away from being busy at school,"

taught at the ranck

Freshmen
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Brooke Evans
Ginger Ewing

Jason Farley
Matthew Fechter
Yasha Fedchun

Jessica Fila

R

Mary Alice Finley
Julie Fitch
Gwendolyn

Fortune

Chris Foster

Roth Fouty
Kyle Fox
Laura Fuller
Matthew Fuller
Stacy Fundenberger
Scott Galbreath
Andrea Garner
Beau Garner
Lisa Gavareski

Robert Gerl
Kevin Germer

Haley Gold
Susannah

H

Gordon

Luke Greene

Andy Grigshy
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Jon Guenther

Amy Gullen
Kelly Habecker
Andrew Hall
Maribo Hamada

Cynthia Haney
Amanda Hanson
Naomi Hara
Danny Hargrave

Chris Hedgpeth

}ayllle Helgeson
Andrew Hellwege
Tara Hendrickson
Anne Henning
Marc Henning

Alea Henshaw
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FrancesHeu

Sarah Hickin botham
Alex Higa
Stacey Hocket

Chris Holand
Breccon Holland
Edward Hollingsworth
Elizabeth Holloway
Jessica Howard
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it: Sports Med Japan Study Tour introduced participants

d" d

I

to lllany n ew experiences,

frOlll

sushi

to acupunoture.

"The

trip was a good time {or me to make some new friends and to
learn

llOw

the japanese culture tackles the same problems

we

face bere in tbe U.S.," said Dawn Longnecker. photo:
Stephanie Warner

Angela Howell
Rachel H ufman
Jared Hungerford
Luke Hyden
Rachel1blings

Amber Isaac
Kate Isenberg
Anna Jennings
Nadia }ercovich
Alissa}ohnson

Amy Johnson
Chanda Johnson
Erin Johnson

Ki mberlee Johnson
Seth Johnson
Heather Kalmikov
Courtney

Kanagi

Muleba Kasonga
Kerisa Kauer
Erin Kay
MoanaKay

Kendra Kim ball
].J. Klaus
Car lee

Klingeman

Jenna Klopsch
Kevin Kniestedt

Kristi Knoell
Nick Knoll
Kristine Kowalski
Daniel Krause

SPORTS~M\IED EXPIERIIIENCESJAPAN
May Term in Japan?

This was not a

"It was really awesome seeing different

question but a reality for 10 sports-rued

and exciting praeticeslike

students who had completed their intern-

said senior Dawn Longnecker. "It's one

ship and traveled to J~pan in May 1997.

thing to read about it in a text boo I" but

The group went to Japan to learn about

acupuncture,"

seeing it in real life and having a doc-

sports medicine in the Far East and to en-

tor giving step-by-step

gage in a cultural exchange.

what to do and how it will affect the

students

On the trip,

learned about eastern practices of

medicine like acupuncture, and witnessed
Japan's culture as they were hosted by vari-

directions

patient is a once-in-a-lifetime
tunity,"

on

oppor-

she said.

"1would jump atthe chance to go back

ous organizations and families. "The thing

to Japan:' said Warner.

that benefited me the most while I was on

really friendly and the culture is so rich

the trip was the experience of living in a

in history. The people tal,e a lot of pride

different culture and learning how to com-

in what they do and in what their coun-

municate beyond language barriers," said

try and history means to them."

senior Stephanie Warner.

'The people are

- Shane Wolf
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Heidi Krause

Todd Krueger
Krista Kubiak
Yuko Kunieda
Rochell Lamica
Bobby Laron
Christy Laron
Tracy Larson
]anaLaurie

Chad Lavine
Molly Lawson
Graham Layman

Mathew Lemberg
Kristina Letey
Andrew Lewis
David Linoioum

Adam Lindly
Lindsey Llewellyn
Nathan Loback
Lynnette Lohse

Dan Lord
AngelaLott
Titus Lowell
Julia Lucas
Lauren Lucas

Nichole Marich
Anna Marshall
Hilary Martin
Leslie Martin

Yael Marwah

OUT OIF AIFRIICA
Tall dried grasses, wild animals

Kenya, but rugby is quickly

becoming

roaming freely, the feeling ofsummertime

popular as well. Dance clubs are a popular

every day, and the sense of no civilization

form of entertainment,

for miles around. This is what most people

rhythm

think of when they think of Africa. But

reggae.

too. Most play

and blues, African

music, and

In Kenya, there are 30 to 40 na-

this picture isvery limited There is so much

tional parks, and people can join safaris into

more.
Kevin Obbayi was born and raised

these places. One form of getting into the

wben

heart of a national parI, is by bot-air bal-

people tbink of his homeland, they usually

loon. When the balloon lands, a fresbly

only think of tbe reserves, where most of

prepared meal awaits the returning tour-

in Kenya,

and he explains

that

hotels, their ex-

the wildlife is located. Tbat is only a part

ist. According to Obbayi,

of Africa, says Obbayi.

teriors adapted to suit the surrounding ter-

Tbe country also

includes places like Nairobi City,

fuJI

of

high- rise buildings, crime, entertainment,
and sports. Soccer is the biggest sport in

Freshmen
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rain, are also available in some national
parks.
- Henry Yan

Mari Matsumoto

Emily May
Jana McBrain

Shena McCall
Keats McGonigal

Ty McGregor
April McIlhenny
Scott McLake
Angela McLeod
Holly MeLead
Marla Meekhof
An jaela Mertens

reter Metcalf
Erin Milligan
Jennifer Minkemahu

Joe M;trovich
Erica Moen

Eric Moffat
Grant Montoyo

Michael Moody
Ellie Moser
Ashley Mraz
Natl,an Mullen
Erin Mullen
Sean .Murry

W~athE;r you
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Living far from lwme brings international students a,
new way of life, a lile tlJat includes time spent with
American students and activities tbat bring unforgettable experiences and lasting memories.
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Freshmen

Jeremy Myers
Eric Nelson
Jenny Neyman

Amanda Nichols
Stephanie Nielson

Alexander N aone

Tamara Nuttall
Risaki Ochiai
Kevin Oglesbee
Joe Oglesbee

Amy Olsen
Pete Olsen
Kyle Orcutt
Cruz Ordonez

Jake Palmer

r, Palmer
Nathan Pal pant
Jesse Parbon

Ben Parker
Kristen Peterson

Patr;ck Plumb
Tara Porter

H
M

Beth Poteet
Hannah Prater

DanieliePulham

G~tting
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1M
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Members of the spirituality classpray and draw themselves
closer to God through Bible studies and reflection .
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Greg Purcell
Larry Quisano

David CRay

Josh Reeves
Michael Ressnal
EmilyRey
Mark Rice
Melissa Richardson
Scott Rippee

Josh Rippee
Sarah Roberts
Stacey Roberts
Joel Robinett
Robert Rose
Heather Ross
Stacy Ross

Juhe-Katherine Ruiz
David Rusk
John Sage
Joslula Salina
Nicole Sauer

Kelly Schanzenbach
Ben Scheele
Rondi Schei
Kim Scheuffele
Anne Schiewe

Katherine Schlotefeldt
Erika Schmid
Jennifer Schultz
Carlene Schwarm ann

CONTIEMPILA TIION liN TIHIIEWOODS
lated from the world? Last winter, Associate

falling in tree wells while kamikaze skiing,"
said junior Andrea Pal pant. "It was great to
he in a place where I could slow down and

Professor of Religion Jerry Sittser took a
group of students to Tall Timher as part of
his course on Christian spirituality. During
their stay at the ranch in central Washing-

take life in, enjoy small thrills (like jumping off a roof into eight feet of snow), and
he leveled hy God - instead of heing leveled as! usually am, by my crazy schedule."

ton, the students had no connection to the

Though a month away from the world

What hetter way could there he to learn
about The Word than to spend Jan Term iso-

outside world.
As part of tI,e course, the students set
up a rule something like the Rule of St.

isn't everyone's

Benedict - a set of disciplines that each
needed to follow. Every day included an

went. "Timher '98 was a deeply satisfying
and challengi ng experience of God;' said
Christy Lang. "He taught me ahout listen-

hour of devotions

when students

read,

memorizing parts of their readings, and did
their daily prayers.
The ratio of fun to contemplation was
invigorating
for the participants.
"Tall
Timher was a time of reflecting on God's
majesty in the mountains, soaking in the
wisdom of the great devotional writers, and

idea of a dream come true,

the students who spent their Jan Term in
the silence of the mountains are glad they

ing to Him in the silence of my day, and
ahout making time for Him when I don't
think I can. The unique sense of community we developed there as we studied, read,
discussed, ate, skied, played, and worshiped
together is something I will not forget."
- Henry Yan
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Ther
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student
ture an'

Amy Wheeler
Leah Wheeler
Joseph White
Karen White
Nathan Wbitley

Angie William.s
Laura Williams

Lowder Williams
Mary Wilson

RaeAnn Wood
Timothy Woods
Roy Wortman

Brett W rigbt
Karolina W rigbt
Jennifer W underly

Kyoleo

Yamamoto

Henry Yan
Benjamin

Yinger

Tom Yochum
Amanda Young

The,atre, in
London
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Shannon Panlilio poses in front of tbeLyceum

Theatre in

London, wbere sbe saw 'Jesus Christ Superstar," an Andrew
Lloyd Webber musical tbat tells the story of}esus tbe man,
ratber tlJall Jesus the SOIl of God. "Superstar'" was Panblio's
favorite of tile fifteen performances

sbe saw.

Naok(
rab E,

Tham
Getti

Heath
foronl

byM,
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IBRIITIISH CUll TURIE AND THIEATRIE
opera; "Cinderella,"

There's nothing quite like studying theatre
nlbe beart of London. DuringJan

Term,

42

ludents studied music, theatre, British cul-

by

The Royal Ballet; and

touring circus of acrobats and contortionists.

street or on the tube, but in church everyone

'lireand history in London with professors
lickHornor and Debbie Hansen. More than

Christ Su perstar," because, as she said, "It made

.ivingthe students the opportunity

I

to see a

umberof shows during their three-week stay.
uniorphil Harrington

won the prize for the

eost shows seen during the tour, with
ormanoes in

22 per-

22 days.

Together, the group saw a variety of perfor-.
Dances,

including

musicals such as "Les

~iserables"and "Chicago"; dramas, including
conlemporary "Hamlet"

by

the Royal

'hakespeareCompany; "The Magic Flute," an

"The English seemed very cold to-

ward visitors when you were walking down the

Shannon Panfilio's favorite play was "Jesus

50 theatres are open year-round in London

churches.

"Alegria," by Cirque du Solei!, the Canadian

opened up and wanted to know all about your
visit," said junior Elizabeth Rodman.
The time the tour group spent in London

me realize that Jesus was actually a man, even

was an experience none of them will forget.

though he was God's child."
The tour group also had the opportunity
study British culture and history.

to

The stu-

Full of memories of their new experiences, the
members

of the London Study Tour found

dents tool, three day-trips into different parts

that they'd learned even more about theatre,

of England

music and another

country.

to study history

and to see the

Their tours included Oxford, Leeds

culture

than they had

imagined they would.
- Maggie Bullock

Castle, and Hampton Court.
As the students explored Britain's culture,
they fou nd that two of the best places to talk
to the Englisl, people were the pubs and the

I
,

How mall.'Y can
you. S.~e.?1
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NwkoNarita,Angela Gillam, Elizabetll Rodman, Sa-

Junior

rah Eggers,and Caryl Hill stop on a bridge over the

next on a nice day in London. Harrington said bis
favorite sbows in London were "Othello" and "Cyrano
de Bergecec." photo: Elizabeth Rodman

rbames[or a break from a long day of sight-seeing.
~fttillgready {or tile nine-hour

Phil

Harrington tries to figure out wbere to go

Jt1!tI/iIfI!;:JlfI!VffJt' IlJt1IIj'l'ktj#
.I1lJ tl PAl!tl/r1!tltld/W, Jt' ./

JjJI!IIt1tll! t71zj'fl'tlliJliiIt,! I'kt,fJ:

/I fl't1J'tl !fI?1i! j$/l'it!iy f!!;rIiIt.f IiiJtIf IF ~
:It' PAil!' ./ _1t1 JUlj' tlfl'tlk

I'It1:f: 'Ai!

PAIlJtI,f# myr

Jt?!d

plane flight to

eatbrowAirport in London, tile group stops to pose
~ronelastpicture at Sea Teo Airport: photo provided

~ Moggi, Bullock
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Anancial Aid: Marianne Hansen, Cori Reeves, David Barnes, TraciStensland, Wen~

BO'ilrd 'lil T'fustQ;e'S
19'9 '2~ 1,99'8,
Richard l. Anderson - Tacoma, Wash.

David G. Myers - Holland, Mich.

Harvey V Bolton - Spokane, Wash.

Susan G. Nipp - Coeur d'Alene, Ida.

Charles l. Boppell - los Angeles, Calif.

Walter M. Oliver - Chicago, III.

John E. Carlson - Spokane, Wash.

Franklin W Ott - Spokane, Wash.

Olson, Nancy Morlock

J

i

Business Office: Front row, Susan Mickelson, Loretta Doering, Lois Tipple, Christa
Landrum. Second row: Judy Gaza, Shirley Lewellen, Kris Zimbelman. Back row:

Tomjohnson,joAnn

Fox,joanna Scott Photo, ErikaSchmid

Scott C. Chandler - State College, Penn. Earl F. Palmer - Seattle, Wash.
Richard B. Cole - Millbrae, Calif

David A. Peterson - Houston, Texas

Mary lynn Coleman - Spokane, Wash.

Martin S. Polhemus - Spokane, Wash.

Cecil E. Corbett - Tempe, Ariz.

John A. Pouk - Riverside, Calif.

Gerrit C. Cormany - Tucson, Ariz.

John David Robblee - Seattle, Wash.

William P. Curry - Mill Creek, Wash.

Werner Rosenquist - Spokane, Wash.

Katherine Damiano - Coeur d'Alene, Ida. John P. Scotford - Poland, Ohio
Robert Dingman - Westlake Village, Calif Curtis l. Shoemaker - Spokane, Wash.
William Harvey Frazier - Spokane, Wash. James M. Singleton - Spokane, Wash.
Samuel T Gulley - Atlanta, Ga.

Gary F. Skinner - Seattle, Wash.

Jack W Hatch - Spokane, Wash.

Holly Frost Sonneland - Spokane, Wash.

Marvin D. Heaps - Swarthmore, Penn.

Arthur E. Symons - Centralia, Wash.

Heidi Husted - Vancouver, Wash.

Mark J. Toone - Gig Harbor, Wash.

Isaiah Jones - Corvallis, Ore.

G. Henry Wells - Fair Oaks, Calif.

Ronald B. leighton - Tacoma, Wash.

Carol A. Wendle - Spokane, Wash.

Dorothy M. Mclarren - Spokane, Wash. Judith Williams - liberty lake, Wash.

Institutional Advancement Office: Front row, Dollyjackson, Elsa Distelhorst,)ulie Thompson, Pat Bailey,joe Pass. Back
row: Stacey Kamm-Smith, Kristi Burns, Nancy Rau
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Admissions Office: Larry Kekaulike, Debbie Harvey, Steve Vawter, Kim Reynolds, Fred Pfursich, Todd Orwig, Carrie
Carroll
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Tad Wisenor, Florence

Continuing Studies: Front row: Anna
Kenney, Diana Churchhill,Amal Tanas.
Back row: Cheryl Vawter, Lee Fish

President's Cabinet: Front row: Kathy
Storm, Gordon

Watanabe,

Kristi

Burns, Tom johnson. Back row: Bill
Robinson, Dale Soden, Fred Pfursich,
Tammy Reid, Alice Kellar, Terry
McGonigal Photo: Kapua Ruiz
Human Resouccs. KellieSheldon, judy
Gaza,jill Thornburg, Alice Kellar

t
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Art
Har

Park

Theatre Department Kathy Fechter,
Mike Westenskow, Rick Hornor, Diana
Trotter

Music Department Peggy Guenther,
Dan Keberle, Marjory Halvorson,
Richard Evans, judith Schoepflin,
Debbie Hansen, Michael Young
Communication Studies Department:
Ron Pyle, Ginny WMehouse, Mike
Ingram, Gordonjackson
Photo, Ben

Parker
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AI! Department: Front row: Bojidar Bontchev, Gordon Wilson. Back row:jeff
Harris, Barbara Filo, Spike Grosvenor, Dee Anna Christiansen Photo: Ben
Parker
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-----

Thill1\ks for

Pierrette ChristianneLovrien
began her
teaching career by presenting evening French classes at the Spokane Library. She accepted
full-time employment at Whitworth rather than Gonzaga University
because of the lifelong friendships she was developing here. "I liked
the sense of community that this school created, with people caring
about each other and acting out their Christian beliefs," she said .

the, MtU\\Of'ies

• • • • ••••••••

• • • • • • • • • •

Actions have always

"What you do is more
importan t than wha t
yo usa y. n

spoken louder than
words in Christianne-

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••

Lovrien's life. "What

you do is more important than what you say," according to her She
sees this exemplified again and again at Whitworth as this Christian
community rallies to support people struggling with difficult life problems. And her students have benefited from her help over the years.
Pierrette's knowledge of French culture did not come from reading
books or from fleeting trips to Europe. Rather, she lived the culture by
growing up in southwest France during World War II.The Nazi occupation caused her "to grow up fast and see life in a straightforward
way." She observes that "when danger is constantly present, you
appreciate small things," and live with purpose each day.
"Pierrette has brought something unique to Whitworth and to the
French classroom in that she is utterly French in her sense of style, her
accent, and her take on the world; yet she is totally American in her
ability to reach out to Whitworth students and to think authentically
in the American cultural vocabulary," said English Professor Leonard
Oakland.
Christianne-Lovrien is not concerned about the change coming to
her life, but she believes that it is time to try something new and to
travel with her new husband, Everett.
For Pierrette Christianne-Lovrien, it is time to grow beyond being a
memorable teacher and wonderful friend at Whitworth - and when
she moves on, the world outside Whitworth will be blessed by the
warmth of her caring spirit.

- jen De Young

EnglishDepartmerm Clockwise from top: Leonard Oakland, Pamela Corpron-Pstkcr, Laura Bloxham, Laurie Lamon,
VicBobb, Marty Erb, Linda Hunt,julie Fish, Doug Sugano
5<hoof of Education: Front row: Betty Malmstad, Kathy Ayers, Gordon Watanabe, Peggy johnsen, joan Dodd Back
row: MaryAppleby, PatriciaParker, Cheryl Rich, Randy Michaelis, Diane Marr,'Lcs Francis,Becky Sartell, David Cherry,
Vernice Hunnicutt, Greg Fritzberg, Debbie Tully,jack Burns, Doris Liebert,john Klapp, Barb Sanders Photo: Carrie
Wasser
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New Ideo,s and

Each
year
Whitworth
says
goodbye to familiar
faculty faces and hello to new ones. This year Whitworth gained
seven new teachers, who brought with them new ideas and expectations. "We expect to use the gifts, training and skills we have
acquired over the years to advance God's kingdom through the
mission of the college," said Jack Burns of the Education/

E~P8ct.tlons
Communication

.

••••••••••••••••••••••

"We expect

Biology

Department:

Finn

Pond,

Dean

Jacobson,

Crarg

Tsuchids, Sally Bumgarner, Lee Anne Chaney Photo Ben Parker

to grow

Studies/Student
spiri tually
and inLife departments.
tellectually.
"
"For me that means
••••••••••••••••••••••
making significant spiritual and intellectual connections with
Whitworth students. It also means developing significant relationships with my professional colleagues, and we expect to grow
spiritually and intellectually as this community ministers to us."
Professor Jim Edwards, in Religjon and Philosophy, uses hiking
and mountaineering to spice up the studying and writing that he
does during his free time. "I want to be part of a community that
is open and eager about learning, affirming of each person involved, and expectant that our learning willlead us in greater knowledge and glorification of God."
Assistant Professor of Religion and Philosophy, Michele Graham
is fullfilling her dream of teaching at Whitworth College. "It has
been a dream of mine to teach at my alma mater ever since I
embarked on my doctoral studies in Scotland. I had had such a
good experience here in my own student days and had especially
prized the relationships I developed with a few faculty members relationships that I have maintained for over 25 years. The chance
to be 'on the other side of the desk' and build similar relationships
with students in a school this size and with this kind of mission
undergirding it won hands down when I contemplated the kind of
teaching context in which I'd ideally like to function."
- Henry Yan

Modem Language Department: juan Pablo jimenez, George Bombel, Hiromi Nakajima, Carol Smucker, julie Fish,
AngeiJka Wilson- Wipp, Elisabeth Buxton
Mathematics & Computer Sdeno: Department: Clockwise from left Rick Otteson, Kentjones, Lyle Cochran, Rodney
Hansen, Martha Cady, DeAnna Christiansen
\
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Chemistry Department: Tony Mega,
Karen Stevens, Don Ca/breath

Master of International Management:
Front row: Karla Sammons, 5ao Khang,

Natasha Schedrick. Back row: Rich
Schatz, Tom Pitzer,Lorretta Wilkening,
Dan Sanford,
Michelle-Lynn
Morimoto,JoAnn Nielsen Photo: Mike
Chorey

Physics Department: Delbert Friesen,
Lois Kieffaber, Salah Badjou

Faculty & Staff
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SociofolJY Dcpenmcm: Raja Tanas,
Robert Clark,Don Liebert

Economics & Business Dopattmont:
Front row: Bonnie Wakefield, Rich
Hergenrather, Margie LaShaw. Back
row: Lee Fish, Charles McKinney,
George Weber, RichSchatz Photo,
Ben Parker

PsychololJY Oepertment.
Noel
Wescombe,Jim Waller, Adrian Teo,
KarolMaybury

til
~
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DUI
History/Political & International Studios Department: Dale Soden, Arlin
Migliazzo,Corliss Slack,jim Hunt,julia Stronks, Barbara Brodrick,john Yoder

I. '

Sitting in the nearempty Hub, one can
watch the hustle and
bustle of members of the Black Student Union setting up for Kwanza,
a celebration of the unity, faith, and history of the African-American
people. Activities such as this one put on by the BSU are not limited
to African-Americans at aiL They are designed to increase the awareness of the entire Whitworth community

Diversitp

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

"We just

take

have

to
one day at a

tim e. "
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••

Diversity issues

occupied much of the
Spokane community
this year. Like many of

the schools and businesses in the Northwest, Whitworth worked to
increase its racial and cultural diversity, and many believed that the
best way to do this would be to hire a person of color to recruit
minority students.
In a step toward increasing diversity, 'BioDun Ogundayo was
hired to teach French, beginning injan Term. Ogundayo is a native of
Nigeria. Of course, Whitworth has employed African-Americans before, but they have left for a number of reasons, from Spokane's
climate to better job offers elsewhere. According to Stephy Beans,
advisor to the Black Student Union, "It's tough getting them here."
Diversity summits have been held throughout the year in
order to solicit feedback on improving diversity at Whitworth. According to Beans, the administration has provided positive input and
the faculty has been wonderfully supportive. "We just have to take
one day at a time. It's that unity coming together," said Beans.
As for the recruitment of minority students, Beans said that
"Current admissions policies are good ....Whitworth is a good educational institution. We just have to get out in the race." If Beans and
many others can accomplish their objectives, Whitworth will soon
add faces of many different races to its student body, faculty, administration and staff.
- Angela McLeod

Religion& Philosophy Department: Front row). Michele Graham, Roger Mohrlang, Terry McGonigal. Back row)ames
Edwards,Steve Meyer, Forrest Baird,jerry Sittser
Kinesiology& Athletics Department: Lori Napier, Tom Dodd, Steve Flegel, Chris Casey, Melinda Larson, Gary Blake,
WarrenFriedrichs,jason Tobeck, Rodney Wecker, Scott Mcquilkin, Russ Richardson, Sean Bushey, Kirk Westre, Toby
Schwarz,Susan Meyer,john Tully, Claudia Gal/agher,jo Wagstaff,jim Nendel, Daman Hagerott
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Mission

of

Who, really,is in charge
of our education here
at Whitworth?
The
most obvious answer may seem to be President BillRobinson, but
a closer look would reveal forty-two men and women committed
to seeing Whitworth run to the fullest of its potential.
"The trustees' primary responsibility is to select the president of the institution and to make sure the institu-

QUillity

tion is being run

well,"
said
Robinson. "They
are not to run the
college, but to ensure that it is being

•••••••

• •••

• •••••

• •••

The Dean Team: Fronr row: Cary Whisenand, Tammy Ried, Dale Soden.
Back row: Laura Bloxham, Martha Brown, Kathy Storm, Patti Creen

•

"Every trus tee
devotes
quali ty
time to
Whi tworth ....
"
••••••••••••••••••••••

run properly."
Trustees can be round across the country from Pennsylvania to California, as well as in Spokane. In 1997, more than
one-half of the board members were alumni of Whitworth. The
board must also consist of at least seven Presbyterian ministers,
who keep Whitworth accountable for providing a Christian education. Trustees emeriti also have a voice on the board, but they
do not hold voting power. The board makes visits to the campus
every October and April to make sure everything is functioning
according to the mission statement of the college.
"Every trustee devotes quality time to Whitworth to ensure that it maintains what it stands for; that the mission stays the
same, and that the college can be financially supported so that the
students can learn," said Trustee Curt Shoemaker.
Whitworth's trustees volunteer their time to the college
and take great pride in their work. "There are a lot of trustees like
myself, who did not go to Whitworth, but we are all determined
that this college willsurvive. Every year this school gets better and
better," said Shoemaker.

- Rachel Hurman

Bookstore: Fay Watson, Linda Zasso Photo: Erica Schmid
Library staff: Front row: VirgilDedas, Bob Lacerte. Middle row: Jeanette Langston, Nancy Bunker, Cail Fielding,
Barbara Carden, Dcbi Kaufman. Third row: Deb Fry, Cinny Kaschmitter, Hans Bynagle Photo: Mike Chorey
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Resident Directors: Front row: Matty
Broker, Catherine Phelan, Nicole
Boymook, Heidi VanSickle.Back row:
Dick Mandeville, Kathy Davis, Gordy
Toyama, Matt VanSickle,jane Nielsen

Computer Services:Front Row: Nancy
Oltmann, jack Miller, Kathy Nelson,
Shari Anderson. Second row: Mark
Ellis,Bonnie Reeves, Csrolyn Williams.
Thirdrow: WaltSeidel, GarrettRiddle,
Tina Copsey, Ken Pecka. Back row:
Dave Noble, ChrisMartin
Photo: Erica Schmid

ASWC: Dayna Coleman Photo: Erica
Schmid
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Mail Center: jim Nuckolls Photo, Mike
Chorey
Post Office: Diana Zimmerman, Diana
VanBelie Photo, Kapua Ruiz

Mail Center: jim Nuckolls. Photo, Mike
Chorcy
Post Office: Diana Zimmerman, Diana
VanBelie Photo, Kapua Ruiz

Print Shop: Bob Baker, Evelyn Ainley,
Barb Grigsby, jim Nuckolls Photo,
Kapua Ruil

Publicalions: Terry M~chell,Su Chism,
Tim Wolf Photo, Kapua Ruil
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PhysicalPlant Offices: Front

row, Bob Ashwood, Peggy Brown, Louise Seely,
Dave Bailey. Back row, Keith Sullivan,Joni Appling, Bill Roberts, Ed Eccles

Grounds Crew: Dave Landfried,)anet Wright, Robin Kenny, Max Vandiver

For adults who want
to pursue a college
education,
Whitworth's Office of Continuing Studies offers part- to full-time day
and evening degree programs, and also administers summer school
courses.
Included in Continuing Studies programs at Whitworth are the bachelor of liberal studies degree and Whitworth's newest program, the
• ~r••••••••••

... at

~ • • • • • • • ••

wh i: tworth,
education
is for
ali
f e tim e. rr

organizational manage-

ment degree completion program (DCP).
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••
The DCp, a cohort
program that allows a small group of students to take classes as a
team and to build on a shared knowledge base throughout the course
of study, allows adults to finish a 36-credit major in organizational
management in only 17 months.
Sandy Nowack, a full-time receptionist for the Office of Student
Lifeat Whitworth, plans to enter the DCP next semester. She previously attended Multnomah School of the Bible and already holds a
degree in business, but she says, "I felt that God was calling me to
further my education, and I'd always heard good things in the Spokane community about Whitworth." So she decided to apply. Nowack
first considered a career in communications, but found that even with
her previous college experience it would take her five years of parttime schooling to complete the degree. She was excited when her
advisor told her about the degree completion program, because of
its fast pace and supportive atmosphere.
Acting Director of Continuing Studies Cheryl Vawter says of her
department, "We work at serving the individual needs of each adult
coming into the program. We try to match their educational needs
to our programs, to recognize the varied talents and experience that
they bring with them, and to provide them with a worthwhile educational experience." Vawter adds, "In our brochures we say that at
Whitworth, education is for a lifetime. We really believe that."
- Kellye Waldenberg

Custodians: Front row: Debbie Hensen, Larry Leonard, Dan
Nevdahf,Ted Bauten, Kevin Bartlett, Tatyana Demchenko. Second row: Kathy Christiansen, Nikolay PiguJov, Ye/ena Chemova,
ValentinaFcrsova. Back row: Tim Banna/ic, Ken Knapp, Mike

Health Center: Front row: Sue Lynn, Jan Bynagle. Back
row:)ulie Falkenstein,)an Murray

Cowen, Victor 5/yusarew, Larry Jones

Marriott Staff: Front row: Kathy Bruner, CharlieJohnson. Second row: Marcia St. Amend,
j

Taiia Nightingaif, Dee Ashworth.

Third row: Debbie Weekly, Nancy Larson, Dorris Krahn. Back
row:Barb Bennett, Heidi Lenz, Keith Webster, Jim O'Brien, Chad
Leonardi Photo: Mike Chorey
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The sweat, blood,
and heart of each
player are the essentials that go
into the framework of every athletic team on campus.
Whether
they're waking up
at 5 a.m. to swim
laps or running
countless drills on
the court, team
members dedicate
themsel ves to excellence. That's
what builds the
championship
winning teams we
are accustomed to.
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Peter Metcalfwas one of the cross-country
team's freshman up-and-comers. Photo:
Anna Jennings

Prompted by Coach Andy Sonneland, Kyle
Uehara and Justin Davis work harder.
Photo: Kapua Ruiz

Freshman standout Annie Scott pushes to overcome a competitor. Photo:
Andy Sonneland
A snowy day made nationals an unforgettable experience. The team placed
22nd behind the efforts of senior Miranda Thygeson. Photo: Andy Sonneland
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Cross Country

This
season,
Whitworth's
cross-country
team laid a foundation for the
future - a foundation built on
love of running and devotion
to team.
Season events included
a ropes course at Camp
Spalding that developed trust
and promoted group bonding.
Road trips to regional meets at
Mt. Spokane and Seattle were
also part of that bonding
process. Team member Eric
Brucker noted, "There's a
camaraderie
among all the
teams and runners. Everyone
knows the work you put in
because they do it too."
"I believe we have a
strong chance to be with the top
finishers
at next year's
conference," said junior Greg
Loew. He sees Whitworth as a
young team building on talent
for the future.
At the close of the
season, Whitworth's women
made their second appearance
in five years at NAIA national
championships. Ranked in the
top 20 during the year, the
Pirates secured an at-large slot
through late-season victories
over ranked opponents George
Fox and Willamette.

Five of the women
competing at nationals were
freshmen: Jessica Alley, Heidi
Krause, Julia Lucas, Kati
Scholtfeldt and Annie Scott.
Junior Dana Ryan and senior
Miranda Thygesen rounded out
the team running in the snow
at Kenosha, Wisconsin.
Coach Andy Sonneland
was quick to credit Thygesen
for outstanding
leadership
during the year. "You really
have to have someone who can
run up front to be competitive
as a team, and Miranda filled
that role for us," he said.
Sonneland, who left the helm
of Whitworth's team at year's
end, relished the exciting
season finish at nationals.
The future of crosscountry at Whitworth looks
promising, due to the depth of
talent, as exemplified
by
freshman standouts Annie Scott
and Peter Metcalf.
Scott
finished with
the fastest
freshman time trial ever.
Anna Jennings shows
where the team's heart is, when
she says that she is "looking
forward to building stronger
relationships with some of the
best!"
-fen DeYoung

Cross Country 1997

Cross Country
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The football Pirates
summed up their 1997 season
in just one word: attitude. The
Men in Black captured two
back-to-back wins, from the
University of Puget Sound and
Pomona-Pitzer
Colleges
(California), and the positive
attitudes and support of seniors
Travis Torco, Dave Glenn, Jay
Simmons and Terry Borders
made all the difference to the
Pirates' team spirit, according
to Head Coach John Tully.
"I appreciated
their
efforts and their sacrifices,"
said Tully. "Their attitude
toward the team as a unit and
their work ethic say a lot about
them."
For the rest of the '97
Pirate team, Tully had nothing
but praise. "These young men
want to improve," he said.
"They have been and will be
working very hard in the offseason to see this happen.
We're a young team, and we
will only be getting better and
better. "
Tully's Men in Black
have battled hard through
difficult
recent
seasons.
Despite their 2-7 record in '97,
they kept up the good fight. "I
was really proud of the way
different people stepped up
during the year, especially in

the Pomona-Pitzer game when
we battled back and forth over
the ball," said Tully.
Three Pirates stepped
up to the AII-NCIC first team,
and four earned all-conference
honorable mentions. Senior
defensive back Travis Torco
was named to the first
defensive team for the second
straight year. Torco, who tied
for the NCIC lead with six
takeaways, picked off four
interceptions and recovered
two fumbles.
Senior wide receiver
Dave Glenn earned firstoffensive-team honors with 25
catches for the season, four for
touchdowns.
Sophomore
punter
Matt Stueckle was named to
the first defensive team after
kicking
the conference's
longest punt (65 yards) and
leading the NCIC in punting
average with 37.8 yards per
kick.
Center Matt Miethe
earned an honorable mention
for the all-conference offensive
team. Linemen Chris Wilson
and Terry
Borders
and
defensive back Ryan Wilson
also recei ved honorable
mentions,
for
the
allconference defensive team.
-Rachel Hufman

"Men in Black" - The 1997 football team
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Stopping the Linfield offense is
senior Travis Toreo, who tallied 19
unassisted tackles for the season.
Photo: Kapua Ruiz
The Men in Black unite on the
sideline behind Head Coach John
Tully to watch the '97 Homecoming
game unfold. Photo: Kapua Ruiz

Pomona-Pitzer is smothered by the Whitworth defense. The Pirates went on
to win 49-35. Photo: Carrie Wasser
Casey Doyle, no. 16, breaks through the gap to gain yardage for the Pirate
offense against Linfield. Photo: Carrie Wasser

Football
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"The Whitworth Wall" waits ill
anticipation
as the opponent
prepares to advance.
Sophomore Lenny Peterson makes a
stretch for the ball. Photo: Carrie

Wasser

..

Coach Sean Bushey gives his learn some words of encouragement and tips
before their game. Photo: Ben Parker
Senior Kenny Krestian struggles to get control of the ball so that he can pass
it to his teammate. Photo: Carrie Wasser
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The men's soccer team
would have liked to reach their
number-one goal of making the
playoffs this season, but they
did meet another of their their
goals by being competitive and
having fun.
Playoff possibilities
looked good after the men got
off to a great 3-1 start. But
though they faltered after that
promising
beginning,
the
players felt that the team had a
successful season. "I consider
the season a success regardless
of our record," said senior
Michael Emmans. "The team
was full of strong players who
are all quality people, and I
think Sean [Bushey] is a great
coach who will build a very
good program."
For the eight freshmen
who made the team, the high
level of competition was a
challenge, and the caliber of

their more-experienced
teammates was a definite plus:
"It was a big thrill to play with
a group of great guys with such
talent."
said freshman Jon
Guenther.
At season's
end,
freshman Mark Lupton, a
bright spot in Whitworth's
soccer future, received an
honorable mention for the
All-NCIC team.
Head Coach Bushey, in
his second year at the helm of
the Pirates, aims to build better
people as well as better athletes
on each of his teams, and
though he would have liked to
see better numbers in the win
column, he felt good about
the season. "These are good
guys," he said. "Everyone
worked hard and learned a lot,
and it was a lot of fun to work
with the players."
-Henry Yan

The 1997 men's soccer team

Men's Soccer
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The goal of soccer is
to kick the ball into a net at the
other end of the field. Sounds
simple, doesn't
it?
Any
member of the women's soccer
team would tell you otherwise.
The women's season
began with five new starters,
including one freshman, and a
new coach.
The Bucs got off to a
shaky start at the beginning of
the season, losing their first
conference game to Seattle
Pacific University in overtime.
The women bounced back with
shutouts against Whitman,
George Fox, and Pacific,
which positioned them for a
run at the playoffs. Their win
over Linfield on November 2
sent them to the NCIC
playoffs. In order to advance,
they had to play Willamette, a
difficult adversary. Last year,
the Pirates played against the
Bearcats
in conference
championships and again in the
regional playoffs, losing to
them both times. The week
before the playoffs this year,
Whitworth also suffered a
difficult loss to Willamette.
Preparing
for the
playoffs, Head Coach Sean
Bushey put the Bucs through
hard weeks of intense training.

The /997 women

s soccer

The final game against
Willamette was a tough one
that went into two scoreless
overtimes and came down to a
deciding
shootout.
The
Willamette team was able to
outscore the Pirates by two,
and the challenging season
finally came to a close.
Even though the Bucs
lost that crucial game, they did
not come away defeated. For
seniors Jonna Glenn, Heidi
Hultgrenn,
Jennifer
Lee,
Marilyn Piduch, Chrisanne
Roseleip and Amy Thonstad,
soccer gave them many
moments that they will cherish
for a lifetime. Hultgrenn's
experience as a senior is "one
that [she] will never forget."
For the younger Bucs, the
season provided an optimistic
look to the future.
Junior Amber Young
and senior Marilyn Piduch
were named to the women's
first team in the All-NCIC
awards, and seniors Jennifer
Lee and Heidi Hultgrenn made
the women's second team. In
the words of Gena Celebrado,
women's soccer made for
"good times,
good times,
good times."
-Angela McLeod

team
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Marilyn Piducli steps in to pass the
ball to a waiting teammate. Piducli
ended her year with four goals and
two assists. Photo: Carrie Wasser
Amber Young beats her Seattle
University opponent to the boll.
Youngfelt that this was "a successful
season with a new coach." Photo:
Carrie Wasser

Giving it her all, Amy Thonstad rushes to keep the ball from the opponent
Photo: Ben Parker
Before a grueling day at practice, the players receive a pep talk. Photo:
Ben Parker

Women's Soccer
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Mary Hubele makes the kill as an
opponent attempts an unsuccessful
block. Photo: Ben Parker
The Whitworth Pirates take a
moment for team unity before their
game. Photo: Ben Parker

Brenda Clinesmith makes a play-saving dig as Alicia Simchuck, April Clark
and Katie 10 Borgmann position themselves to assist. Photo: Ben Parker
Afired-up Clinesmith attacks the ballfrom the back row while Brooke Evans
covers the play.
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Volleyball

Even though it was a
disappointing season for the
Whitworth volleyball team in
terms of wins and losses, what
the record doesn't show is that
the Pirates were a fun team to
watch, with a winning attitude
no matter what the score.
Despite the team's seventhplace conference finish, "We
had a great team in terms of
talent, and we had a lot of fun
together," said sophomore
Lindsay Hunter.
The Pirates
were
especially strong in hitting and
blocking,
with freshman
Brooke Evans leading the team
with 213 kills, and sophomore
Nicole Brunner contributing
the most solo blocks at 27. The
team was also lucky to have
great senior leaders both on
and off the court. Brenda
Clinesmith, who received an
All-NCIC honorable mention,
was a valuable asset to the
team, with her 33 service aces
and 320 digs total. Mandy
Decious, in her third year as a
starter, also contributed on
court in both service aces and
digs, but played an equally

important role as a leader off
the court by putting in a lot of
extra time organizing activities
to create team unity. This was
one of the highlights of the
season, according to Decious,
who said, "Our team has
bonded on and off the court.
Our personalities matched and
we worked together well."
Only two of the seven
freshmen from Head Coach
Naipo's first season are still on
the team. "It's tough to build
a program when some of your
best players stay on campus but
not in the program,"
said
Naipo. This lack of experience
is one of the factors that
contributed to this season's
record; five of the six starters
were playing positions that
were new to them.
So this year's seniors
will be sorely missed, but the
younger players added a lot,
and next year the Pirates will
have a strong base and the
experience they need to match
their attitude and to work
toward a winning season.
-Kellye Waldenberg

The 1997 volleyball team
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The Bucs returned to
Nampa this year for another
shot at the NAIA Division II
National Championship, and
for a while it looked as if they
might be able to equal or better
their runner-up performance at
the 1996 national tournament.
After winning
the
NCIC championship,
then
losing a tough playoff game
(and their 43-game home win
streak) to PLU, the Pirates
headed for their last N AlA
tournament ranked 5th in the
nation.
Their first-round
game, against
Berea of
Kentucky, figured to be a walk
for the Pirates, since Berea's
best player and top scorer had
a broken wrist and was out of
the tournament. But despite
getting out to a 21-point lead
early in the first half, the Bucs
had to battle down the stretch
to win the game by four points.
Then, after a last-second
squeaker over Cardinal Stritch
of Wisconsin,
the Pirates
found themselves
in the
quarterfinals against Indiana's
# I-ranked Bethel College
Pilots, the Chicago Bulls of
NAIA Division II.
The Bucs came out in
the first half as if it were they,
and not the Pilots, who'd been
setting the NAIA on fire for the

past several years. With great
ball movement,
excellent
defense,
and 61 percent
shooting, the Bucs led by as
many as 15 points in the first
half. Seniors Jeff Mix and Ben
Heimerman made their shots
and dogged Bethel's big men
down low, and Whitworth
continued to control the tempo
in the second half, quelling
Bethel's
usually
potent
offensive attack. With 2:05 to
play, the Bucs led 85-77.
And that's when the
wheels
came
off
for
Whitworth.
Turnovers and
missed free throws contributed
to the Bucs' demise. With 31
seconds to go, the game was
tied and the Pilots had the ball
and all the momentum. They
worked the last shot for
tournament
MVP
Rico
Swanson, who buried a threepointer - and the Pirates'
hopes to advance - with just
2.2 seconds left.
"It was killer," said
freshman
guard
Kelson
Ramey. "If we'd won that
game, we'd have won the
championship."
Bethel went on to two
more last-second victories,
becoming NAIA Division II
national champions for the
third time since 1995.

The 1997-98 men's basketball team
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Men's Basketball

Center: Sean Weston splits the
defense and prepares for the
no-look dish to a waiting
teammate. Photo: NW
Nazarene College
NCIC first-team honoree Jeff Mix
soars over two Seattle University
defenders to wrap up another
home winfor the Pirates. Photo:
Carrie Wasser

Point guard Tyler Jordan dials long distance to ice yet another contest
during the Bucs' 43-game home win streak. Photo: Carrie Wasser
Future Hall of Famer James Sullivan (hands on head) and his
teammates stare in disbelief as PLU makes a crucial three-pointer to
pull ahead of the Bucs in the Fieldhouse. Photo: Carrie Wasser

Men's Basketball
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Freshman Jamie
Wakefield fights for
rebounding position under the
Whitworth basket.
Center:

With this successful free throw,
senior Andrea Scherer puts the
Pirates up 13-0 over the
Missionaries.

Kristin Davis makes eye contact
with a teammate before whipping
her a pass that results in an easy
layup.

A Whitman defender backs off a driving Kristi Pentzer, as the Buc
guard goes in for the score. Photos: Carrie Wasser
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Women's Basketball

Finishing
out the
season 9-9 in conference, the
Whitworth women's basketball
team spent much of the
campaign with several valuable
players in street clothes at the
end of the bench. Though they
managed to beat some tough
teams, the B ucs were never
able to beat injuries and illness
to get everyone healthy at the
same time.
Despite their health
problems, the Bucs managed to
hang in with the league leaders
for much of the season. With
just one weekend left before
post-season play kicked off, the
Pirates needed wins over
Seattle
University
and
University of Puget Sound to
advance to the first round of the
playoffs. The women weren't
able to grab those victories, so
they found themselves out in
the cold when the post-season
began.
Sophomore
Myra
Slwooko, who often started in
the '96-97 season, was lost to
a blown knee early on, and
sophomore Emily Stuenkel
sustained stress fractures in
both legs. Though Stuenkel
vowed to battle back by the end
of the season - and kept that

vow - she was sorely missed
during her absence. And while
she and others recuperated,
Whitworth's
chances
for
victory in the tough NCIC
suffered.
A bright spot in the
Bucs' season was the strong
play of freshman
Jamie
Wakefield,
whom
her
teammates dubbed "Jamiqua,"
after Tennessee
phenom
Chamique
Holdsclaw.
Holdsclaw is the Volunteers'
best player, a versatile, harddri ving scorer and a tough
defender. Wakefield plays the
same kind of focused, intense
game.
"She wanted to help
the team, due to the injuries
sustained this year, and she did,
with her ability to play
different positions," said Head
Coach Helen Higgs.
Senior Andrea Sherer,
who won honorable mention
on the NCIC's all-conference
team, also had a great season,
leading the B ucs in scoring
(14.5 ppg) and rebounds (7.25
per game), and finishing third
in field goal percentage
(48.3%) behind Mindy Bandy
(58.3%)
and Wakefield
(49.4%).

The 1997-98 women's basketball team
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Whitworth's
swim
teams did their customary great
job this season, with the sixmember men's team placing
fourth at NAIA nationals, and
the women finishing up fifth in
the nation.
Said
Head
Swim
Coach Tom Dodd of his team's
showing at the national meet in
Federal Way, "1 am really
proud of them. 1 thought they
performed very well. The team
was small, but able to beat big
teams. I'd rather have a small
team that's willing to work
hard than a big, lazy team."
Junior Jeremiah Pappe
agreed. "This year everyone
worked extremely hard, and it
showed in the results at
nationals. We may not have
been many, but we were
extremely powerful."
For the women, junior
Alison Eckenroad broke a team
record in the 200-meter
backstroke, finishing fifth.
Sophomore Mindy Galbraith
placed third in both the 500and 1650-meter
freestyle.
Freshman Erin Kay posted a
fifth-place finish in the 200
meter individual medley.
The men saw strong
performances by sophomores
Brian Rice and Ben Swinehart,
as well as Pappe.

Rice placed second in
the 400- meter individual
medley, Swinehart was second
in both the 500-meter freestyle
and the 1650-meter freestyle,
and Pappe placed third in the
200- meter freestyle.
"They were tough
races, but the guys came
through for us," said Assistant
Coach Nate Heppner.
The men also swam an
exciting SOO-meter freestyle
relay, in which they placed
third.
The men's team was
led throughout the season by
seniors Dan Welch, Mike
Peloso, and Kris Adams.
Welch said his favorite
thing about competing for the
Pirates was the reputation
Whitworth established as both
great athletes and a friendly
team with good sportsmanship.
Women's team captain
Eckenroad said that what she
loves about the Pirate swim
team is that "Everybody cares
about each other, like a
family."
Mindy Galbraith
added, "Our whole season has
been enjoyable. The team is
small and close, and other
teams are afraid of us because
we've got the top people."

The 1997-98 women's and men's swim teams
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-Rachel

Hufrnan

Coach Tom Dodd calls out advice
and encouragement
to the
women's and men :S' teams.
Photo: Kapua Ruiz
Megan Williams pulls ahead of
the pack in the breaststroke.
Photo: Mike Chorey

The Bulkhead guys exhort their teammate to work
hard.
Center: Leslie Nordyke changes the lap number for
her submerged teammate, who's running a bit behind
her nearest competitor.

Swimming
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Yelling words of encouragement to her
teammates, Penny Pearson boosts her
team's enthusiasm.

Team morale-builder Pearson finds
humor in a tense game situation.

Ginger Ewing, one of the Bucs' top hitters, attempts to smash a home run.

Center: Penny Pearson sprints for home. Photo: Ben Parker
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Softball

a year of great first game in the early
experimentation and fun for innings, but then faltered and
Whitworth's first-ever NCIC lost. In the second game, the
conference softball team. After Bucs shut out their opponents
competing as a club team for 5-0. In every game, they gave
their opposition as much as the
several years, Whitworth's
softballers found it a challenge other team could handle. "I
know we suprised some of the
to upgrade to a competitive
varsity team. "It was exciting well-established teams," said
to play on a first-year team." Nicole Tippie. "It was really,
really good."
said freshman Ginger Ewing.
Many talented people
The team was led by
to the team's
Head Coach Gary Blake, who contributed
also spent a year coaching the success. One of those people,
Heather
Hedum,
Bucs
as a club
team. junior
achieved a Whitworth first,
Whitworth's newest varsity
being named to the All-NCIC
athletes rose to the challenge
of strong competition, proving team as an honorable mention
selection.
themselves to be competitive
Although
the team
among established teams.
Softball
played
a played a great first campaign,
variety of away games and the most important part of the
tournaments in locations from season was the cohesiveness
created among the players.
Washington to the Southwest.
With
the overwhelming
Hosted by Chapman College in
California, the women spent amount of talent on the team,
it took some time for
their spring break participating
teammates to learn how to play
in the Sun West Tournament.
A doubleheader against together. "Coming together as
George Fox was one of the a team was the best part of the
memorable highlights of the season," said Nicole Tippie.
-len DeYoung
season. The Pirates played a

It was

Catcher Amber Isaac pulls in another strike.

Softball
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.' BASEBALL
Conf~6ames

BREAK FOR HOME

to SVOye" the winning run
The Whitworth baseball team
faced a new challenge this
year, not just with new players,
but with a new coach.
Although Head Coach Keith
Ward has managed a couple
of teams in the Spokane area,
this is his first time coaching a
college team. So this was a
year of learning the ropes of
how a college team works.
With Ward's expertise and a
solid Pirate team, the Bucs
overcame many obstacles and
had a great time on the
diamond this year.
The season started out
well, and the B ucs' record

stood at 6-5 after they'd beaten
Pacific University two of three
games early in the season.
Unfortunately, things didn't go
quite as well after that. The
Pirates ended their season with
a 13-24 overall record, 9-14 in
the NCIC. Though the team
lost some excellent seniors to
graduation,
Ward and his
players look forward to better
till ngs next year.
Four of this year's
seniors - Tim Bishop, Chad
Ripke, Jason Francek and
Jason Tracy - earned AllNCIC honorable mention.
-Henry Yan

Conference R.eeoJ:d:
9-'14
•
Overall Keeord.:
1344

Postseason

HOnorS:
All-NCIC
HoHiJl'Iib1I!
MMmWn:
'J.'im~

JasonF~
.~baclRipke

Jason :J'racY
The Pirates congratulate teammate Eric Brown after he blasts a three-run
hornet: Photo: Tim Woods

1
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Baseball

Catcher Mark Miller shags the ball
during pregame drills and fires it to
second base. Photo: Tim Woods
Hoping for another strike, pitcher
Jason Tracy launches a fast ball
toward home plate. Photo: Tim
Woods

Baseball
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The amazing headless tennis player capitalizes on the element of
surprise and rips a service winner past his cross-the-net nemesis.

Senior Josef Durt; the team's premier player, gets off a strong forehand
shot to put his singles opponent down 30-love.

Center: Scott Spooner gets the drop on an unsuspecting opponent,
beating his hapless rival with panache. Photo: Ben Parker
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Men's Tennis

CHARPE THE NET
and0'~\V\ that advantage
Whitworth's men's
tennis team headed into the
conference championship
tournament with a 7-13
season record, 4-10 in
conference.
The men
finished
sixth at the
tournament with 17 points,
just two behind UPS.
Pacific Lutheran beat out
Seattle U., also by two
points,
to
win
the
tournament,
and
the
conference championship,
for the seventh straight
year.
Senior Yosef DUff,
freshman Mark Rice and
junior Mark Bradford all
won their first-round
matches in flight "A" at the
tournament, but all lost
their second-round matches
and failed to advance.
Sophomore Scott
Spooner also came up a
winner in round one of the
flight "B" competition, but
he too lost his secondround match. Sophomore
Alan Mikkelson lost his
first-round
match, but
eventually made it into the
semi-finals
in
the
consolation bracket. And

freshman Matt Lemberg lost in
the first round, moved into the
consolation bracket, and made
it to the quarterfInals, where he
lost to the eventual champion.
DUff and Spooner both
made important contributions
to men's tennis this year. DUff,
a member of the Class of 1998,
played no. I for the Bucs
during his junior and senior
years, and impressed
his
teammates, his coach, and
other programs with his talent
and intensity.
"We call him chief;
obviously, he's the leader,"
said Durr's doubles partner,Jon
Wrigley.
Dun's
rocket
forehand and competitive
intensity won matches for the
Bucs, and pumped up his
teammates as well. "He will
be sorely missed," said Head
Coach Sean Bushey. "It will
be hard to replace Josef next
year."

Scott Spooner will
return to the team, ready to use
his sense of humor to lighten
things up -- and just as ready
to knuckle down on the court
when the situation calls for it.
"He's a lot of fun," said
Bushey, "but he's all business
on the court."
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Doubles teams comAfter finishing their
posed
of
Joe1le Staudinger/
season at 11-9, the Pirate
and senior Tara
women's tennis team headed Eliassen
Lisa
off to the NCIC tournament Bonelli/sophomore
Benscheidt
advanced
to
the
poised to finish in the top half
of the conference. Finishing champion-ship quarterfinal.
just one point behind Linfield Staudinger and Eliassen lost to
and three behind PLU at the the eventual champions from
conference championship, the Whitman, and Bonelli and
women had to settle for fifth Benscheidt lost to the runnersplace, which put them just up from UPS.
Women's tennis loses a
about dead-center in the NCIC.
couple of excellent players this
UPS won the tournament
going away with 46 points, 12 year in Eliassen and Bonelli.
"They are excellent
more than closest competitor
players, top of the ladder," said
Whitman.
Senior Dawn Eliassen Head Coach Jo Wagstaff.
"They played second and third,
won
the
consolation
championship in singles flight and both ended the season with
"A," which included the top winning records."
With their Whitworth
three players from each team.
Freshman
Kasey degrees in hand, both Eliassen
Shibao also had a strong and Bonelli plan teaching
tournament, advancing to the careers.
championship semi-finals in
flight "B," then losing to
Melanie Hiramoto of UPS.

""•

Senior Dawn Eliassen and sophomore Lisa Benscheidt discuss match
strategies as they prepare to face their opponents.
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Bensch.eidt and senior Tara
Bonelli are poised for action after
a strong return ofa wicked serve.

Center: Dawn Eliassen, in fineform,
Photo: Ben Parker

attacks the ball.

l/

f
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Frank Moore winds up, rares
back, and lets go the discus as
he gears up for another attempt
at a record.

A Whitworth runner positions
himself to sprint for the finish.

Kathiryn Schreyer "Fosbury flops" into the pit at Boppell Track.
Center: Junior Chet Doughty soars through the air at practice and
hears some admiring "oohs" and "aahs " from his watching
teammates. Photos by Tim Woods.

t
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Track & Field

TRACK & FIELD
Focus on

f~\{-\rIbrings

success

On the women's team,
seniors Miranda Thygesen and
Betsy Slemp broke school
records at the conference meet,
in the 400-meter run and the
hammer throw.
Junior Greg Loew won
the 400-meter
hurdles to
become conference champion,
and junior Ben Vaday placed
fifth in the 100-meter race with
freshman Tony Davis right
behind in sixth.
Six
athletes
had
previously
qualified
for
team."
nationals in the regular season.
The team enjoyed
qualified
at
success last year, but as Head Two more
regionals.
coach Toby Schwarz points
Going to nationals
out, they've
more than
doubled that success this year. were Chet Doughty in the long
jump and the triple jump;
"We've had more people
in the
qualify for conference and Jeremy Whelham
regionals than ever before in javelin; MirandaThygesen, 800
the school's history. It was a meters; Katie Schlotfeldt, 5000
meters; Annie Scott, 3000
highly successful year."
The men placed fifth at meters; Julia Lucas, 1500
meters; Danielle Swift, javelin;
conference and the women
and Betsy Slemp, hammer
also enjoyed success, finishing
throw
and discus.
in seventh place.
"This is not the largest
team we've ever sent to
nationals, but it's one of the most
competitive groups Whitworth
has ever had," said Schwarz.
-Rachel Hufman

With so many athletes
qualifying for the conference
and regional meets, and for
nationals, the '98 track team
could be quick to take personal
glory.
But that's not the story,
according to senior Chris
Cooper. "We prayed before
every workout that we would
glorify God, not ourselves.
This year we have really tried
to put the focus on Him, and
God has really blessed our

Long jumper Aaron Baldwin gives it everything he's got. Photo by

Tim Woods.

Track & Field
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In
addition
to
Whitworth's
faithfull fans ,
three girls and two guys - the
Whitworth cheerleading squad
- cheered on the football,
basketball, and volleyball team
this year. Limi ting the size of
the squad created a unified
team of students who were
comfortable with and trusted
each other. trust was the main
goal for the members of the
squad, because through trust
they were able to achieve the
unity needed for the acrobatic
stunts they perfomed.
The year started with
rigorus tryouts that resulted in
the in the five-member team of
students
beign
chosen.
Coached by Dan Furrer, the
cheerleaders started training
the first week of school,
schednling three two-hour
practices each week.
Working with both men and
women, Coach Furrer set
stunting as the main objective
of the team. Along with
stnnting
the team
was
responsible for creating and
putting together different

cheers for each sport, as well
as sidelines and dance routines.
Coach Furrer trested the squad
like any sports team, requiring
a serios attitude and steady
improvement throughout the
three seasons.
Although seriousness
was a requirement for being on
the squad, the members set out
to have fun, too. The team's
favorite season was basketball.
Aside from cheering for the
awesome turnout of supporters
at the home games, the squad
traveled to all the away games.
The must rewarding
part of traveling to the away
games was the opportunity to
travel to Nampa for the NAIA
Div. II Men's Basketball
Nationals. The squad also
traveled to Portland and Seattle
with the men's team, where
they enjoyed them selves
hanging out in the big city.
All
in
all,
the
cheerleaders
had a great
season, following the Pirates
with endless support and
enthusiasm.
-Nate Tomsheck

The 1997-98 cheerleading squad. Photo

The 1997football
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team-"Men

in Black. "

Cheerleading

providedby Heather Langhofer.

Showing off in Seattle, the team
throws a couple of lifts into the air.
Photo
provided
by Heather
Langhofer

Freshman Kimmie Scheuffele is woman, hear her... no, see her roar, as
sophomore Heother Langhofer stands on her shoulders. Photo provided by
Heather Langhofer
The squad prepares for a football game. Coach Furrer throws sophomore
Heather Langhofer, senior Eunjoo Song and junior Chad Buehler into a
diamond-heod configuration. Photo provided by Heather Langhofer

t
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As the year comes
to an end, we can
reflect on the frameworks that made
our
community
possible. These include gathering at
Hosanna, filling up
the Fieldhouse for a
home game, and sitting down for a casual dinner
at
Marriott. Whatever
made the year for
you, the fact is that
2,043
students
came together from
18 states and 38
countries to form a
community
we
know as home.
188
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156
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114
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On JUly 1 the people of Hong Kong
celebrated the end of 156 years 01
British colonial government.

In an epic journey,
Pope John Paul II
meets with
Cuban leader
Fidel Castro as
"a pilgrim of love,
of truth and
of hope:'
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EI Nino The Little Boy in

Spanish _ is an
\l) __.

unusually warm body of
water In the Pacific
Ocean that has been
credited with causing
torrential rains, ice

storms and other
weather-related
disasters across the
United States.

Fleetwood Mac
strikes a pose between
best-selling CDs
covering 20 years of
the mega band's
history.

Ireland's superstar band U2 hits
the road for another tour.

Spice Girls' Spice World
moviekeeps them hot!

Puff Daddy's
winning year includes concerts,
a hit CD, and Artist 01 the Year
from Roiling Stone.
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Trust in the LORD with all your heart and lean not on your own understanding; in all your ways acknowledge him,
and he will make your paths straight.
Do not be wise in your own eyes; fear the LORD and shun evil. This will bring health to your body and nourishment to your bones.
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Proverbs 3:5-8
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Wendi,you have excelled as a student and we honor you for your accomplishments today. Mayyou also excel in living all of your
tomorrows. Weloveyou and are veryproud of you!
Mom, Dad, Lindsay and Tiffany
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CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR
GRADUATION,
CRAIG & KARl!

Congratulations, Hil!

We'reproud of you.
4~ tt.d M ~ ~ tit -wmti ~
~~~.
H.>t. ~

H-u. H.

Love,
Jennie & David & Mom & Dad

We celebrate you! Congratulations!!

Mom, Dad, and Chris
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JASON.
HOLD ON TO YOUR IDRIEAMISAND
NIEVIER ILIETTHIEMI GO, CONTIINUIE
ALWAYS TO TRUST liN THIE LORD
AND HIE WIIILL BLIESSYOUR ILIIIFIE
AS
YOU HAVIE BILIESSIEID
US WIITH rov.
IENjOY ILIIIFIE'S
DIETOURS! WIISH]ING
YOU A WONIDIERIFUL IFUTURE.
LOVIE.
MIOMI. DAD. AND jlENNlllFlER
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Your 20th college reunion is coming
up soon, so you're thumbing through
your dusty 1998 Natsihi and actually
reading this ad for the very first time.

PLEASE CONTACT THE
ALUMNI OFFICE NOW!
We've been here for you since you
graduated-sending you magazines
and directories, helping you network
for jobs, providing regional programs
and events, and all we ask is that you
keep in touch with us. Is that so
hard? You can reach us at 1-800532-4668 or alumni@whitworth.edu
(it's even free, assuming we all still
use phones and e-mail).
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To My Son Kala:
I'm so proud of you CONGRATULATIONS.
Thank you with all my heart, for all
the sunshine you have brought into
my life. God bless you.

I love you,
Mom

t
\
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CONGRA lrUIILA lrIIONS. HlElrlHli
Its been a long, delightful journey.
From "Beffy," the bright little girl,

to ...
BETH, the second-grader who
announced after meeting
Dr. Cutter on the tennis courts ...

"I'm going to WHITWORTH!"

To:

Elizabeth Robblee
Whitworth Graduate

JER. 29:11
, "For I know the plans I have
for you, declares the Lord,
plans to prosper you and not
harm you, plans to give you
hope and a future."

l/

I
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GRADUATION CONGRATULATIONS!

Xal£iryn~ YKarie c'5c£reyer
WHITWORTH COLLEGE
CLASS OF 1998
WHAT

LIES BEHIND US AND

WHAT LIES BEFORE US ARE
SMALL MATTERS COMPARED TO
WHAT LIES WITHIN US.

-Ralph Waldo Emerson

Kathi ...our pride and joy ...you have filled all our lives with
happiness since the day you were born, andjust when we
thought we couldn't be prouder of all your achievements, you did
it again with your college graduation!
With love and pride, Mom, ]er,
Sheri and Dean, Laurie, Rob, and Gavin

"THE BEST OF ALL THINGS IS TO LEARN. MONEY CAN BE LOST OR
STOLEN, HEALTH AND STRENGTH MAY FAIL, BUT WHAT YOU HAVE
COMMITTED TO YOUR MIND IS YOURS FOREVER."
-Louis L' Amour
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A MESSAGE OF LOVE AND RESPECT TO REBECCA ANNE SPENCER,
WHITWORTH CLASS OF 1998

Dearest Becky:
We admire you so much for your wonderful stewardship of the gifts
that God has given you:
• Your love for Christ and your faithfulness to his Body, the Church;
• The disciplined use of your good mind in the tasks of learning;
• Loyalty to the Whitworth community and to your special friends;
• Diligent work in earning much of your own way;
• A spirit of adventure that is willing to take on the world.

Most of all, we love the special person that you are.
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR GRADUATION!

Dad, Mom & Christy

4/1

OVY

lov'Cj

Mom and Pad
Index! Advertisements
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eOJtgflll1lllltioJts, KIltie!

('Thi<; i<; our hOfc
maf fh& e-hi/dr&11born foda1
ma1 <;fi//hsvc, fW&l1f11&ar<; hence,
a bif of gr:=11 g:a<;<;
vl1d&r fh&ir bsre f=~
a bresdh of c-k-sn air fo br&am&...
snd a whs]«: 011the: horizon
fo <;&fthem dr&aming. "
Jat:tv&<; C-ov<;f&av

or YOUR. 0JRADUAnoN

IN e...e:.u:.BRAnoN

AND YOUR. DR£AMIN0J

With love-

fVOM

MOM

elf'ld Oeld

STephanzeWaRneR,

,,',

CongRaTuLaTlOns! We aRe pRoua
OFyou, as aLways, ana wIsh you
many RaInBOWS ana LOTsa of sunshIne
as you TRaveL Thrwugh LIFe.

•

WITh Iove.
MOTheR ana Daaay
Congratulations, Carry:
It's just four short years since
we wrote words of praise and
thnkfulness for your HS annual.
Now we have the honor of saying how PROUD we are of your
accomplishment in becoming a
college graduate. We wish you
God's best for the future, and
we pray that your feet follow
the path God prepares for you.
We rejoice with you in your

success

and we ask God's

blessings upon you.
you very much.
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We love

Mom, Jason, JoAnn and Ryan
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.Mom k Dad

Way to go, Travis.
Weare very proud of
you!
E ola koa,
Mom, Dad, and Shelby
Congratulations,
~4U;1,A""

'84,11!

We are very proud of you!
Love,

Mom and Dad

r-------------.,

COLOPHON

ENT BY, I LEARNED THAT LIFE IS AS GOOD AS
E IT. I WILL BE THE FIRST TO ADMIT THAT I
AND GOT BRUISED UP, BUT DURING THAT
AL AND ERROR, I FOUND SOME AWESOME
WHO PULLED ME THROUGH IT OR BROUGHT MY
SPIRITS UP A COUPLE OF NOTCHES.
FIRST AND FOREMOST, I WANT TO THANK MY ADVISOR,
TERRY MITCHELL, FOR ALL HER SUPPORT AND PATIENCE
WITH ME, EVEN THOUGH IT SEEMED LIKE I WAS GOING
INSANE SOMETIMES. TERRY, YOU DID A LOT MORE FOR
ME THIS YEAR THAN IT MIGHT HAVE SEEMED TO YOU.
THANKS FOR BEING MY BACKBONE AND BIGGEST
SUPPORTER. MY STAFF DID AN AWESOME JOB FOR THE
NUMBERS THAT WE HAD. RACHEL, KELLYE, JEN, AND
HENRY; I JUST WANT TO THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR
YOUR DEDICATION AND TRUST THAT THIS IS SOMETHING WORTH DOING. TO MY EDITORS, MAGGIE, NATE,
AND KARl; THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR PUTTING UP WITH
MY BAD ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS AND LACK OF RETURNING PHONE CALLS ON TIME. YOU GUYS ROCK,
AND I COULD NOT HAVE MADE IT WITHOUT YOUR HELP
AND ENTHUSIASM. AND TO ALL THOSE PEOPLE WHO
HELPED OUT IN THE SLIGHTEST WAYS - CRAIG, DAVE,
JENN, LULU, POLLY - THIS WOULD NOT HAVE HAPPENED
WITHOUT YOU. THANKS FOR KEEPING ME OUT OF THE
INSANE ASYLUM. AND ABOVE ALL, THANKS, MOM, FOR
PUTTING UP WITH MY ENDLESS TRIPS BACK TO
SPOKANE DURING BREAKS AND FOR JUST BEING THERE
WHEN I NEEDED SOME HELP AND CONSOLATION. THIS
BOOK IS NOT ABOUT ME, BUT ABOUT WHITWORTH AND
THE NATSIHI STAFF AND THE PEOPLE WHO HELPED PUT
IT TOGETHER. THEY ARE THE ONES WHO DESERVE THE
GLORY. SO TO THE WHITWORTH COMMUNITY, I PRESENT
THE 1998 COPY OF THE NATSIHI. ENJOY ...
-SHANE WOLF

The NATSIHI was published by Taylor Publishing
Company at 1550 W. Mockingbird Lane in Dallas, Texas
(75235). The in-plant representative was Tracy Cook.
The local representative was
Tina Sow!. From a printing
of 800 copies, all were circulated at a cost of $36.00 to students, faculty and the community.
The cover of the 9" x 12"
book was a lithocoat using a
picture designed by Shane
Wolf and photographed by
Hamilton Studios. The 212
page book was published on
80# enamel white paper.
Endsheets were on white paper with a process blue screen.
The opening section was
printed in 4-color. A 4-page,
4-color tip-in was added at the
end of the book.
Times was the primary
font used throughout the book.
Machine, OptiKartoon- Bold,
OptiJ ake-Black,
Swing,
OptiTypewriter, and others
were used as well.
As a computer book, the
NATSIHI made use of two
PowerMac
6100s,
one
PowerMac 7100, and one
PowerMac G3, a Microtec
ScanMaker
II,
and
a
LaserWriter Pro 630 printer.
Software included Adobe
Photoshop 4.0, Pagemaker
6.5, and Microsoft Word 6.0.
Pages were submitted on
Iomega Zip Disks holding
100MB.

.._-----------_.1
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YOU AN ENCO
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NOW THAT LIFE
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OCCUR
URING MUSICAL
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~~:~:v~a~:~fc:;~:
TO BUlL
NOS WITH THEIR PRO
DRS AND
tests out his climbing CLASS
SO THATWHENWHAT
ED LIKE
abilitiesduring one oj
the "college nights." A DEVAS
NG EVENT HAPPENED,
EONE
Photo: Ben Parker
OURJared Stover gets his WAS THE
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Carrie Wasser

-SHANE WOLF
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"CLOSURE IS AN E
END TO ANYTHING. IF IT
OR SCHOOL YEAR, PEOP
BRIEF AND ALLOW T
SETTLE WITHIN
LAUGHARY.
JUST AS THE FINAL
HES ARE B
ADDED TO PHASE II,
RE THE LA
GOODBYES TO NEW FRIEN
NO THE JUMP
FOR JOY TO CLASSES THA
MED LIKE THEY
WOULD NEVER END. "NO M
HOW HARD IT
SEEMED, LIFE WAS JUST GO
TO GO ON. WE
HAVE NO IDEA WHAT GOD
N STORE FOR
US, BUT IT WILL BE GOOD A
E'LL HAVE TO
TRUST HIM," SAID JUNIOR 0
BOSCOW.
SO AS FINALS WEEK EN
NO GRADUATION COMES CLOSER, WE NEE
REMEMBER
WHO WE ARE AND WHY WE A
ART OF THE
"PINE CONE CURTAIN." SO WH
E VENTURE
OFF INTO OUR DIFFERENT WAYS
ANOTHER
SUMMER TO JOBS THAT WILL
E US ANYWHERE WE DESIRE, WE WILL AL
S REMEMBER THE FRAMEWORK THAT WE
UCTURED
OUR LIVES AROUND AT WHITWORT
-SHANE WOLF
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Closing out accounts with
MamoU meant spendingany
access flex dollars at The
Cafe as do Iennifer Garrett,
Kelly Hofheins,
and
Samantha Brischle. Photo:
Shane Wolf
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